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Welcome to Portugal
Portugal has extensive expertise in the aerospace sector, including innovative companies recognized internationally for their excellence in civil and military aviation. Our country possesses installed capabilities that
range from engineering to design, manufacturing of
components and aero structures, aviation and defence
software development, control tower equipments and
airport transport operations.
The Portuguese aerospace and defence cluster – composed by companies with long and consistent knowledge and skills that have a close connection with universities, both in Portugal and abroad – is characterized
and defined by entrepreneurial initiative and vitality.
This dynamic cluster is achieving impressive results in
the global market, demonstrating that its competitiveness is attributable to the sound training of its specialist human resources, its modern, international quality
infrastructure and its attractive operating costs.
When arriving in Portugal, you will discover with these
Portuguese aerospace and defence companies integrated solutions and innovative partnerships for your

businesses, and learn in person why Portugal should
be your favorite destiny for investing.
Besides providing a transatlantic bridge to the
Americas – offering an open door to the Atlantic
Ocean – Portugal is a privileged entry point for the
European Union as well as a strategic platform into
the Latin America and African markets and also to the
Portuguese speaking countries. Portugal represents a
gateway to much broader markets.
We are very proud to host the ASD Convention this
year, as it represents an opportunity – even if only
for a few days – to place our country in the very
heart of the Aero Space and Defence industries. The
Convention will be a privileged stage for meeting the
industry’s major players and stakeholders. You are
welcomed to visit the technological forum that will
take place during the Convention days, and discover
the industry’s latest news and trends.
Pedro Reis
President and CEO of aicep Portugal Global
Trade & Investment Agency

Increase your business,
doing business in Portugal

aicep Portugal Global is a Trade & Investment Agency created to increase the competitiveness
of the Portuguese economy through the development and execution of structuring policies and the support
to the internationalization of the Portuguese companies, by:
• Promoting a competitive business environment to attract and assist structuring investment projects;
• Promoting Portuguese exports, by increasing the number of exporting companies and encouraging a larger
incorporation of technology in their products;
• Promoting and spreading the Portuguese economic offer, namely in the area of goods and services;
• Supporting the internationalization of Portuguese companies, mainly the small and medium-size ones.
• Promoting Portugal’s image abroad as well as the Portuguese brands.
aicep Portugal Global – Trade & Investment Agency develops its activity supported by a large network
of business offices, business units and representations, over the five continents. This network is a key factor
to perform the strategy of the Agency as facilitator of business and commercial contacts.
O’Porto Bessa Leite Complex
Rua António Bessa Leite, nº 1430 – 2º
4150-074 Porto - PORTUGAL
Phone: +351 226 055 300
Fax: +351 226 055 399
E-mail: aicep@portugalglobal.pt

Av. 5 de Outubro, 101,
1050-051 Lisboa - PORTUGAL
Phone: +351 217 909 500
Fax: +351 217 909 578
E-mail: aicep@portugalglobal.pt

www.portugalglobal.pt

Welcome to the 1st Technology Forum!
A “first” in ASD’s history, the Technology Forum will
unite over 60 companies from 21 countries and more
than 400 participants under the sunny skies of Lisbon
on 11th October 2012.
Access to technology is the key concept around which
the Technology Forum has been designed. The ASD
initiative represents a unique opportunity to stimulate
cooperation, raise ideas, promote talents and initiate
partnerships for future Research & Technology projects
and training programmes for young people from an
early age onwards.
Universities, research institutes, foundations from
across Europe have been invited and will present,
share and exchange information on research activities and programmes among the educational community and the industry. Moreover, participants in
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the Technology Forum will also have the possibility to
interact with the EU Institutions and Agencies. The
issues addressed in the Technology Forum will be
consequential subjects of the three workshops in the
morning of the Convention.
We look forward to interesting presentations of a
wide panel of stakeholders at the Technology Forum
explaining their projects and ideas to boost the competitiveness of European companies who are competing internationally and whose technological level
needs to be further enhanced.
We wish you all an excellent Technology Forum and
look forward to seeing you there!
Michael von Gizycki
ASD Secretary General

Building Network in Security & Defence
CMYK 87/52/0/55

Portugal has the honour to host the 2012 ASD Annual
Convention! For the first time, this major event is
preceded by a special Technological Forum: a “plus”
for the aerospace and defence sectors as it will give to
SMEs the opportunity to enhance their development
within the chain of competitive providers. ASD 2012
Lisbon Convention and the Technological Forum offer
a huge potential for the development of strategic
business contacts: a key meeting point for EU public
political definition of technological innovation.
From electric switchboards to helicopter tails, including structural components for airliners, as well as for
fighters, a wide range of aircraft components are
manufactured in Portugal. Portuguese expertise in
the aeronautical industry also includes high tech management systems to collect information on aircraft
components status, allowing for better fleet planning
and the receiving of parts “just in time”. Furthermore,

CMYK 52/30/0/33

Portugal is internationally recognised in the aircraft
maintenance field by having top-level standards and
full-service expertise.
DANOTEC (Association of defence industries, weaponry and new technologies) has represented and
supported the Portuguese defence industry, weaponry and technologies since the year 2000, building a visible and promising network in security and
defence, maximizing an arrow of competencies, both
at national and international level. All this potential
is in Lisbon, now! An unique ASD 2012/Tech Forum
meeting, a movement and a motion of key actors in
the sectors of aeronautics, space and defence.
Together we will contribute to the establishment of
a stronger aeronautic cluster, by developing it as a
major vector of Portugal’s competence and technological know-how.

7
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DANOTEC
DEFENCE TECHNOLOGICAL
AND INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
CMYK 87/52/0/55

The national DTIB connects SMEs with scientific and
technological players, producing components, subsystems and logistics maintenance, processing capability
for systems or products integration. The entities of the
national Scientific and Technologic System (STS), have
invested in knowledge, creating dual use technologies.
The relationship between DTIB players, academic
system and other entities with I&T capacity, has a low
expression. This leads to duplications, dispersion of
efforts. However, there has been a clear purpose to
improve. New players are emerging, particularly in the
area of technology and information systems, communications and electronics.
There is a strong focus on the European market, as
well in the fulfillment of military capabilities and
requirements pertaining to national Defence needs.
The national DTIB Strategy (April 2010), is in line with
the National Defence Strategic Concept, the Military
Strategic Concept and Missions of the Armed Forces
and the System of National Forces.
UAM 602 – ATENTO- Lifeboat
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Defence & Development investment’s effort is aligned
with UE (EDA) and NATO, particularly with current
public policy instruments, as Eureka Initiative (PanEuropean Network for Market-oriented, Industrial
R&D), European Community Research Framework
Programs and Lisbon Strategy.
The creation, consolidation and reinforcement of a
national DTIB, favors clusters and networks of technological competences in preferential strategic areas. In
recent years, three major clusters have emerged: aeronautical; knowledge and economy of the sea; engineering and tooling, which are represented in major
international exhibitions. They participate in state of
the art projects. These practices have an enormous
influence, not only on the aerospace industry value
chain, but also on other industrial sectors.
Research and development
The project SEACON (system for training, demonstration and development of concepts of operation with

Oceanic Patrol Vessels, Viana do Castelo Shipyard

multiple autonomous underwater vehicles) was proposed by the Navy and the University of Porto and its
main goal was to provide the Navy with a system for
training, demonstration and development of operation concepts with small autonomous underwater
vehicles (UUV). The work begun in 2008, and was
completed in 2011.
The Joint Investment Programme on Force Protection
(JIP-FP), evolves 20 European countries and a total of
18 projects. Portugal participates in three projects AHEAD, MUSAS and AD-HELW.
The effort to develop the national DTIB is evident with
the recent publication of a Defence Industries and
Logistics Catalogue (http://www.portugalglobal.pt).

MUSAS - ATARES vehicle for field tests
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Engineering & Tooling
from Portugal
A Cluster supporting Aerospace Industries
Pool-Net is the entity that promotes the Portuguese
Engineering & Tooling Cluster among the International
Aerospace Community.
The sustainable approach adopted by the Portuguese
Engineering and Tooling Cluster regarding Aerospace
Industry is based on a solid culture of engineering and
product development and its ability to provide functional and technical solutions to international companies and added value sectors.
The ever greater level of knowledge and interaction with
aerospace companies is supporting this relationship to different degrees and in different areas ranging from design
and prototyping to tooling for metal, plastics and composites, machined parts and control devices such as jigs
and fixtures. Recent participation in the most important
international aerospace trade fairs showing to Aerospace
Industry players our competences and capabilities in product development, machining, tooling and assembly was
an important move to show our capabilities.

Here is an example of an interior cabin mockup developed by a team where
some Portuguese Engineering & Tooling Cluster members play the main role
12
and handle the project management.

Promoting Aerospace culture
Fostering our integration and recognition as Aerospace
Industry qualified suppliers, the Cluster has sought to
promote international networking with major companies and suppliers, organizing visits and trade missions
to enhance market and business opportunities.
Furthermore, the involvement of companies in innovation and R&D projects for the development of competences to serve the Aerospace Industry has been seen
as imperative by the Portuguese Engineering & Tooling
Cluster. Several companies are already certified in
accordance with AS 9100 International Standards and
numerous seminars, workshops and meetings on
these subjects have been held to inform our members.
The number of Portuguese Engineering & Tooling
Cluster members holding AS 9100 certification is
increasing in a sustainable way, supported by our
industry critical values of product conformity, reliability,
quality, liability and safety.

The Portuguese Engineering & Tooling Industry can act
in the following key aerospace areas with regard to
product development for metal and plastic parts:
Equipment and Avionics
• Electronic instruments and apparatus
• Non electronic instruments and apparatus
• Undercarriage components
• Seats (narrow-body and wide–body structures)
• Cabin interiors
The key advantages offered by the cluster are its accumulated expertise and highly-qualified, in-house
design teams working in partnership with clients from
concept research and definition to styling and product
design, visualization and realistic imaging, renderings
and product graphics.
The Portuguese Engineering & Tooling Industry speeds
up product development by using advanced collaborative engineering software from the first stage of design
to the final approval of manufactured parts.

Our industry works daily with tightly controlled processes using state-of-the-art software and technologies
(5 axis HSM, laser cutting, wire electrical discharge
machining and grinding centers) and special materials
(Titanium and HRSA alloys and polymeric composites).
The use of state-of-the-art measurement equipment
such as 3D CMM machines and video measuring
machines ensures the dimensional and geometrical
conformity of plastic and metal parts. Our industry has
considerable experience in quality control practices,
having invested energy and resources in ISO certification in the past which are now being channeled into
the AS 9100 certification process.
The Portuguese Engineering & Tooling industry follows
international customer needs and in recent decades has
set up state-of-the art injection molding, forming and
metal-based laser cutting and assembly facilities, thus
closing the loop from design to final product, helping
international customers speed up time-to-market.

This integration of capabilities into a single database
ensures that communication between product designers, engineers and marketing executives fosters communication flows so that any changes in part design or
product assembly design made by any of the members
involved in the product development chain are quickly
incorporated into the development process.

The Portuguese Engineering & Tooling Cluster has a
complete range of solution providers for the Aerospace
Industry who can streamline innovation, help customers find solutions, while building reliability, precision &
efficiency, with trust & commitment as core values.

This promotes the production of prototypes and solid
models, saving costs during the later stages of tooling
and production.

Pool-Net - Portuguese Tooling Network

The Portuguese Engineering & Tooling Industry uses the
most advanced software in order to be able to deal with
all of the largest international players in the Aerospace
Industry and as such is fully equipped to deal with aerospace OEMs (CATIA, Unigraphics, Pro/Engineer/
CIMATRON, Cosmos, Moldflow, MPI, among others).

Edifício OPEN Zona Industrial,
Rua da Bélgica, Lote 18, PO BOX 78
2431-903 Marinha Grande
Portugal
E-mail: info@toolingportugal.com
Web: www.toolingportugal.com/mouldscluster/EN
Phone: +351 244 570 420
Fax: +351 244 570 421
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PEMAS
PORTUGUESE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
The Portuguese aeronautic industry is small in scale and
relatively recent when compared with other countries.
Still, there is a strong industrial base on several areas (aircraft interior design, new and eco-efficient materials solutions, metallic (machined and sheet metal) construction
and assembly, smart materials and embedded systems integration amongst others) with enormous potential that in
the past few years demonstrated the necessary tenacity to
thrive in the competitive aerospace market.
In this context, PEMAS - Portuguese Aerospace Industry
Association was formalized in 2006. With the aim of promoting and boosting the Portuguese aerospace industry
position in the global aerospace market. It now gathers
34 members representing most of SMEs, integrators, specialists and R&D institutions with strategic interests in the
Aeronautic Industry.
Along three main action lines that are:
1. Promoting the integration in national and international
aerospace industry supply chains.
2. Promote, manage and develop aerospace programmes
as a non-commercial entity.
3. Actively contribute to the definition of public policies for
the aerospace industry and its involved markets.
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PEMAS is a private held association that has been working together with companies, research centres, universities
and government authorities to promote the integration
and organization of a supply-chain able to supply both the
national as the international aerospace needs.
The diversity of highly specialized companies and its close
cooperation with the acedemia along with highly specialized human resources are the main strengths of the Portuguese aerospace cluster.
The growth of companies acting on the ASD sectors in notorious and, mainly in niche markets Portugal is confirming
to be a player to be reckoned.
The aerospace industrial market now represents an annual turnover of more than 1.2bi € and employs more
than 13.000 highly qualified specialists, that work in
different areas of expertise in the industrial, academic
and research fields.
The combined technical competencies of PEMAS go
from the design and the manufacturing of products,
systems and tools for the aerospace sector (included
design of Unmanned Aerial Systems) up to consulting

and R&D services and training. Support is provided to
associates vis-à-vis research activities, in networking and
assistance/information about funding mechanisms.
PEMAS cooperates actively with national policymakers
and agencies, particularly with AICEP Portugal Global
- a public business entity, created in 2007, focused in
encouraging the best foreign companies to invest in
Portugal and contribute to the success of Portuguese
companies abroad in their internationalization processes or export activities.
At international level, most relevant cooperation network has been the European Aerospace Cluster Partnership (EACP) with PEMAS is proud co-founder and
that already represents 39 clusters from 13 countries,
as well as the connections to ASD, through the cooperation with DANOTEC (Portuguese Defence Industry Association) and several organizations within the
Brazilian cluster. There is also a close cooperation programmes with specific companies like Lockheed Martin or Alenia as well as some connections with Spain,
Canada and Poland amongst other countries.
The PEMAS association and its members participated
in several national and international R&D projects of
strategic importance.
It coordinates, as consortium leader, PAIC IMPERIO UAS,
an outcome of an offset programme from the Portuguese P-3C Orion Upgrade Programme which purpose
was to create the foundations and competencies to de-

velop, build and provide a competitive, civil Unmanned
Aircraft System (UAS) to the worldwide market, in parallel, to establish a solid foundation between Lockheed
Martin (L-M) and the Portuguese industry, generating
knowledge transfer and commercial opportunities.
The PAIC IMPERIO UAS is one of the most successful
offset projects in what results is concern. Fourteen companies working in a development consortium benefited
from all the gathered and developed knowledge being
that, today, 4 years after, many of them are very much
active in the UAS industry each in their own area of
expertise. PEMAS, as leader of the consortium created
a spin-off company aiming to enter the market with
the results of the project or serving as a platform for the
partners to further develop the products.
Another, highlight is the LIFE Project, a project that
aimed to create the skills for design, development and
industrialization of functional solutions for aircraft interiors focusing on an eco-efficient, lightweight , innovative and comfort integrated design and that, clearly
not only exceled at the proposed goals and it exceeded them, and the recognition of it was the winning of
the Cristal Cabin Award 2011 for Visionary Concepts –
the most important international award for excellence
in aircraft interior innovation.
Through networking, Portugal will keep on growing in
the aerospace sector and PEMAS will make available all
of its energy to push forward in this great endeavour.

PEMAs Joint Capabilities
Commercial and
Corporate Aviation

- Cabin design for commercial and VIP aircraft
- Onboard installation and cabin interiors
- Passenger seat covers
- IT Solutions

Space

- Spacecraft systems software and tests
- Commercial satellite applications
(geoinformation software)

Unmanned Air
Systems

- Experimental tactical UAV/S
- UAS development and testing

Simulators and
Systems

- Flight simulators and procedure training
systems

Materials
and Structures

- Airframe and structural components
subassemblies
- Metallic materials for airframe construction
- Plastic and fibre-reinforced composite
materials for airframes
- Engine materials
- Semi-finished products
- Surface refinement and treatment
- Material component and inspection

Tools and Tooling
machinery

- Tooling for production and maintenance
- Refining and plating technologies
- Material inspection and testing systems

R&D and Training
Services

- Universities, research and technical institutes
- Wind tunnels

Consulting

- Development, technical/scientific consulting
- Aerospace marketing and business
development
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PROESPAÇO
Portugal joined the ESA in December 2000 and it is
only from that date onwards that it began to develop a
national space industry. The ESA is the main customer
of Portuguese institutions operating in the space
sector. Other clients include EUMETSAT, the European
Commission’s Framework Programmes and the leading
European integrators, NASA and JAXA.

capita of € 129,000, about four times higher than
the national average.
• Portuguese investment in the space sector is
profitable.
• Almost 100% of the space sector’s contributions to
ESA return to Portugal.
• The Space industry is inherently an export sector.

The important results that the Portuguese space
industry produced during this first decade reflect its
capacity to respond to challenges, providing Portugal
with a strong competitive edge not only in this sector,
but also in other areas of the economy for which it
generated profits.

Portugal’s space industry is currently at an intermediate stage of development. The objectives for growth
in its industrial base, technical skills and technological
development set out in the Strategy for 2005–2008
were achieved in every area and a 100% geographical return was accomplished in optional programmes.

The balance of the first 10 years of Portugal’s
participation in ESA has proved excellent, both in terms
of the geographic return of direct investment in ESA
(approximately 100%) and in regard to the multiplier
effects on the economy as the space industry developed
into one of Portugal’s most profitable sectors:
• The space sector has proved extremely efficient
from an economic point of view, producing GVA per

We recommend that Portugal consolidate the idea of
how it wants to develop the space sector based on the
following goals:
1) creating a modern industrial sector that is both
profitable and engaged in international projects;
2) creating an international image of industrial and
scientific excellence;
3) promoting innovation and integrating value chains
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related to navigation, telecommunications and
earth observation, which would necessarily include
the greater added value aspects of these sectors;
4) using the space industry as a tool for administrative
modernisation, particularly in regard to territorial
planning (continental and oceanographic), natural
resources management, civil protection, and environmental and climate change monitoring; and

5) u
 sing space as a means of cooperating with other
Portuguese-speaking countries;
In this way, Portugal should reach a level of technological
maturity in the next decade that will establish the country
as an upstream supplier of small integrated systems and
subsystems for space missions, including scientific instrumentation (for both the earth and space segments).

17

PORTUGAL
Think Global, Think Portugal
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Portugal has always been a country that has placed
itself in the centre of World.
In the West Coast of Europe, Portugal's strategic position makes business easier whether you go West or
East. This prime location places Portugal as an ideal
platform to reach a substantial range of potential
consumers. Brazil, Angola and many other developing economies in Africa and Southern America easily
reach from Portugal, not only due to our geographic
location but also due to our cultural and historical
links which makes business easier.
The “Doing Business Report” by the World Bank
places Portugal above many of its European competitors, in the “Trading Across Borders” ranking. This
together with an urge to economically develop the
country creates all the conditions for investor’s safety
and investment growth.
Business relies on the quality of the infrastructures for
its success. Portugal presents an impressive network
from modern highways to deep sea water ports, from
100% digital communications network, with 100%
ISDN connection coverage to a natural gas grid. These

infrastructures are available throughout the country
allowing a variety of locations to be chosen by companies to locate in Portugal different kind of operations,
ranging from R&D to manufacture.
According to the European Commission report,
“Digitizing Public Services in Europe, 2010", Portugal
has 100% full on-line availability, well above the EU
average of 82%. It means Portugal e-Government
performance has greatly increased, not only in terms of
transparency but also sophistication and time saving.
To increase the country's competitiveness Portugal
signed agreements with several internationally
renowned universities with institutional links to the
business community, including theMassachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT).
The Portuguese economy in the past years has witnessed a change in its structure. It has evolved from a
traditional economy into a modern, vibrant economy
where old sectors embrace new technologies and
develop worldwide usage solutions.
Automotive industry is a key sector in the Portuguese
economy. Innovative vehicles are being developed
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and manufactured in the country. High quality components are brought to life daily and incorporated in
a large number of leading car brands. International
clients account for most of the production delivered
from Portugal. You may not know but probably some
of your car’s components, may have been manufactured in Portugal.
Portugal is a pioneer in electronic systems for the
toll management of motorways providing innovative
solutions and a growing number of services related to
motor traffic.
The Portuguese Banking and Payments System - the
ATM - is the most functional of Europe. It consists of
a fully integrated network of more than 13,500 ATMs
and 200,000 payment terminals, spread throughout the
country and shared by the banking system. With over
60 features, it allows withdraw money, money transfers,
payments, train ticket sales and other services.
The Portuguese Government selected the Aerospace
Industry as a priority area to develop and support for
next decades. Embraer is now operating two new factories in Évora. A new airport, aimed for maintenance
and cargo companies opened in Beja, with all the infrastructures required for a quick setting in and almost
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zero restrictions regarding airside and flight operations.
Portugal now offers an extensive range of skills within
the aeronautical sector, both for civil and defense applications. Such a large range of activities, from MRO
operations to engineering and design, going through
software development, component and aero-structures
production and air transport operations, all signal the
strength of Portugal’s offer in this sector.
Portugal has been considered by the big consulting
firms as a hotspot location for business support services, with reports of up to 60% cost reductionsin some
shared service centers. Nokia Siemens Networks has
recently announced they will double the capacity of
their engineering centre near Lisbon, which will reach
a total of 1500 workers.
Portugal is the 15th major worldwide pulp and paper
producer and the 6th biggest in Europe. When considering paper coils, which represents 64% of the Portuguese
production, Portugal is in the 2nd place in Europe.
With an extensive reform program under way, Portugal
is improving the business environment by:
• Promoting major changes in the labor market, including a reduction on overtime costs and the possibility to balance working hours with demand.

• Adopting a new competition law, harmonizing it with
the legal competition framework of the European
Union, which reinforces the regulatory mechanisms,
namely, against market crimes and abuse of position;
• adopting judicial reforms that aim to create a more efficient economic justice, that can give the judicial systems
operational conditions to function more effectively;
• The creation of a specialized court on Competition,
Regulation and Supervision and also new law on
arbitration will establish the conditions to have a
better justice and also to attract the resolution on
international judicial cases;
• Giving priority to large taxpayers in their interaction
with the tax services.
• Adopting a new insolvency code and corporate
recovery focusing on speed;
Another major advantage Portugal offers it is political
and social stability. Portugal has one of the lowest crime
rates worldwide; it is on the top 20 of the Global Peace
Index when we measure crime against people and
business. The Portuguese society is known for welcoming foreigners as their own, contributing to their easy
integration on the country. Living in Portugal is a strong
argument for attracting qualified people. Privileged
nature landscapes, imposing mountains, beautiful beaches, rich monumental, artistic, archaeological and
cultural heritage, luxury resorts, vibrant entertainment

and nightlife options, modern and cosmopolitan cities,
traditional villages, or unique and internationally renowned cuisine and wines, all these involved by abundant
sunlight and warm temperatures most of the year.
In the last years, Portugal has been implementing a
far-reaching reform to make citizens and businesses
everyday life easier by cutting red tape, reducing compliance costs and using ICT. It has been recognized by
the European Commission, United Nations and the
World Bank as a best practice.
Additionally, to build an even more attractive and
efficient business-friendly framework, Portuguese
Government provides a comprehensive range of support programs to investment. Today are in place programmes that offer financial and tax incentives packages for companies that choose Portugal to locate their
new investments. Also, the Portuguese Government
provides support for hiring new workers, by taking on
some of the costs that the companies would endure.
At a time when companies worldwide face legal,
political or social difficulties in choosing a country to
locate investments, Portugal’s strong stability and its
superior investment climate keeps the country on the
corporation’s investment shortlists.
21
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Airbus Military: a leader in its sector
Airbus Military is the only military and civic/humanitarian transport aircraft manufacturer to develop, produce, sell and support a comprehensive family of
airlifters ranging from three to 45 tonnes of payload.
Airbus Military’s highly versatile product range includes
the robust and service proven, three to nine tonnes
payload “Light & Medium” Family, comprising the
C212, the CN235 and the C295 “workhorses”, the all
new 37 tonne A400M designed for the needs of the
21st century, as well as the A330 MRTT - the benchmark in Multi Role Tanker Transport aircraft, and further military derivatives based on Airbus commercial
aircraft. An Airbus daughter company, Airbus Military
is the global leader in the market for military transport,
tanker and surveillance aircraft able to perform the
most varied missions. Altogether, Airbus Military has
sold more than 1,000 aircraft to some 130 military,
civilian and governmental customers. More than 800
of these aircraft have been delivered.
Headquartered in Madrid (Spain), the company’s facilities are essentially based in Spain. Its main sites are
Getafe, close to Madrid, where civil Airbus A330 airframes are converted into Multi Role Tanker Transport
(MRTT) aircraft, and Seville, where the San Pablo factory, south of the airport, hosts the A400M Final
Assembly Line opened in 2007, as well as the complete production and final assembly of the C212,
CN235 and C295.
Airbus Military was formally created in April 2009, following the integration of the former Military Transport

Aircraft Division (MTAD) and Airbus Military Sociedad
Limitada (AMSL) into Airbus. This integration allows
for a single and streamlined organisation. Airbus
Military has its own P&L accounting, and employs
more than 5,000 people.
Airbus Military builds on the experience developed by
the former Construcciones Aeronauticas Sociedad
Anonima (CASA), which became part of EADS, as
MTAD, in 2000. Over the years, CASA, which was
founded in 1923, specialised in the development, construction, certification and support of small military
transport aircraft, while playing a leading role in the
militarisation of civil Airbus platforms. It is now also fully
in charge of the development of the all new 21st
Century tactical and logistical Airlifter, the A400M, and
of the military versions of Airbus commercial aircraft.
Airbus Military is well established on the world market
with products operated by air forces for tactical and
strategic transport and refuelling, as well as for all
other kinds of civic missions for the benefit of society
such as maritime surveillance and humanitarian aid.

Airbus Military Press Office
Av. de Aragón, 404
28022 Madrid,
Spain
E-mail: media.relations@military.airbus.com
Web: www.airbusmilitary.com
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BES
OVERVIEW
Banco Espírito Santo, S.A. (“BES”) is the largest
listed Portuguese bank by market cap. BES and its
consolidated subsidiaries (together, “BES Group”) offer
a full range of banking and financial services, including
deposit taking, lending, asset management, leasing and
factoring, investment banking and brokerage services.
As at 31 December 2011, BES Group operated 801
retail branches, and employed 9,863 people worldwide.
Currently, BES international footprint covers 25
countries across four continents.
In addition to its robust domestic Portuguese
operations, BES has a targeted international presence
in geographies with cultural and economic affinities
with Portugal.
BES’ core shareholders are Espírito Santo Financial
Group, Crédit Agricole (France) and Banco Bradesco
(Brazil).
BES’ origins date from 1869, when José Maria do Espírito
Santo e Silva, along with other investors, founded
its predecessor bank in Lisbon. Other than during a
period of government control, which followed BES
Group’s nationalisation, from 1975 to 1991, the Espírito
Santo family has always played an important role in
BES Group, maintaining a focus on long-term value
creation. Since BES Group’s privatisation in 1991, it has
pursued a strategy of organic growth, expanding its
lines of business and its geographical reach to include,
among others, Spain, Brazil and Angola.
With an innovative and competitive branch of
products and services, wide geographic coverage
where the Client Managers are supported by teams
of experts, and with a focus on the most dynamic
sectors of the economy (Innovative and Exporters
companies) Banco Espírito Santo, with a Market
Share of 25% in Corporate Banking, is the Bank of
the Corporate Segment in Portugal.
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EMBRAER
Embraer S.A. designs, develops, manufactures and
sells aircraft and systems for the commercial aviation,
executive aviation, and defense and security segments. The company is headquartered in S. José dos
Campos, Brazil.
Commercial aviation
Embraer is the world’s leading manufacturer of commercial jets for up to 120 seats. Since 1996, it has produced and delivered nearly 900 ERJ 145 family regional
jets. With a high level of commonality among the
family, the 37, 44, and 50-seat ERJ 135, ERJ 140, and
ERJ 145 jets offer versatility for airlines to tailor capacity to market demand.

Executive aviation
Embraer entered the executive jet market by launching
the Legacy 600, in 2000. The jet’s success since it
entered service, in 2002, plus the launch of new products and strengthened customer services, reinforced
the company’s commitment to become a major player
in this segment.

The entry level Phenom 100, the light Phenom 300, the
midlight Legacy 450, the midsize Legacy 500, the super
midsize Legacy 600, the large Legacy 650, and the ultralarge Lineage 1000 jets are positioned at the top of their
respective classes, offering superior space and comfort,
excellent performance and low operating costs.

The E-Jets family is a new generation of four jetliners
designed for the 70 to 120-seat segment. The E-Jets
offer spacious cabins, large cargo compartments and
superior landing and takeoff performance, as well as
low operating costs.

Defense and Security Market
the Company’s ample portfolio includes the Super
Tucano, an advanced pilot training and light attack turboprop; the Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR) family; tailored solutions for commercial and executive jets for transporting governmental
officials; and the KC-390 military transport aircraft.
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This was followed by the decision in 2008 to further
invest in Portugal, in the region of Alentejo, where
two new Centers of Excellence were inaugurated last
September 21st in the city of Évora.
Embraer Compósitos is specialized in the manufacturing of parts and structures in composite materials,
while Embraer Metálicas is focused on metallic components and structures.

Embraer S.A.
Additionally, Embraer provides Command, Control,
Communications, Computer and Intelligence (C4I)
systems, and data link solutions. Currently, more
than 20 air forces worldwide operate or use Embraer
defense products and services.
Presence in Europe
there are more than 1,000 aeroplanes manufactured
by Embraer currently in operation in the region of Europe, Africa and Middle East.
Beyond a presence through its products, Embraer arrived in Europe in 1983 establishing a customer support
base outside Paris, at the Le Bourget Airport. Since November 2005 the company has an additional building
in Villepinte, also near Paris.
Before, in December 2004, Embraer had been selected
by the Portuguese Government to become the privatization partner of OGMA S.A.

Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 2170
12227-901 - São José dos Campos
São Paulo
Brazil
Tel.: + 55 12 39 27 10 00
Fax: + 55 12 39 21 23 94

Embraer Aviation Europe
Bat. Eddington - 33 rue des vanesses
BP 58 294 Villepinte
95958 Roissy CDG Cedex
France
Tel.: +33 1 49 38 44 00
Fax: +33 1 49 38 44 01

Embraer Portugal SGPS S.A.
Parque da Indústria Aeronáutica de Évora
Lote A-I, Herdade do Pinheiro e Casa Branca
7005-797 Évora
Portugal
Tel.: + 351 266 242 500
Fax. + 351 266 242 599
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EMBRAER, THE THIRD
LARGEST COMMERCIAL
AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURER
IN THE WORLD, HAS JUST
ARRIVED IN ALENTEJO.
BRINGING MANY
OPPORTUNITIES TO
PORTUGAL.
Embraer, one of the largest aircraft manufacturers,
opened two Centers of Industrial Excellence
in the city of Évora: the first dedicated to metallic
structures and the second specialized in composite
materials. With a total investment of 177 million
Euros, the two plants will create jobs for skilled
employees while placing the region of Alentejo
on the map of the Global Aerospace Industry.

Now with two
CeNters of exCelleNCe
iN Évora.
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ISQ - a Reliable Partner
for the Aerospace and Defence Market
ISQ is a private Portuguese entity, established in 1965,
with a Group turnover, in 2011 of 85M€ (50% overseas) and a staff of about 1300 collaborators, with a
permanent presence in 13 countries and operations in
around 20 countries.
ISQ has invested more than 55M€ in R&D projects in
the last 10 years, with partners such as EADSAirbus, Rolls-Royce, Eurocopter, Thales, Agusta
Westland and NASA, among others. ISQ has participated in the different EC Research Frameworks and
European Working Committees and Commissions in
ASD, promoting its technical competitiveness based
on a constant innovation of the technical services
offered to Industry.
As a Centre of Excellence for testing, analysis and
quality assurance in its certified labs accordingly with
EN17025 and ISO 9001:2000, ISQ is an important
partner for the Aerospace Cluster both in Portugal
and abroad.

ISQ growth in Aeronautics and Space Market in the
last ten years is a reality, forecasting a significant
improvement for the future.
The EMBRAER set up in Portugal launched a real challenge for the national Aeronautic Cluster, to which ISQ
is well prepared as a service provider and a development partner.
The proven technical and resource capacity as well as
engineering knowledge in the last half century in
Portugal and overseas has established ISQ as a reliable
and well positioned partner for the Aerospace and
Defense market. ISQ is the biggest Portuguese technological infrastructure and a fundamental partner in the
support to foreign investments in Portugal.
Therefore ISQ expects to consolidate business and
research relations and to promote long term partnership at a national and international level.
Manuel Cruz

President of the Board of Directors

ISQ provides highly demanding testing and services
accordingly with non standard specifications and specific requirements to clients such as EMBRAER, TAS-I,
SAFRAN, ASTRIUM, CERN and ITER.
At the Centre Spatial Guyanais – Kourou, ISQ has been
providing, on a permanent basis since 2003, technical
inspections for CNES and Arianespace to Ariane, Soyuz
as well as to VEGA launching systems.
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EEA
The Facts and Figures published on an yearly basis by
the Aerospace and Defence Industries Association of
Europe (ASD) are clear. They show the good performance of the European Aerospace and Defence industry
with sustainable growth over the past 40 years, a significant increase of efficiency and a leading position
when compared with their direct competitors, in several sectors. There are, of course, differences in behaviour when you compare the European countries,
where the main actors are still France, Germany,
United Kingdom and Italy, who have benefited from
this positive trend.
The Portuguese aeronautics industry, included in these
data, despite its progress over the past years, does not
have the same type of brilliant performance. However,
expectations for the future are high, thanks to new
projects and the commitment of some private and
state-run organisations.
Portuguese aeronautics industry is marked by excessive
concentration around two major companies and a
dominance of maintenance activity of airplanes and
related systems. The exposure and international recognition of this area is far from becoming a pattern for
the remaining sectors, faced with great limitations to
compete – with any chance of success – in the global
aeronautics market. This industry is very fragmented,
usually into small companies, with a technology and
processes that requires capability improvement and
complementarity, lacking in financial support, which is
a crucial element in this sector. These companies also
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need a strategic plan to outline their own space in the
Portuguese social and economic framework.
The global aeronautics industry has good perspectives of
maintaining a steady growth in the long run and is
undergoing constant changes. On the other hand, its
microeconomic oligopolistic organization and strong
entry and exit barriers, which the need of major funding,
intensive cash flow and complex technology are becoming more accented. The repeated mergers between
OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturers) and first level
suppliers have changed the framework of competitiveness, thus resetting the existing coalitions and fostering a
global establishment and local interaction to support
their market strategies. The procurement strategies have
been adjusted, which led Airbus to define four main
goals: improved market access, materialized on offset
objectives ; value to cost i.e low cost production; access
to resources, raw materials and human resources; and
risk management, currency volatility. By this, OEMs focus
on product integration activities; reducing the number of
suppliers; increasing the risk sharing for first level suppliers, cascading into the following levels; decreasing the
number of work packages, increasing their size as well as
the services they render and the need for more funding;
adopting information systems with common applications
that promote integration and control of activities along
the production chain and, finally, more internationalisation in order to have more diversity and expertise.
This context is tremendously demanding for suppliers
along all the logistic chain, mostly on the higher

levels. These suppliers are exposed to chain compressions and are forced to adjust to constant cost reductions, to improve their technology and ensure greater
quality and diversity of services offered. This is one of
the reasons why the aeronautics industry is generally
layered and structured around regionally-organised
clusters, upgrading the competition to a regional and
national level.
When considering the development of the aeronautics industry and regarding the Portuguese situation it
is clear that the changes in the supply chain and the
increase in competitiveness will require a hard and
biased road ahead, travelled in a tenacious and persistent way in order to create the capabilities and
skills necessary to make this industry competitive in
today’s market.
Recent initiatives by EMBRAER, as well as the
Portuguese Government’s decision to be a part in
developing the new KC-390 military cargo plane and
the project between the Salvador Caetano Group,
OGMA and Airbus Military Transport & Tanker
Aircraft will be instrumental in creating favourable
business atmosphere for Portuguese companies. All
this will favour the employment of highly qualified
people, the transfer of know-how and the introduction of new management and organization procedures. This is a real opportunity to boost the
Portuguese aerospace industry.
The participation in the development of the KC-390
program has four major areas: stress and design engineering, production of aerostructures, development of
tools and jigs for production support and systems and
software. This example should be followed up with
other similar opportunities that support this drive.
Other, more readily accessible areas of growth have
been identified, such as the area of aerostructures,
once the Portuguese market has relevant capacities
and skills as well as some companies – albeit marginally – are directly connected to the international
market. Other segments whose development may be
interesting are avionics, design and development
engineering and UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle).
This process of development of the industry should
focus, initially, on competitiveness and concentrate on
capacity building, modernising, cooperation and
market development, and, at a later stage, moving
towards a sustainable growth, geared towards a more
dynamic industrial organization and the creation of
growth ecosystems made up of companies, universities, schools, competitiveness poles, clusters and other
technical/industrial bodies, to foster and promote

employment, stimulate R&D, innovation and investment for growth opportunities.
This development could be affected if not contingent
upon a strategic plan, drafted with the major actors
in the Portuguese aerospace industry. This plan
should offer the guidelines concerning industry
improvement, financial support framework and technology development areas. This is the only road
strengthening the industrial tissue and technological
skills, building capabilities of the future, increase
exports, etc., which is all that it should be expected
from this sector in the social and economic
Portuguese framework.
Arguably, the aerospace industry has high strategic
interest, not only because of its ties to homeland security, but also for the socioeconomic development it
promotes. Because of its technological integration, this
sector produces goods and services with high added
value, thus creating highly qualified jobs and a spillover effect improving other industrial sectors, spreading good practices and technology. This industry has
huge R&D investment and promotes interaction with
the scientific and technological community and stimulates innovation for new technologies and products.
This technologically complex environment demands
long periods of development, high investment and
long-term financial payback which demands a medium
to long term consistent strategy for all these benefits
to be truly felt..
The industry and the science and technology sectors
as well as the State must face up to this strategy.
This is the only way to have viable Portuguese initiatives in a global market, to define public policies that
facilitate market access and the development of new
technologies, and guide public procurement towards
the buildup of the critical mass of Portuguese aerospace industry.
Together and united we will be able to face the challenges of this competitive market, overtake the hurdles
and soar ever higher.

EEA – Empresa de Engenharia Aeronáutica, S.A.
Escritório Lisboa:
Avenida Conselheiro Fernando de Sousa, 11 – 5.º
1070-072 Lisboa | Portugal
Telefone: +351 211 204 690
Fax: +351 211 204 691
Email: info@eea.pt
Web: www.eea.pt
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OGMA
OGMA combines the accumulated know-how of more
than 90 years as Maintenance provider and
Aerostructures Supplier, providing high quality and
value added services and solutions.
Within the MRO market, OGMA offers a complete
portfolio of services for Defense, Commercial and
Executive aviation, enlarging the aircraft availability as
it ensures higher reliability standards and shorter
downtime periods, which ultimately impacts on lesser
costs for the operators.
Within the Aerostructures market, OGMA is today a
major supplier of integrated solutions to OEMs and
first tier suppliers. As the leading Portuguese company
in this field, we are proud to be involved in some of
the most important ongoing aeronautical programs.
Our technical competence, quality and performance
allow us to deliver on-time, low risk competitive solutions, sustaining long term relationships with a broad
portfolio of major players in the global aircraft market.
Our presence in all the most important aircraft market
segments enables us to know them well and respond
to their particular demands.
OGMA is an Aeronautical Maintenance Centre certified under FAR Part 145, EASA Part 21J (DOA) and
EASA Part 21G (POA), CAMO ( Continuing
Airworthiness Management Organization) as well as of
other national and international entities.
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The management of the Quality is assured by AS9100,
ISO 9001:2008 and AQAP2110 certifications.

MRO MAIN CAPABILITIES:
Aircraft Types:
• ERJ145 Family, E-JETS Family, Legacy 600, Lineage 1000
• A320 Family
• C-130/L-100 Hercules , P-3 Orion, F-16
• C-212 Aviocar
• SA 330 Puma
• AW EH101
Engine Types:
• ROLLS-ROYCE : AE3007, AE2100, T-56
Authorized Service Center:
• LOCKHEED MARTIN
• EMBRAER
• ROLLS-ROYCE

The OGMA is an Incorporated Company participated
with a 65% share by Embraer and 35% by the
Portuguese Government through Empordef.
With headquarters in Alverca, approximately 20Km
north of Lisbon, currently employs 1.580 people.
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DGAIED
The General Directorate for Armaments and Defence
Infrastructure (DGAIED) is part of the National Defence
Ministry structure aiming to formulate, propose, coordinate, implement and support the activities related to
armaments, defence equipment and infrastructures
needed to carry out the national defence missions.
DGAIED main responsibilities, inter alia, are the
following:
• Contribute to the definition, planning, coordination
and monitoring of defence policies related to armaments and equipment, military and civilian infrastructures, research and technology, defence
technological and industrial base (DTIB), environment, quality and standardization;
• C oordinate the elaboration of the Military
Procurement Law ensuring its execution and control;

Among different tasks, one of DGAIED´s strategic
goals is the support and strengthening of national
DTIB as well as the promotion and dissemination of
national capacities within external markets. In this context, DGAIED recently published the catalogue
“Portugal – Industries and Logistics for Defence
2012/2013”.
DGAIED also contributes to the definition of public
policies for the national defence industry in line with
recent developments in European Defence
Technological and Industrial Base - EDTIB under
European Defence Agency – EDA, among others.

DGAIED contacts
E-mail: dgaied@defesa.pt

• Propose the concession of permits and licenses to
pursue industrial activities and trade of military
goods and technologies, registration of national
defence suppliers, NATO national item of supply codification, control imports and exports of defencerelated products and managing its compliance with
legal regulations;
• Promote and foster national science and industry
capabilities, in subjects of interest to national
defence, in the field of research and development
of science and defence technologies, acting as a
cooperation platform with international agencies
and institutions.
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www.meethub.mobi

meethub© has been launched!
Participating in an event? Register yourself
and start planning meetings via your web
browser or download our free native apps.

How important
is networking at your event?
Face-to-face meetings are essential for making new
professional contacts. People attend events to identify
potential new partners and create new opportunities.
meethub® provides your event with a platform for
the organisation of meetings between professionals.
meethub® is available for most types of events:
• Matchmaking and brokerage events
• Conferences and Workshops
• Congresses
• Fairs

Features Highlights
Automatic Scheduling
meethub® automatically schedules
the meetings according to the availability
of participants, disrupting the typical
process of having to exchange several
messages to find the right time.

Matchmaking
meethub® supports special format
matchmaking events by maximising
the number of networking possibilities
and optimising the dedicated space.
No more manual scheduling.

Reports

Contact Us
If you are not sure if meethub® works at your event
or want more about us, please contact us.

+44 116 350 0206
info@meethub.mobi / www.meethub.mobi
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meethub® provides participants with
a summary of all the relevant networking
information, including all meetings
and meeting notes.

meethub® and associated branding
is a registered trademark of meethub Ltd.,
UK company number 7851796.

	
  	
  	
  	
  

Mobbit Systems
A Digital Signage Company

COMPANY
Mobbit Systems is a technological Portuguese company, founded
in 2003, specialized in Digital Signage solutions aimed at
optimizing Customer & Citizen Experiences.
Mobbit works with multidiscipline teams, highly qualified in digital
communication. This means not only can we provide our customers
and partners with new forms of communicating, but also, and
above all, with personalized methodologies and tools enabling
them to enhance the profitability of their business.
With a whole raft of skills in our value chain, ranging from advisory
support in technology, marketing, and design, right through to the
development, implementation, and maintenance of specific
solutions for our customers business,

Mobbit develops customized and innovative interactive digital
communication solutions for multiplatform formats, through
its R&D, Design and Content Management departments.
Mobbit is positioned on the front line, thereby deepening its
knowledge of the market and its needs.
Always endeavoring to surprise and innovate – we turn our
customer and citizen experiences into something unique and
unforgettable.
Expanding rapidly on the international market, Mobbit already
is present in Brazil.
Mobbit is part of Ongoing Technologies, a subholding of the
Ongoing Group addressing technology. 	
  

THE SOLUTIONS
Our products as described bellow, offers a total-solutions, which depending of the solution itself integrates: software (framework,
backoffice, frontoffice, players) and others, hardware (screens, kiosks, pc-players, and others), and even if the customers requires the
contents design and development.

•

Corporate TV Solutions; Digital indoor and outdoor Mupis;
Videowall; Digital Signaling; Digital Menu Boards;
People (virtual) queue management system;
Business Activity Management – Info Dashboard;
People Counting; Digital Catalogue; Interactive Digital Directory;
Interactive Window; Kids Entertainment; Interactive Testimonies;
Restaurant HACCP Management System; Streaming Solution;

THE MARKETS
Our Strategic Markets, are among others: Retail; Banking; Healthcare; Airports; Quick Service Restaurants; Hotel and Tourism; Public
Administration; Museums; and Media.

Av. Do Forte, nº3 – Parque Suécia, Edifício 3, 1º Piso
2794-036 Carnaxide - Portugal
www.mobbit.com | Tel. +351 214 255 150 | Fax. +351 214 255 151 	
  
Comunicação & Marketing Digital www.mobbit.com

CONTACTS
For more
please send us an e-mail
Peça
maisinfo
informações
info@mobbit.com
info@mobbit.com

MOBBIT SYSTEMS
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Agência para o Investimento e Comércio Externo de Portugal
Trade & Investment Agency

Increase your business,
Doing business in Portugal
www.portugalglobal.pt

Revisiting
the Convention
And Technology
Forum
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PAVILION OF KNOWLEDGE
SPACE PARTY
Early birds to the Convention had a special treat, with
a reception at the Pavilion of Knowledge, Lisbon’s
Science Museum and the headquarters of the Ciência
Viva Program.
Since 1996, the Ciência Viva Program has assisted
projects whose aim is to encourage the use of experiments in learning science, involving scientific and
school communities with a view to an exchange of
knowledge and resources.
With a network of 20 science centers throughout the
country, Ciência Viva is a national program designed to
engage children and young people in science-related
activities. An extensive program of exhibitions, seminars
and other activities, including holiday programs, provide
a world of opportunities for parents and teachers to
entertain, educate and nurture young talent.
The holiday programs are a classic, with astronomical
observations, visits to engineering works, lighthouses,
dams and castles, always with expert guides, among
the children’s favorites.
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The ASD participants had the opportunity to a premiere of the new exhibition at the Pavilion of
Knowledge: T.Rex - when the chicken had teeth. With
life sized, moving and growling dinosaurs, this was an
exciting start of the ASD Convention to the lucky ones
that attended.

VISIT TO ÉVORA
EMBRAER PLANTS – IEFP TRAINING CENTER – OGMA
Nearly 40 ASD Convention guests participated in a fullday visit program that started at Évora, some 140 km
west of Lisbon. The city, still partially enclosed by medieval walls, and a large number of monuments dating
from various historical periods, including a Roman
Temple, is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It is also a
member of the Most Ancient European Towns Network.
The first stop was at EMBRAER’s two recently inaugurated Centres of Excellence. The two facilities will
manufacture complex airframe structures and components in their specific areas of expertise: metallic
materials and composites materials.
The group also visited IEFP’s training centre. IEFP is
the public Agency responsible for support to vocational training and has invested at its Évora facilities
to enable the preparation of specialized workers for
the aeronautical industry.
During lunch, at the beautiful D. Manuel Palace, the
Mayor presented the Park and the location advantages
Évora has to offer and that led to EMBRAER’s decision.
The day ended with a visit to OGMA, a leading MRO
operator with nearly 100 years of history in the aeronautical sector, who recently become a part of the
EMBRAER Group.
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VISIT TO BEJA
BLUEBIZ INDUSTRIAL PARK – LAUAK – BEJA AIRPORT
With close to 20 participants, this visit started at the city
of Setúbal, 30 Km South of Lisbon, at the BlueBiz industrial Park. The companies were informed of the advantages the Bluebiz location provides, in terms of the
infrastructure available in the Park, the proximity to a
Technological school that provides access to qualified
labor and, specially, the proximity to the Port of Setúbal,
from where excellent international connections and railway solutions provide effective logistic solutions to and
from Europe and the World.
At the Park, the participants had the opportunity to visit
Lauak Portugal, the local plant of the French group and
one of the leading companies in the production and
assembly of aeronautical components in Portugal,
including program management, industrialization, production, qualification and logistics. Lauak already supplies companies such as: Airbus, Dassault Aviation,
Embraer, Latécoère, OGMA, Daher Socata, Aernnova,
Sikorsky, Ratier Figeac.
Beja International Airport is 130 km southeast Lisbon,
194 km west Seville, 118 km north Faro and 51km
South of Évora. The runway is 3.450 m long and 60 m
wide. A cargo terminal capacity up to 50,000 tons / year

is available in this initial phase, together with a 2000 m2
passenger terminal. The Airport is located in a region
likely to thrive in the next years. A unique combination
of new assets enables a lively business environment.
Appealing entrepreneurial opportunities may emerge
from a changing economic landscape – new airport,
new dam and the largest artificial lake in Europe, highway connection to the ocean port and industrial areas of
Sines, new irrigation areas, new research facilities, new
higher education school and new trendy tourism offer.
The proximity to the Aeronautic industries in Évora and
Seville places Beja International Airport as the right location for aeronautic industries and services.
Foto visita LAUAK
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TECHNOLOGY FORUM
OVERVIEW
The 2012 Lisbon ASD Convention included, for the
first time ever, a Technology Forum. Designed as an
added opportunity to debate the industry’s main challenges, this initiative pursued three goals:
• To generate networking opportunities;
• T o enable the exchange of technical/business
information;
• To promote cooperation in the area of Ideas and Talent.
The novelty of the Forum brought upon the organization the responsibility to engage visitors, allow them to
take part on the seminars they considered especially
relevant, enable opportunities to identify and meet
new partners and to also learn about specific projects.
This was achieved with a complete and coherent set of
spaces and experiences where the participants could
navigate according to their specific interests:
Static Exhibition – a showcase of some of the most
interesting Portuguese projects in UAV/UVS was on
display at the Convention Center, enabling a project
based discovery of local partners, both in the business
and R&D areas.

Exhibition – close to 60 booths, featuring national
and foreign companies, provided visibility and enabled
the visitor to have a glimpse of some of the most
active companies in the aerospace and defense industries in Europe.
Seminars – Two parallel seminar programs, one focusing on Business and the other on Ideas and Talent, provided the opportunity to openly debate the hottest
topics the industries face in the development of their
business, in fostering R&D activities and partnerships
and in engaging young talent to the scientific areas
that will support future innovation.
Networking - with a dedicated networking solution
facilitating contacts among participants but also with
the interactions possible with all the ongoing activities
and events, there were plenty of opportunities to meet
new and interesting companies and persons that will
provide plenty of opportunities for business and R&D
development in the coming months.
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TECHNOLOGY FORUM
OPENING SESSION
The Technology Forum opening session started with a
welcoming speech by Gen. José Cordeiro, representing
DANOTEC, the Portuguese affiliate of ASD.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Rolf-Jürgen Ahlers, Chairman of ASD
SME & Supply Chain Commission, welcomed ASD participants and marked the importance of this new feature of the Convention.

Jaime Silva, Advisor to Deputy Director General For
Space Policy, Security, GMES and Galileo, from DG
ENTR, presented the European Commission’s view on
these matters and greeted ASD for the initiative.

The session was closed by Pedro Reis, President of
AICEP, the Portuguese Investment and Trade Promotion
Agency, who organized the event in cooperation with
DANOTEC and other local associations.
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TECHNOLOGY FORUM
STATIC DISPLAY
The IMPERIOTM UAS resulted of a collaboration between Lockheed Martin and Portuguese industry to
jointly develop, build, and provide a competitive, civil
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) to the worldwide
market. The Portuguese Consortium for the Aerospace Industry – PAIC is formed by: PEMAs as the
Consortium Leader, Active Space Technologies, Edisoft, Empordef, Skysoft, CriticalSoftware, Iberomoldes
Group, Pousada, Tekever, Spinworks, PIEP, INEGI, Listral and Centi.

The Tactical UAS AR5 Life Ray is the latest addition to
TEKEVER's family of Unmanned Aerial Systems. With
an impressive 9-meter wingspan, the AR5 UAS is able
to achieve a cruise speed of 120 km/h, carry a 90-kg
payload of multiple (SAR, LIDAR and CBRN) sensors
and provide satellite communications, thus delivering a
new added advantage to current monitoring activities

and rescue operations. "The AR5 Life Ray sets new
standards for unmanned systems’ performance in
Maritime Surveillance and Search and Rescue operations”, announced TEKEVER’s COO Ricardo Mendes.
The AR5 Life Ray is scheduled to begin operational
tests in 2013.
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TECHNOLOGY FORUM
STATIC DISPLAY
Launched by hand or catapult, it lands in any unprepared patch of terrain and flies autonomously. Ready
for mass production, it can be quickly folded/disassembled to be carried and operated by a single person,
and is primarily targeted for surveillance and imaging
missions using visible/IR cameras and Spin.Works' proprietary image processing software.
The company’s Small Tactical UAV has a maximum
take-off weight of 25kg, up to 10h endurance, 7kg of
payload, up to 500km range, 120km/h of maximum
cruise speed and takes-off and lands on a 150m
unprepared runway, with optional catapult launch.
The aircraft is built using composite materials, is fully
industrialized and ready for mass production, and targeted towards long duration missions with the capa-

Spin.Work’s Micro-UAV has a maximum take-off
weight of 2kg, up to 2h endurance, 0.4kg of payload,
20km range, 70km/h of maximum cruise speed.

bility of carrying large volume payloads up to 7kg,

The PITVANT R&T Project (below) was developed by the
Portuguese Air Force Academy and the School of Engineering of Porto University. The main goal is to acquire
know-how in the operation of UAS as an integrated
system network. Research areas include: cooperative
control, target tracking, obstacle avoidance and multisensor fusion. Potential users such as the Navy, Army

and Police, who now start to realize the value UAS
bring to their mission, envisage the PITVANT as a good
platform to test their concepts of operation. Due to
the field experienced gained with PITVANT, new challenges have arisen, namely European projects for specific applications of Unmanned Air Systems.
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including LIDAR, Electro-Optical Sensor turrets, communications payloads and upcoming lightweight SARs.

The INTROBOT is an all-terrain bio-inspired robot
with: an independent four-wheel drive system; up to
350 Kg Payload; a central rotary shaft with limiters; a
pan/tilt camera with 18x optical zoom; 360° onboard video capture; 45° maximum allowable slope;
and four hours of average battery life. The INTROBOT
provides flexibility, robustness, versatility and maneuverability through: real time video feed; planning;
execution of routes with Google Maps support; safe
autonomous navigation with obstacle detection;
autonomous path following; face recognition; intuitive diagnosis system and failure recovery. Future
development of applications for INTROBOT will aim

Omnidea is developing materials and technology for
a proof-of-concept in the use of the Magnus effect to
provide a lift force (below). In the current HAWE project
under the Future Emerging Technologies program of
FP7, the lift force is being used to generate power from
high attitude winds. The technology being developed
by the HAWE project will attain at least a technology
readiness level (TRL) of 5 and can be used to establish
a high altitude platform (HAP) for multiple purposes.
Some potential areas of use include Earth observation
(EO) to fulfill the view, for example, of the Global Earth
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) "to empower

the Military, Security, Civil Protection, Farm and
Forestry, and Environmental Monitoring areas.

the international community to protect itself against
natural and human-induced disasters, understand the
environmental sources of health hazards, manage energy resources, respond to climate change, safeguard
water resources, improve weather forecasts, manage
ecosystems, promote sustainable agriculture and conserve biodiversity".
Other potential areas of application include telecommunications and validation of satellite data. In telecommunications the HAP could be used to bridge the digital
divide especially in remote regions and in the developing world where the infrastructure is not yet developed.
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TECHNOLOGY FORUM
STATIC DISPLAY
The LIFE (Lighter, Integrated, Friendly and Eco-efficient
Aircraft Cabin) Project resulted of the collaboration of
four industrial and one design Portuguese companies
with EMBRAER. The project combined the expertise of:

ning cowhides for the transportation industry: auto-

Almadesign - founded in 1997, this design company
provides consultancy and project services in all the
phases of the design process, from concept and development to prototyping and promotion of products
and services. Focusing on transportation design – its
core business – the company also provides services in
product, communication and interior design.

INEGI - a R&T leader in the field of Mechanical

Amorim Cork Composites – a part of CORTICEIRA
AMORIM Group. Its core business is the production of
cork grain and its transformation into blocks, rolls,
sheets and composite materials for application in different industries such as the aerospace, aeronautical
and footwear.

motive, railway and aeronautics. Their quality
standards, innovation and sustainable products are
renowned with their OEM customers.

Engineering, it is the interface institution of the
University of Porto for advanced mechanical manufacturing technologies. INEGI has large R&D groups and
facilities on composite materials, advance casting technologies, sheet metal forming and mechanical systems
development.
SET - an IBEROMOLDES Group company with a strong
expertise in diversified areas: product design and engineering, computer simulation, prototyping, manufacture of jigs, rapid and non-conventional tooling,
moulds and automation systems, etc. The company is
part of the largest development, engineering and pro-

Couro Azul - integrated in the CARVALHOS group, a
reference in the industry since 1939, specializes in tan-
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duction groups in the world with task force of about
1.100 employees.

TECHNOLOGY FORUM
EXHIBITION
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TECHNOLOGY FORUM
SEMINAR PROGRAM - BUSINESS
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Open SMEG meeting:
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Rolf-Jürgen Ahlers et al.
ASD at the heart of European Defence R&T
cooperation:
Jean-Bernard Paul (Thales), et al., ASD DRT
AIRBUS Technology Roadmap:
Gareth Williams, Head of R&T Business Development,
Airbus
ASD-STAN Workshop:
How to build interoperability into your Technology
Roadmap, Steve Shepherd et al.

Working with SM-ES:
Eric Bachelet, Deputy Director General Research &
Technology, SAFRAN
Business environment and opportunities in
Portugal:
AICEP – Luís Florindo
DANOTEC – Pedro Sinogas
PEMAS – Diamantino Costa
Pool.Net – Manuel Oliveira
Proespaço – António Rodrigues de Sousa
UAS industry – Is Europe still in the race?
ASD ASG Seminar with Aimo Bülte (Cassidian) et al.
Christian Bréant, Director R&T, EDA

The TAPAS Project:
Arnt Offringa, Head of R&D, Fokker Aerostructures
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TECHNOLOGY FORUM
SEMINAR PROGRAM - IDEAS AND TALENT

EC DG EAC
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Engaging children in Space and Astronomy:
Prof Ana Noronha, Executive Director, Ciência Viva
Agency. (paralell session with direct testimonies from
11:30 - 12:30 - room 1.06)
The Flying Classroom initiative:
Klaus-Peter Ludwig, Director Institutional Relations,
EADS Public Affairs PA/G
“Think Industry” Project:
Gonçalo Lobo Xavier, Portuguese Technological
Centres Network - RECET
Research Synergies:
Politecnico di Torino and industries, Prof. Ing. Fulvia
Quagliotti, Politecnico di Torino.
ACARE Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda:
Aera-Pro presentation, Dr. Uwe Möller (DLR) et al.
The EASN Network:
Its objectives and activities, Prof. Ing. Fulvia Quagliotti,
Member of the Board of Directors, EASN

Cooperation with Universities:
Ric Parker, Director R&T, Rolls-Royce
How Research Establishments can help industry
maintain European leadership in Aeronautics and
Air Transport:
Paul Eijssen, Head of EREA Executive Secretariat
EACP Network:
Nadine Sablotny (Hamburg Aviation)
The Care Project:
Francois Aumonier (Aerospace Valley).
LIFELONG LEARNING, Policies & Programme:
Antonio Silva Mendes, Director, DG EAC, European
Commission
Humanoid robotics:
Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (tbc)
Clean Space initiative:
Tiago Soares, ESA-ESTEC, TEC-SYE

Success stories within the frame of the EASN
activities:
Prof. Krzysztof Kurzydłowsky (Warsaw University of
Technology), Prof. Dr.-Ing Spiros Pantelakis, President
EASN (University of Patras)
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WELCOME RECEPTION
TORREÃO NASCENTE - PRAÇA DO COMÉRCIO
On 1 November 1755, during the reign of King Dom
José I, a great earthquake followed by a tsunami and
fire destroyed most of Lisbon, including the Ribeira
Palace and other buildings by the river. José I's Prime
Minister, the Marquis de Pombal, coordinated a massive rebuilding effort of Portuguese architect Eugénio
dos Santos. He designed a large, rectangular square in
the shape of a "U", open towards the Tagus. The
buildings have galleries on their groundfloors, and the
arms of the "U" end in two large towers, reminiscent
of the monumental tower of the destroyed Ribeira
Palace, still vivid in the architectonic memory of the
city. The ASD welcome reception was held at the
Eastern Tower (Torreão Nascente).

The square was named Praça do Comércio, the Square
of Commerce, to indicate its new function in the economy of Lisbon. The symmetrical buildings of the square
were filled with government bureaus that regulated
customs and port activities. The main piece of the
ensemble was the equestrian statue of King José I, inaugurated in 1775 in the centre of the square. This bronze
statue, the first monumental statue dedicated to a King
in Lisbon, was designed by Joaquim Machado de
Castro, Portugal's foremost sculptor of the time.
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CONVENTION
OPENING SESSION
The Lisbon 2012 ASD Convention was innaugurated
by the Portuguese Minister of National Defence, Mr
José Pedro Aguiar Branco, who also visited the
Technology Forum and engaged in direct conversation
with the exhibitors.
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WORKSHOP I
SUSTAINABLE RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

Thematic outline:

Speakers:

• ACARE SRIA
- Upstream research
- Enhancing industry leadership: enabling technologies, manufacturing processes, space science
- Providing green and sustainable air transport
• Do we have the appropriate tools to take aerospace
science further?
• Cooperation between the Primes’ and the Supply
Chain R&I as a way of optimizing the H2020 funding
• Other forms of cooperation in R&I (tripartite R&I;
internationalisation strategies)
• Academia–Industry cooperation: Technology transfer
or common ownership of knowledge?

Maria da Graça Carvalho, Member of the Eur. Parl.
Committee on Industry, Research and Energy
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Luisa Innocenti, ESA Clean Space Manager
Axel Krein, Senior Vice-President R&T, Airbus
Prof. Krzystof Kurzydłowsky, University of Warsaw
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Spiros Pantelakis, President of the EASN
Network
Michel Peters, Vice-Chairman EREA
András Siegler, Director Transport, DG RTD, European
Commission

workshop II
SUSTAINING THE COMPETITIVENNESS
OF THE EUROPEAN SUPPLY CHAIN

Moderator:
Dr. Rolf-Jürgen Ahlers, CEO ASG Luftfahrttechnik und
Sensorik GmbH, Chairman of ASD SME & Supply
Chain Commission
Thematic outline:
• Environmental policies and the price of fuel call for
greener aircraft now. Global aviation is in the process
of renovating its fleet, thus shortening the traditional
lifespan of aircraft. What consequences for the MRO
sector? How can it adapt?
• Urgency appears to be shortening the innovation
cycle as well. The OEMs may choose closer strategic
alignment with suppliers who have stronger capabilities for research and innovation. Do the existing
European networks provide sufficient help for
strengthening such capabilities? Do Clusters help?

Speakers:
Manuel Cruz Ballesteros, Managing Director,
Fundación Hélice (Spain)
Eng. Mário Lobato de Faria, Vice-President, Negócio de
Serviços de MRO, OGMA
Peter Scaruppe, Director Industry & Markets, EDA
Eduardo Mozas, Senior Executive, Aerospace and
Defence, ACCENTURE
Vittorio Prodi, MEP, Chairman of the European
Parliament’s Sky & Space Intergroup
George Lemonidis, Deputy Head of Unit, Financing
Innovation & SMEs, DG ENTR, European Commission

• Risk sharing within the Supply Chain: Under what
conditions? DoesEurope offer the right financial
instruments to underwrite the risk?
• Between competition and cooperation: companies
may compete on someplatforms and cooperate on
others. Do the IPR rules follow in such optimal use of
industrial capabilities?
• Maintaining a strong supply base with its ability to
innovate: a guarantee For sustainable competition?
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WORKSHOP III
THE BATTLE FOR TALENT

Moderator:
Paolo Rinaldini, Managing Director Enterprise
Improvement Practice, AlixPartners

Speakers:

Thematic outline:

Ingrid Schilling-Kaletsch, Leader of the WG "Skills &
Innovation", European Aerospace Cluster Partnership

Articulating demand:
• Present population picture
• What tools are used in different countries?
• What business strategies underpin them?
Supplying skills:
• Getting young people interested in scientific studies:
national examples
• Tools provided by National Associations, Clusters
• C ooperation between industry and educational
establishments
• Lifelong learning within the industry
• The place of soft skills
Valorisation of aerospace jobs:
• Careers and rewards
• Benchmarking with other sectors: Can we win the
battle?

Towards an agreement to develop an European
toolkit to be used in education
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Prof. Ana Noronha, Executive Director, Ciência Viva
Agency

Prof. Dr. Thomas Biermann, CEO Wildau Institute of
Technology
Prof. Enrico Macii, Vice-Rector of the Politecnico di Torino
Ric Parker, Director R&T, ROLLS-ROYCE

CONVENTION
ASD PRESIDENCY HANDOVER SESSION

Klaus Eberhardt, CEO Rheinmetall AG

Jean Paul Herteman, CEO SAFRAN

The Lisbon Convention marks the beggining of a new era for ASD, with Jean Paul Herteman receiving the
Presidency from Klaus Eberhardt.
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ROUND TABLE ONE
ENGAGING IN GLOBAL COMPETITIVE DYNAMICS:
EUROPE’S RELATIONS WITH THE EMERGING ACTORS

Moderator:
Ambassador e.r. Fritjof von Nordenskjöld

strength is taken out of the synergic equation of R&DManufacture-After-sales Services, and outsourced?

Thematic outline:

Europe prides itself with action that is often ahead of
the practices of global business, in particular in areas
affecting the environment. The resulting legislation has
a value of example but also global implications, sometimes to the detriment of industry. Are the existing
international (multilateral) bodies that should relay the
EU on such issues still adapted to do so? Should the
question of global governance be reviewed altogether
in a joint effort by the public and private sectors?

Do EU industrial policies adequately support the different
sectors in their bid for global competitiveness? How, if at
all, is the risks planning assisted by these policies? How are
the EU and its Member States envisaging to respond to the
Asian competition where strong government involvement
is creating new models of interaction on the markets?
Talent-driven innovation is considered to be the strongest
driver of global manufacturing competitiveness. What
strategies do the companies follow to attract, manage
and preserve their intellectual capital? What can we learn
from the fast-advancing Asian competitors?
Civil technology transfer between traditional and new
players on the global markets, whether planned or not, is
steadily eroding the Western lead. The IPR protection in
some of the emerging global actors is a growing problem
for Western companies. What are the boundaries
between technological readiness of the former and
IPRsensitive innovation of the latter? Is it possible to
maintain technological lead if the core manufacturing
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Speakers:
Miguel Morais Leitão, Secretary of State Assistant to
the Minister and of European Affairs
Prof. Dr. Markus Taube, Duisburg-Essen University,
Mercator School of Management, East-Asian
Economic Studies /China
Mauro Kern, Executive V.-P. Engineering and
Technology, Embraer
Giuseppe Viriglio, Vice-President ASD-EUROSPACE,
Vice-President Telespazio

ROUND TABLE TWO
RETHINKING DEFENCE

Moderator:
Ambassador e.r. Fritjof von Nordenskjöld
Thematic outline:
Defence market
Preserving the European EDTIB in the present austerity
climate: In pooling and sharing /smart defence there is
an important issue of trust.
Could a decisive move towards a level playing field on
defence procurement markets act as a catalyst of trust?
Recognising Defence as an economic sector in its own
right: What incidence on the issues of sovereignty?
While national Defence budgets in the West are being
reduced, big increases in Asia and the Americas offer
an opportunity for arms exports, but also increase the
competition on those markets. What price for sustaining European Defence industry competitiveness on
those growing markets?

Cyber Defence
NATO, EU – A complementary effort?
Speakers:
Jamie Shea, Deputy Asst. Secretary General for
Emerging Security Challenges, NATO
Antoine Bouvier, CEO MBDA
Claude-France Arnould, Chief Executive EDA
Domingo Ureña Raso, Chairman and CEO Airbus
Military
Carlos Suarez, Executive Vice President, Defence,
INDRA

Defence policy
What are the EU’s external security challenges? What
are the greatest risks for the larger NATO area?
Are the Alliance and EU equipped to face new threats?
Is “specialisation by design” an answer to the need for
the Alliance’s capability readiness?
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CONVENTION
CLOSING SESSION
To close the 2012 edition of the annual ASD
Convention, where an absolute record in number of
participants was achieved and a new model, with the
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Technology Forum, was very successfully tested, Mr.
Herteman invited Mr Paulo Portas, Minister of State and
Minister of Foreign Affairs, to make the final address:

Gala Dinner
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GALA DINNER
JERÓNIMOS MONASTERY
Originally built by Infante Henry the Navigator around
1459, the chapel honoring Santa Maria de Belém was
serviced by monks of the military-religious Order of
Christ, who provided assistance to pilgrims who transited the area. The small beach of Praia do Restelo was
an advantage spot, with safe anchorage and protection from the winds, sought after by the ships that
entered the Tagus.
The existing structure was started on the orders of
King Manuel I in 1495. In 1496, the King petitioned
the Holy See for permission to construct a monastery
at the entrance of Lisbon, along the margins of the
Tagus River.
Vasco da Gama and his men spent the night there in
prayer in 1497 before departing on the expedition on
which they would sail around the Cape of Good Hope
and finally open the sea route to the Indies.
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It was after the arrival of Vasco da Gama, a year later,
bringing with him samples of gold he discovered, that
the monastery became a representation of Portuguese
expansionism, and that the church became a house of
prayer for seamen leaving or entering port.
The construction of the monastery and church began
on 6 January 1501 (and were completed 100 years
later). King Manuel originally funded the project with
money obtained from the Vintena da Pimenta, a 5%
tax on commerce from Africa and the Orient, equivalent to 70 kilograms (150 lb) of gold per year.
Manuel I selected the religious order of Hieronimyte
monks to occupy the monastery, whose role was to
pray for the King's eternal soul and to provide spiritual
assistance to navigators and sailors who departed from
the beach of Restelo to discover the world. This the
monks did until 1833 (over four centuries), when the
religious orders were dissolved.

The monastery was designed in a style that later became known as Manueline: a richly ornate architectural design that includes complex sculptural themes
incorporating maritime elements and objects discovered during naval expeditions, carved in limestone.
The monastery withstood the 1755 Lisbon earthquake
without too much damage: only the baluster and part
of the high choir were ruined, to be quickly repaired.

On the 12th October 2012, the Monastery was the
perfect venue for the exhilarating final moments of
the Lisbon ASD Convention and Technology Forum.
The memorable Gala Dinner, was accompanied by the
String Quartet of the National Republican Guard. At
the end of the evening the Fado singer Diamantina
completed a perfect night, illustrating why this soulfilled songs specific to Lisbon have been recognized by
UNESCO as a part of the Intangible Cultural Heritage
of the world.

In 1983, UNESCO formally designated the Monastery of Jerónimos and the Tower of Belém as a World
Heritage Site.
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GALA DINNER
JERÓNIMOS MONASTERY
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GALA DINNER
JERÓNIMOS MONASTERY
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participants
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A

Airbus Military

B

Aavanz

Aircraft Industries, A.S.

BAE Systems

Accenture

Ala Consultores de Marketing S.L

BAE Systems GCS Weapons

ACOS Solutions

Albatroz Engineering

Banco Espirito Santo

Active Space Technologies

Alenia Aermacchi

BCI AEROSPACE

AD Cuenta

Alestis Aerospace

BDLI e. V.

ADS Group Limited

AlixPartners

BDSV e. V.

Aernnova

Almadesign, Lda

Aero Trade

Alten Spain, S.A.

Aerocalminhas

Altran

Aeromec Mecânica de Aeronaves, SA

Altran Innovacion SL

Aeronamic B.V.

ALV - CR

Aeroneo, Indústria, Comércio
e Serviços Aeronauticos, Lda

Amândio José Lobo, Lda
ANA, Aeroportos de Portugal

Berlin Brandenburg Aerospace Allianz
Biolotus Biotech
BNAE
Bombardier Aerospace, Belfast
Bowen
Bridgehouse Law Cologne
Bright Partners
British Embassy Lisbon

Aeronews

Antero Lopes Lda

Aeroserv Puerto Real, S.L.

Anubis Networks

Aerospace Industries Association

APAI - Association of Polish Aviation
Industry

Cadtech Engenheiros Portugal

Apparatebau Gauting GmbH

CALS Forum Germany

Aralab - Equip. Laboratório
e Electromecânica

Câmara Municipal de Beja

AIAB - Aerospace Industries
Association of Brazil
Aerotech Peissenberg
AEROTRON
AERTEC
AFCEA Portugal
AFDA - Association of Finnish
Defence and Aerospace Industries
Agency NL
AGI - Augusto Guimarães & Irmão, Lda
Agoria / BSDI / Belgospace

Arsenal do Alfeite, SA
Arvato Technical Information S.L.
ASD
ASD-STAN / ASD-CERT
ASG - Luftfahrttechnik
und Sensorik GmbH
ASIS - AeroSpace Initiative Saxony

C

Câmara Municipal de Évora
Câmara Municipal de Paredes
Cassidian (EADS Deutschland)
CEFAMOL - Associação Nacional
da Indústria de Moldes
CEIIA
Centro de Formação Profissional
de Évora, IEFP
CENTUM S.L.

Agusta Westland

Associação Pool-Net - Portuguese
Tooling Network

Agusta Westland Portugal

ASTRIUM

Ciência Viva Agency

AIAD - Italian Industries Federation
for Aerospace Defence and Security

Austrian Aeronautics Industries Group

Clama Consulting

aicep Global Parques

Austrian Defence & Security
Industry Group

Clean Sky Joint Undertaking

aicep Portugal Global

Aviaertec

AIP - Associação Industrial
Portuguesa

Aviation Cluster Hamburg
Metropolitan Region

Air Force Institute of Technology

Aviation Valley Association

Critical Materials, SA

Airbus

AVIO

Critical Software, SA

Airbus Operations SL

Azinor

CT ingenierie

CESA

Compass Consortium
COTESA GmbH
Couro Azul, SA
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CT ingenierie AAI

Elecnor Deimos

Feedzai

Cunha Vaz & Associados, Consultores
em Comunicação

Embassy of Andorra to Portugal

Fincantieri

Embassy of China

Finmeccanica

Embassy of Greece

Fisipe

D

Embassy of Japan in Portugal

Flemish Aerospace Group

Danish Defence and Security
Industries Association

Embassy of the Republic of Croatia

Fokker

DANOTEC
Darchem Engineering Ltd

Embraer
Embraer Portugal

Fokker Technologies
Força Aérea Portuguesa

Dassault Aviation

Empordef - Empresa Portuguesa de
Defesa, SGPS, SA

Fraunhofer

DCNS

Empordef - Tecnologias de Informação

French Ministry of Defence

Defence and Security
Industry Association of CR

EOS - European Organisation for
Security

Frezite - Ferramentas de Corte, SA

Defense and Aerospace
Manufacturer Association

Ernst Young

Deimos Space S.L.U.

ESA

Delcam

ÉSAGÁ,Consultoria em Tratamento de
Superfícies, Lda

Deloitte
DGAE
DGAIED
Diehl Defence Holding GmbH
Diehl Stiftung & Co. KG
Directorate General Civil Aviation
Distrim2
DLR / Liebherr
DV-Conseil

ERT Têxtil Portugal

Esri Portugal
Estado Maior da Força Aérea Portuguesa

EADS
EADS CASA Airbus Military

Galvatec
General Dynamics European Land
Systems
GE Aviation Systems
German Aerospace Industries
Association

EUROCAE

Ghenova Aeronáutica, SL

Eurocopter

GICAN

European Aerospace Cluster
Partnership (EACP)

GICAT

European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA)
European Commission

European Parliament
Eurospace
Evoleo Technologies

EADS Deutschland GmbH, Cassidian

Exel Composites Plc

EADS Headquarter

Expal Systems SA

Eagle Compliance Company

Extenda SA

EDA
Edaetech

F

Edisoft, SA

Facemate - Componentes para
Comunicações

EEA - Empresa de Engenharia
Aeronáutica, SA

G

Etteplan | Tedopres

European Defence Agency

E

Fundacion Helice

Gifas
GMV Aerospace and Defence S.A.U.
GMVIS SKYSOFT
GNK Aeropace Sweden AB
Group Rhodes
Groupe Industriel Marcel Dassault
Grupo Salvador Caetano

H
Hamburg Aviation
Hanse-Aerospace Association
HEGAN - Basque Aerospace Cluster
Hellenic Aeropace Ind

FAEI

Herakles, Safran Group

EFACEC – Engenharia e Sistemas, SA

Faro

Hispano-Suiza Polska

EID, S.A.

FCT Space Office

HPS
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I

de Precisão, Lda

N

IBERIA L.A.E., S.A. Operadora

Kuehne + Nagel Aerospace & Industry
SAS

NADS - Nextel Aerospace
Defence and Security

IDD - Indústria de Desmilitarização
e Defesa, SA

Nammo

IEFP

L

Nanium, SA

Ieta

Large Precision Aeronautical

Nasmyth Group

Incompol - Indústria de Componentes

Latvian Electrical Engineering
and Electronics Industry Association

National Aerospace Laboratory NLR

Indaero Tecnigrab S.L.
Indra Sistemas
INEGI
INESC TEC - INESC Tecnologia e Ciência
INNOVNANO - Advanced Materials

Lauak Portuguesa, Lda
Liebherr - Aerospace & Transportation
Liebherr - Aerospace Lindenberg GmbH
Lord Suisse Sarl
LusoSpace

INOV - INESC Inovação
Instituto Pedro Nunes
Instituto Superior Técnico
INTELI - Centro de Inovação

M
M2C, Lda
Madan Parque - Universidade Nova
de Lisboa

Introsys, SA

Makino France S.A.S.

IPN

Makino Iberia S.L.U.

IPRIS - Portuguese Institute
of International Rel. Security

Maltechass

ISQ
Italian Ministry of Defence

MBDA
MCG - Mind for Metal
MDS - Insurance & Risk Consultants
MDU - Militärtechnologie, Dienst
und Überwachung, S.A.U

Iveco

Meethub
Meggitt

J

Metal Improvment Company LLC

JETRO - Japan External Trade
Organization

MilSOFT Yazilim Teknolojileri A.S.

Jihostroj
Joseph Rhodes Ltd

Netherlands Aerospace Group
Nexter Munitions
Nexter Systems
NIDV

NLR Netherlands Aerospace Laboratory
NORCAM - Engenharia e Design
Industrial
Norwegian Defence and Security
Industries Association
Novabase
Nucleo Duro Felguera

Marshall Land Systems

Italian National Armament
Directorate

JHP Advogados

Navantia, S.A.

Niedersachsen Aviation

International Engineering Aerospace

IrRadiare

NATO

Ministère de la Défense Nationale
Ministério da Defesa Nacional
Ministry of Industry, SME
and Investment Promoting

O
OCCAR
OceanScan - MST, Lda
OGMA - Indústria Aeronáutica
de Portugal, SA
Omnidea Deutschland
Omnidea, Lda
ONERA
Optimal Structural Solutions, Lda
OTO Melara S.p.A.

P
Packaero

Mirasys Ltd.

Patria

K

Mobbit

Karmann Ghia de Portugal

Moda e Moda

PEMAS - Portuguese Aerospace
Industry Association

Kelly Services

Motofil

PIEP Innovation in Polymer
Engineering

Kristaltek - Laser e Mecânica

MTU Aero Engines Holding AG

Plataforma Logistica del Suroeste
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Europeo, S.A.

SNECMA - Groupe SAFRAN

Universidade Lusíada de Lisboa

PLUX - Wireless Biosignals, SA

SONACA

Universidade do Minho

PLY Engenharia, Lda

Spin.Works

University of Duisburg-Essen

Politecnico di Torino

Stichting NIDV

University of Patras

Pool-Net - Portuguese Tooling Network

STM

Pratt & Whitney

Sunviauto

V

Premium AEROTEC

Swedish Security & Defence Industry

Volvo Aero

Produtech - Pólo de Tecnologias
de Produção

Swiss ASD / Swissmem - Swiss
Association of Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering Industries

Warsaw University of Technology

Swiss Offset Office

WIT - Wildau Institute of Technology

Proespaço
ProxiVision GmbH

R
Rellumix
Rheinmetall AG
Ribermold
Rolls-Royce
Rolls-Royce Holdings plc
RUAG Schweiz AG - RUAG Defence

T
TAP Portugal
Technical Engineering Group
Techspace Aero - Safran Group
TEDAE
Tedopres
Tekever
Telespazio

S
Saab
SABCA S.A.
SAFRAN
Sagem
SaSad - Defense and Aerospace
Manufacturer Association
Seco Tools Portugal - Ferramentas
de Corte, Lda
Secondo Mona
Selex Galileo
Selex UK
Sertec SL
SETsa – Sociedade de Engenharia
e Transformação
SGS Portugal
SIAE
SIMAV S.P.A.
Simseg - Componentes para Motores,
Lda
Slimstock
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Thales
Thales Avionics Division
The Boeing Company
ThyssenKrupp Aerospace
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems AG
ThyssenKrupp Portugal – Aços
e Serviços, SA
TNT Express Portugal
Turkish Aerospace Industries, Inc.
(TAI)
Turkish Airlines

U
U.S. Embassy Lisbon - Commercial
Service
UK Trade & Investment
UKCeB
Unicri
Uninova
United Technologies
Universidade da Beira Interior

Wess Ltd

Wittenstein Aerospace & Simulation
GmbH

W
WSK PZL - Rzeszów S.A
Wytwornia Sprzetu Komunikacyjnego
"PZL-SWIDNIK"S.A

Company
Profiles
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AAVANZ LDA
Edifício ICAT, Campus da

Nuno Cunha
Tel.: +351 217 500 642

Innovation Manager

1749-016 Lisboa

Fax: +351 217 500 172

nuno.cunha@aavanz.com

Portugal

Web: www.aavanz.com

+351 912 860 397

FCUL, Campo Grande

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

AAVANZ provides Innovation Consulting Services for SMEs and start-ups on the setup of innovative projects, preparing their market strategy, raising R&D and innovation
funding and management of such projects successfully.
AAVANZ builds on an experience base of more than 10 years of involvement in RTD
activities with the European Commission (from FP5 to FP7), European Space Agency
(ESA ARTES Program) and structural funds in Portugal (PRIME and QREN).
Our multidisciplinary team supports the development of new products, processes and
services in innovative ICT systems, Aeronautics, Space, GMES, Security, Transport,
Environment, Energy and Health.

Clients: PEMAS, Critical Software, Educed,
ISEP and several start-ups.
Projects: BRAGMA http://bragma.eu, CARE
http://care-aero.eu/ SMART
http://www.smartransport.eu/ , PEMAS SIAC
http://pemas.pt

Track record
In the European Union there are several mechanisms to support innovative and R&D based organizations, these mechanisms typically
consist of grants to conduct far-from-market research and to stimulate the creation of new companies and increase overall R&D
investment. AAVANZ provides expertise on the set-up of these processes and guides customer companies from the initial idea, to the setup of administrative, financial and technical forms, and, after successful funding helps the customer company to the project execution. A
different set of skills is required to manage R&D and Innovation projects and AAVANZ also provides services to help customers identify,
study, develop, protect and exploit new technologies and ideas. These services can be applied horizontally, in tourism, agriculture etc.
since the focus of the company is on innovative ICT processes, and not in one specific sector or technology.

Looking for:
New partnerships for R&D projects.
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Accenture

Darshini Perera

Accenture

Global Marketing Director, Aerospace and Defense

20 Old Bailey
London
EC4M 7AN
UK

darshini.perera@accenture.com
Web: www.accenture.com

+44 7768156802

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

About Accenture
Accenture is a global management consulting, technology services and
outsourcingcompany, with 257,000 people serving clients in more than 120 countries.
Combining unparalleled experience, comprehensive capabilities across all industries
and businessfunctions, and extensive research on the world’s most successful
companies, Accenture collaborates with clients to help them become highperformance businesses and governments. The company generated net revenues of
US$27.9 billion for the fiscal yearended Aug. 31, 2012. Its home page is
www.accenture.com.

Accenture is a global management consulting,
technology services and outsourcing company
that has teamed with the world’s top
aerospace and defense companies for more
than three decades to help drive profitable
results.

Track record
Accenture helps aerospace and defense companies become high-performance businesses by:
Developing business strategies, processes and capabilities for delivering services.
Focusing on profitable growth through innovative, tailored solutions.
Improving time to market, reducing product costs and increasing the customer service levels through leading supply chain practices.
Transforming organisations to improve the performance and productivity of individuals, workforces, and companies.
Collaborating with our clients to transform business through a renewed focus on core capabilities and rapid improvements in
performance and profitability.
Leveraging our global presence to assist with offset obligations.
Developing corporate sustainability strategies and helping to design carbon neutral supply chains.
Identifying areas to focus on in order to manage and grow through challenging times

Looking for:
We create value by providing aerospace and defense solutions in key focus areas including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shifting to Services
Aerospace and Defense Security
Engineering Services
Mission Systems and Embedded Software
Merger and Acquisitions and Global Post-Merger Integration
Workforce Transformation and Talent Management
Sustainability
Meeting Offset Commitments
Doing A&D Business in India / China / Brazil
Managing Supply Chain Ramp-Up
Multi Level Supply Chain Risk Management

Come and visit Accenture at our stand in the Technology Forum to find out more on how we can help your organization reach
new heights in the Aerospace and Defense sector.

Ad de Graaff

AD Cuenta BV
Zuster Gerarduslaan 34

Tel.: +31630403745

2632DS Nootdorp
Netherlands

Director
adgraaff@hetnet.nl

Web: www. Adcuenta.com

+31630403745

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Strategic consultancy in the aeronautics domain.

EC projects like Out of the Box, Create, Satrroadmap, Cargomap, Ahead, Gabriel, NEARS,
etc.
Member of the executive of the Dutch Aviation
Group

Track record
Ad de Graaff worked for 32 years at NLR in increasingly important management functions. Started AD Cuenta in 2006. Worked closely
together with the industry, research community and the Dutch government as well as the European commission.

Looking for:
Looking for new networks and contacts in the aeronautics sector
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Miguel Á. Castillo Acero

Aernnova Aerospace S.A.
Av. Manoteras, 20. Ed. B. 5 F.

Tel.: +34 913827800

VP Technology Development

28050

Fax: +34 913827864

miguelangel.castillo@aernnova.com

Spain

Web: www.aernnova.com

+34 913827844

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Aernnova (ANN) is a Leading Aerostructures Tier -1 Co. focused on the Design &
Manufacturing of Major Aerostructures for Civil & Military Aircraft. ANN has an Integral
Quality System including processes and people certification. It holds the Main
Aerospace Certifications from Authorities and Customers

Wings, Embraer 170/190 family Empennage,

Among others: Embraer 135/145 family
S-92 Rear Fuselage and Main Rotor Pylon,
Airbus A380 S19 and A350 HTP and Elevator

Track record
To gain focus and efficiency, Aernnova combines Integral Programs Management with some Specialized Business Units:
 AERNNOVA COMPOSITES  Composite Technologies
 AERNNOVA ENGINEERING  Product and Manufacturing Engineering
 AEROMETALLIC
 Metallic Components
 IKARUS
 In Service Support
Headquartered in Spain, Aernnova has expanded its presence Globally through its Manufacturing Facilities and Engineering Centers in:
•

EUROPE (Spain and Romania)

•

AMERICA (Brazil, Mexico and USA)

•

ASIA (India).

LONG TERM GROWTH AND COMPETITIVENESS BASED ON EFFICIENT AND FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS TO CUSTOMERS:
TECHNOLOGY, GLOBAL FOOTPRINT AND MANGEMENT CAPABILITIES

Looking for:
Aernnova during the Forum wants to identiy new business partners; market opportunities; value chain opportunities; partnerships for
R&D activies. In particular, the Forum will serve to consolidate Aernnova as Preferred Strategic Partner of Leading Aircraft
Manufacturers by providing Efficient Solutions to Cost, Financing and Sales Support.
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Aeromec Mecânica de Aeronaves SA

Victor M.L.Pedras

Aerodromo M. Cascais, Hangar 6

Tel.:(+351) 210329000

Managing Director

2785-632, S. Domingos Rana

Fax+351) 210329029

v.pedras@aeromec.pt

Portugal

Web: www.Aeromec.pt

(+351) 91 992 5363

Clients/projects

Products/Services/Competences
Aeromec Mecânica de Aeronaves SA is a maintenance EASA Part 145 company, founded in 1991.
With head office and facilities sited at Cascais Airport, AEROMEC has a 1200 square meters
hangar, built to assure the maintenance support of executive jets like Dassault Falcon 900,
Bombardier, Learjets models 31, 40, 45 and 60 and Hawker Beech craft B200 and 1900D.
Aeromec’s main Line maintenance station at Lisbon, supports the Airbus 310 and 320 family,
which includes inspections like the transit, weekly and A Checks, for some companies that choose
Lisbon as their destination.
During the last years, we have expanded our certification portfolio by taking over EASA Part 145
Approved Maintenance Organization, ISO 9001 2008, BDCA - Bermuda Civil Aviation, ANAC Brazilian Civil Aviation and others.

Aeromec has suitable and qualified personnel in the
various areas of activity and its technicians & engineers
have licenses Easa Part 66, issued by Portuguese
Aviation Authority.
With more than 50 employees, including Engineers and
B1 and B2 Licensed Technicians and with an average of
15 years of experience in aviation, Aeromec’s staff
includes specialized personnel with certified training in
aircrafts and engines by manufacturers.

Track record
Aeromec is planning to build by the end of 2012, a modern hangar with 7500 square meters at Beja’s civil airport, south of Portugal. The new facility project has
already been approved by the local authorities and it will be equipped with a wide range of technologies, equipments and tools representing the state-of-the-art in
the aeronautical maintenance domain.
The new hangar will ensure the ability to perform checks A and C in Airbus A310 and A320 family (A319, A320, A321) and, in a near future, also to Airbus A330 and
A340. This hangar will have the capacity to accommodate simultaneously the maintenance of 3 Airbus and will also have a set of technical rooms and support
workshops, as well as a highly equipped warehouse.
This is an ambitious project, afforded by Aeromec’s wide-open nature for technological innovation, which will allow with this new location, not only to expand our
domestic offers, but also qualify this company to attract new and foreign customers, holders of larger aircrafts.
Aeromec believes that this project will fill gaps in the maintenance market, particularly those related to the excess of Airbus A320 family maintenance demand.

Looking for:
Operators and aircraft owners, particularly business jets, namely Dassault Falcon 900, Lears 45 & 60 and Airbus 320 family that need maintenance, major
inspections and overhaul.
We offer competent and skilled technicians fully organized in shift teams, assuring a substantial reduction of the aircraft downtime.
The Quality, Safety and Security concerns allied with efficiency, reliability and competitive labor prices, led Aeromec to become an attractive and successful
company in this market segment.
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AGI-Augusto Guimarães & Irmão, Lda

Nuno Guimarães

Estrada Nacional 109 nº4201

Tel.: +351227537400

Managing Director

4408 Valadares

Fax: +351227537490

nuno@agi.pt

Portugal

Web: www.agi.pt

+351227537400

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

AGI is the oldest plastic raw materials Distributor in Portugal, that provide a wide

All the Portuguese Plastic Companies

range of engineering thermoplastics with a taylor made service with just-in-time
deliveries.
Currently certified with ISO 9001 standards and with R&D support for OEM´s

Track record
AGI was founded in 1915 and was the first company in Portugal distributing Injection Moulding Machines and Plastic Raw materials.
AGI become a preferred supplier of the Portuguese Plastic companies, since is the only company in Portugal that could offer the one stop shopping
concept. From Plastic Raw materials, to Injection moulding machines and also peripherical equipments.
We cover all market segments, from the automotive to aircraft componentes, and consumer goods.
AGI is the only Plastic distributor with R&D specialists and that count with the experience of more than 50 years in Plastic Business.
Since the 80s become Sabic Distributor in Portugal
Since 2002 part of Guzman Group with presence in Portugal, Spain and Italy

Looking for:
Business Partners, and partnership for new projects.
Projects for new materials applications, composite technologies application
Network and benchmarking
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AIRBUS MILITARY

Serena Di Martino

Avenida de Aragon 404

n/a

Head of Fairs & Exhibitions

28022 Madrid

n/a

Serena.dimartino@military.airbus.com

Spain

www.airbusmilitary.com

+34915857539 - +34629168502

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Airbus Military is the only military and civic/humanitarian transport aircraft
manufacturer to develop, produce, sell and support a family of airlifters ranging from
three to 45 tonnes of payload. Airbus Military product range includes the three to nine
tonnes payload “Light & Medium” Family, comprising the C212, the CN235 and the
C295 “workhorses”, the all new 37 tonne A400M, as well as the A330 MRTT, the Multi
Role Tanker and Transport aircraft, and further military derivatives. An Airbus
daughter company, Airbus Military has sold more than 1,000 aircraft to some 130
customers. More than 800 of these aircraft have been delivered.

Our Clients: Armed forces, MoD, MoI plus
different civil bodies (Customs, SAR, Pollution
control agents).
Our projects: A400M integration, MRTT
tankers developments. Integral support
services supply.

Track record
A400M entry into service during 2013. MRTT tanker deliveries ongoing. Investing in new mission aircraft on platforms like C295, CN235
and A320 (AEW, MMA proposals). CleanSky II stakeholder to develop a New Turboprop Plane concept.
Growth strategy based in A400M, Tanker and value added versions of the C295, CN235 aircraft.
Future services development in support of the different needs of the operator. Full In Service Support (FISS) package, MRO and training
activities.

Looking for:
Strengthen our relations with customers and stakeholders.
Identify partners for ongoing and future projects.
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Almadesign, Conceito e Desenvolvimento de Design, Lda

[Contact Person]

Rua Armando Cortez, Ed Interface, n.º1C r/c D

Tel.: +351 214240167

José Rui Marcelino

2770-233 Paço de Arcos

Fax: +351 214213434

Design Manager

Portugal

Web: www.almadesign.pt

rui.marcelino@almadesign.pt
+351 917567670 (mobile)
Clients/projects

Products/Services/Competences
Almadesign provides product design and design management services for Transport,

Caetano (coaches); Adira (industrial

Products and Interiors.

machines); Empordef (flight simulators);

Almadesign supports its customers throughout the whole product development

Aralab (health equipment); Animovel

process, from defining requirements and conceptualisation to production and

(furniture) and 140 more.

marketing.

Track record
Almadesign has 15 years of experience in design, during which developed more than 500 design projects for 150 different clients leading
to 320 products that reached the market and another 150 concepts that contributed to setting trends.
Some of our products include the Contrac COBUS airport bus present in 70% of the World’s airport; the Adira Greenbender press-brake
that won an innovation award by COTEC or Animovel’s complete furniture lines on sale in Paris’ trendiest design stores .
R&D and cooperation with research establishments are part of the daily life of Almadesign since its inception as part of the design process
itself and also as a means of entering and strengthening its foothold into new markets. The most relevant R&D projects in recent years
were LIFE - Lighter, Friendly and Eco-Efficient Aircraft Cabin, leading to a new cabin interior concept for executive/private jets, that was
awarded the 2012 Crystal Cabin Award in the “Visionary Concepts” category; iSEAT - R&D of Integrated Components for Railway Seats, a
seating system for trains; and iBUS - R&D of Integrated Systems for Interior and Exterior of Touring Coaches, an interior section for
coaches.
New R&D projects are being developed in the aeronautical, nautical and railway markets, mainly for Latin American and African markets.

Looking for:
Almadesign’s aim for participating in the ASD Technology Forum and Convention is two-pronged. We intend to identify new market
opportunities for the development of air, sea and land vehicles and hardware as well as to develop its partnerships at, both through
meeting with international partners and establishing new ones with technological partners and with manufacturing companies for the
development of new products and approach to new markets.

LIFE Project

Helicopter Simulator

MEP Project
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Amândio José Lobo, Lda
Zona Industrial de Almeirim, Rua

Nuno Lobo
Tel.: +351 266 730 600

nlobo@ajlobo.com

Fax: +351 266 708 794

+351 266 730 600

Anibal Tavares nº 11
7002-506, Évora
Portugal

Web: www.ajlobo.com

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

ISO 9001:2008 certified Quality System, Certified company since 1998

Over 30 years experience like TE Connectivity

AS/EN 9100 Certification in progress (July 2012)

and Siemens Supplier

Angle Sensors, Housings and Components
Special Aluminium and Permenorm Components for the Automation and Aeronautic
industries
Special Tools and Devices Certifications.

Track record
Participation in the "Program Applied to Supplier Development Embraer Portugal"
In the short term, develop and enhance the company's participation in the aviation industry

Looking for:
Identify solid partners to establish business opportunities in the area of machined components for the aviation industry.
To publicize, Our experience of 30 years in the machining and assembly of components for the automobile industry, with some participation
in the aviation industry has also

]

]
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ARALAB - Equip. de Laboratório e Electromecânica. Geral, Lda

João Araújo

Avenida de Santa Isabel, nº7

Tel.: (00351) 219 154 960

CEO

2635-047, Rio de Mouro

Fax: (00351) 219 154 969

joao.araujo@aralab.pt

Portugal

Web: www.aralab.pt

(00351) 219 154 960

Clients/projects

Products/Services/Competences
Climatic Chambers for Environmental Testing – Aerospace, aeronautics,

TAP ME , Alenia Aeronautica, OGMA, INTA

automotive, R&D laboratories or quality control institutes everywhere have the need

ISQ, Alcatel Space, CETMA, GEAFA, Bosch

to simulate the most aggressive conditions according to the highest quality standards.

Volkswagen, CTAG, CITEAN, CTCV, MGI

Aralab provides solutions to all these customers.

Coultier, Opel GM, Siemens

Track record
Aralab started its activity in 1985, as a manufacturer of research-oriented climatic and laboratory equipment. For more than 25 years we
have been perfecting ways to create and control temperature, humidity, radiation and many other environmental conditions.
We have become partners of companies and researchers from 4 continents. Together, we grew in 3 fields of expertise:
Biotechnology – Research on many fields of Biosciences. Many researchers use Aralab chambers every day to further develop the world’s
knowledge and advances in Sciences.
Stability – Pharmaceutical, food and cosmetic companies require uniform and very stable climatic conditions to comply with rigorous
international standards. Aralab is providing that solution in numerous world locations.
Environmental Testing – Aerospace and aeronautics, automotive, building materials, R&D laboratories and quality research institutes
everywhere have the need to simulate the most aggressive climatic conditions according to the highest quality standards. We are happy to
be part of the solutions needed for these demanding customers.
Only the highest quality components are used to manufacture our chambers so users can enjoy the best equipment for their research and
testing purposes. What drives us is simple: to provide solutions beyond the expectations customers.

Looking for:
Aralab is looking to identify potential business partners and new business opportunities that will allow us to enter new markets and develop
new partnerships in the Environmental Testing segment.
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ASD-STAN Standardization &

Elyse Truchon

ASD-CERT Product Qualification
Avenue de Tervuren 270

Tel.: 32 2 775 8126

Sales & Services Manager

1150 Brussels

Fax: 32 2 775 8131

elyse.truchon@asd-europe.org

Belgium

Web: [www.asd-stan.org / www.asd-

32 2 775 8126

cert.org]

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

ASD-STAN develops standards requested by the European AeroSpace and Defence

6 ASD-STAN members: ADS, GIFAS (BNAE),
BDLI (DIN NL), ATECMA, SOFF (SAAB),
IAAD (Alenia)
All Airbus-EADS programmes, Eurofighter,
Tornado, NH90, NH91, Tiger, EH101, EJ200,
Trent, RTM322, MTR390, TP400, CFM56,
M53, GE90,M88, LEAP, Sivercrest, TP400,
Rafale, Miragee 2000, Falcon, Typhoon,
UAVs, HM7, Vulcain, Vinci…and many more!

Industry. Acting as Associated Body to the European Committee for Standardization
(CEN), and publishes European Standards (prEN and EN) through a streamlined
process.
ASD-CERT delivers Certificates of Products Qualifications, in accordance with the
requirements of EN 9133 ''Quality Management Systems - Qualification Procedure for
Aerospace Standard Part'' and works on the basis of cross-recognition in a secondparty system.

Track record
ASD-STAN:
Currently 930 prEN standards in the ASD-STAN catalogue and 2037 published EN standards…
Yearly: 80-100 prEN’s and 100-120 EN’s (10% of CEN’s publications  1st supplier for CEN).
35 Sectors, network of experts.
ASD-CERT:
Issued Product Qualification Certificates: 248
Number of Registered Qualified Manufacturers: 53
Currently ongoing Qualifications: 129

Looking for:
ASD-STAN is looking for experts from all of the ASD community to get involved in all sectors, but especially in metallic and non-metallic
materials sectors.
ASD-CERT is also recruiting Executive Board Members to help cope with the workload and reduce administrative delays for qualifications
(current active companies are SNECMA, Rolls-Royce, Airbus, Aermacchi, Alenia, Cassidian) as well as Mandated Body Representatives to
conduct audits.
It goes without saying that our activities cannot be successful without the higher management support from the companies. We would like
to thank all of our experts for their work and their dedication.
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ASIS – AeroSpace Initiative Saxony

Michael Muth

Blasewitzer Str. 43

Tel.: +49 (0) 351 25933 290

Managing Director

01307 Dresden

Fax: +49 (0) 351 25933 111

michael.muth@aerospace-saxony.de
+49 (0) 351 25933 290

Germany

Web: info@aerospace-saxony.de

Jan Keller
Project Coordinator
jan.keller@aerospace-saxony.de
+49 (0) 351 25933 291

Products/Services/Competences

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pooling of development capacity,
Initiating and strengthening cooperation projects,
Applying the latest research results,
Development of effective marketing strategies,
Improvement of the international perception and
Use of synergies with other innovative industries.

Overview of organization
Since 2008 ASIS (Aerospace Initiative Saxony) strengthens the competencies of the regional aerospace industry with
more than 150 enterprises and research institutes by pooling development capacity, initiating and supporting national
und international cooperative ventures and drawing on the latest research results and marketing strategies. The
Initiative is to be understood as an offer to the industry and provides assistance by promoting self help.
Competencies:
•

•
•

international activities especially in the European Community, Eastern Europe and North America:
o Cooperation with United Aircraft Corporation Russia
o Cooperation with Aero Montreal / Canada
o Active member of the European Aviation Cluster Partnership (EACP)
o Cooperation with the Moscow Aviation Institute
o Cooperation with the National Aviation University in Kiev
SATNAV Saxony (market development for satellite navigation solutions in connection with the implementation
of GALILEO)
Modern technologies in the aerospace sector

Objectives for participation
On the one hand ASIS takes part to get in touch with new companies to strengthen the wide range of competencies, to
introduce our aim to all participating enterprises und organizations and to represent our partners to an international
audience.
On the other hand to exchange experiences like Best practise and to get the latest information about new technologies
and developments in the branches of Aerospace industry.
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Associação Pool-Net – Portuguese Tooling Network

Mr. Rui Tocha

General Mananger
direccao-geral@toolingportugal.com

Edifício OPEN, Zona Industrial
Rua da Bélgica, Lote 18
P.O. Box 78
2431-901 Marinha Grande

Portugal

Tel. + 351 966 396 419
Tel.: +351 244 570 420
Fax: + 351 244 570 421
Web: www.toolingportugal.com

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

POOL-NET aims to promote the Portuguese Engineering & Tooling industry
competences to support Aerospace Industry and its global players. The range of
activities supported by its members includes Industrial Design, Engineering and
Product Development, Prototyping, Tooling, Plastic and Metal Parts and Components.

Portuguese Engineering & Tooling Cluster
members, supply EMBRAER; OGMA;
BOMBARDIER and/or its First & Second Tiers
suppliers

Track record
A working group dedicated to Aerospace Industry has been created under POOL-NET umbrella, formed by tooling companies with
experience and competences within this Sector.
With a wide range of competences (Industrial Design, Engineering and Product Development, Prototyping, Tooling, Composites, Plastic and
Metal Parts) Cluster members have been working closely with Embraer under its programme to develop new suppliers in Portugal and, some
of them, have already experience in supplying plastic and metal parts, composite tools and tooling for other international companies
Some of the member companies are already certified by AS 9100 and following Aerospace companies requirements on their production
sites. Also under this initiative a referential guidebook for the implementation of Aeronautic Suppliers Requirements (Quality / AS 9100 /
NADCAP) is under development.
Working group members are also involved in the supply chain of plastic injection and composite tools for Aerospace companies and in the
development of new concepts in UAV or aircraft interiors.

Cluster competences and capabilities have been demonstrated in trade visits to Brazil and Belgium and in International exhibitions such as
Le Bourget, Farnborough Airshow and Aerospace and Defense Meetings

Looking for:
•

POOL-NET working group members are seeking for the identification of new business partners, business and cooperation
opportunities as well as partnerships for R&D activities in the following areas: Tooling, Composites tools and parts, Metal and
Machining parts, Prototyping tools, Product development.

•

Cooperation activities among Aerospace Clusters is also an objective for this participation, promoting joint activities such as visits,
seminars and workshops, bilateral meetings among members, R&D projects, etc.

•

Promotion of Portuguese Engineering & Tooling Cluster among the International Aerospace Community.
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BAE SYSTEMS

Glyn Hughes

6 Carlton Gardens, London

Director, Western Europe

SW1Y 5AD
United Kingdom
Web: www.baesystems.com
Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

BAE Systems is a global defence, aerospace and security company.

Large corporates and governments.

Track record
BAE Systems is a global defence, aerospace and security company with approximately 93,500 employees worldwide and a
primary focus on five home markets: the US, UK, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Australia and India. The Company delivers a
full range of products and services for air, land and naval forces, as well as advanced electronics, security, information
technology solutions and customer support services. In 2011 BAE Systems reported sales of £19.2 billion (US $30.7
billion).
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BANCO ESPÍRITO SANTO

[Contact Person]

AVENIDA DA LIBERDADE, 195

Tel.:

Paulo Gil

1250 – 142 LISBOA

Fax:

pjcorreia@bes.pt

Web: WWW.BES.PT

+351 213501705

PORTUGAL

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

With more than 143 years, Banco Espírito Santo, S.A. (“BES”) is the largest listed
bank by market cap. BES and its consolidated subsidiaries (together, “BES Group”)
offer a full range of banking and financial services, including deposit taking, lending,
asset management, leasing and factoring, investment banking and brokerage
services. As at 31 December 2011, BES Group operated 801 retail branches, and
employed 9,863 people worldwide. Currently, BES international footprint covers 25
countries across four continents.

Vast experience in partnerships with leading
innovative companies in Portugal, particularly
in helping their internationalization processes

In addition to its robust domestic Portuguese operations, BES has a targeted
international presence in geographies with cultural and economic affinities with
Portugal, with a particular focus in Angola, Brazil and Spain. BES’ core shareholders
are Espírito Santo Financial Group, Crédit Agricole (France) and Banco Bradesco
(Brazil).

Track record
For Banco Espírito Santo Group the main pillar for development and strategic differentiation lies in the excellence of service and permanent
focus on the needs of each client. As a universal financial group serving all individual, corporate and institutional customer segments, BES
Group offers a full range of financial products and services that meet their needs through distinctive approaches and value propositions.
The Group’s positioning thus has at its core three basic factors: in-depth knowledge of the needs of each customer segment, (ii)
development of the offer in accordance with the needs identified, and (ii) proposing the solutions that best suit each customer segment.

Looking for:
Considering that we are a bank that is focused on partnership relations and our clients business development, as well as customers and
suppliers of our customers, we look for:
1.
2.

Foreign companies that are interested to develop partnerships with Portuguese companies;
Portuguese companies that are seeking opportunities to invest abroad.

Banco Espirito Santo has conditions to be an active partner in this international business network that can be established within the ASD
convention.
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Municipality of Beja

João Margalha

Praça da República

Tel.: +351 284 311 800

Director

7800-427 Beja

Fax: +351 284 322 300

joao.margalha@cm-beja.pt

Portugal

Web: http://www.cm-beja.pt

Tel.: +351 284 311 800

http://bejaglobal.net
Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Optimal business environment for aviation industries and services;

Maintenance, spares and transport;

Recently opened airport with significant space availability for entrepreneurial
location;

Training, demonstration and testing of UAV
and MAV;

Attractive investment and entrepreneurship support packages;

Components repair, assembly and overhaul;

Prime location underneath the fast growing Euro/Atlantic routes.

Parts storage and distribution.

Ideal operation, weather and skilled labour force availability conditions.
Track record

Beja is a competitive location for aerospace industries: runway length, space for businesses, location, skilled labour, openness to
receive international companies and professionals, weather, investment security, support packages, high quality of life, potential for
around-the-clock operation, integration within EU and Eurozone, and moderate costs.
Beja International Airport is a recently developed infrastructure. Formerly a military airbase, the Airport was open to international
passengers and cargo in 2011, offering a prime location for aviation services and industries is a main purpose of this development.
Beja International Airport is 130 km southeast Lisbon, 194 km west Seville, 118 km north Faro and 51km South of Évora. The runway is
3.450 m long and 60 m wide. A cargo terminal capacity up to 50,000 tons / year is available in this initial phase, together with a
2
2000m passenger terminal.
The Airport is located in a region likely to bloom in the coming years. A unique combination of new regional assets enables a lively
business environment. Appealing entrepreneurial opportunities may emerge from a changing economic landscape – new airport, new
dam and the largest artificial lake in Europe, connection to the Atlantic ocean port and industrial areas of Sines, new irrigation areas,
new research facilities, higher education schools and new trendy tourism offerings.
Beja, an investment opportunity to not be missed!

Looking for:
Building partnerships with international recognized aviation services and industries potentially benefiting of the prime location Beja.
More investment promotion information on: http://bejaglobal.net or email: info@bejaglobal.net
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Câmara Municipal de Évora (Municipality of Evora)

Adelino Fonseca

Praça do Sertório

Tel.: +351 266 777 000

Director, Economic Development

7004-506 Évora

Fax: +351 266 702 950

afonseca@mail.evora.net

Portugal

Web: www.cm-evora.pt/

Tel.: +351 266 777 170

Department

Products/Services/Competences (250 caracteres)

Clients/projects (120 caracteres)

Aeronautical Industrial Park
Infrastructured lots to accommodate businesses and industrial
units of the aeronautical sector. Located close to the
Municipal Aerodrome of Evora, with good access to the main
links to Lisbon, the port of Sines, Setubal and Madrid.

Embraer
. Composite materials plant
. Metallic assemblies plant

Track record (900 caracteres)

The Aeronautical Industrial Park of Evora (PIAE), with an allotment area of 877,000 m2, represents an
investment of approximately 8.6 million Euros. Totally infrastructured lots with water supply, electric
power, natural gas, telecommunications and IT network, network of fire fighting, waste collection
and treatment, are available for sale in freehold ownership, with the reference price of € 27.62 / m2.
In the cases defined in the municipal regulation, this value can be subject of benefits according to
the pre-defined criteria, which may result in a final price of € 2.762 / m2. The PIAE is located about 3
km from the center of Evora, a city classified by UNESCO as a World Heritage. Evora is also a
university center with the recognized research centers in Physics, Mathematics, Computer science
and Mechatronics. There is also a training center in the area of aeronautics with the vocational
training courses in the Aircraft Production - Assembly of Structures, Metal Treatment, CNC Machining,
Composites Producing and Processing and others that may be requested by the companies.

Looking for: (500 caracteres)

Companies operating in the aeronautical area, which intend to install in the Aeronautical Industrial
Park of Evora and benefit from the excellent conditions for installing their enterprises.
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CEIIA – Centre for Mobility Industries
Rua Eng. Frederico Ulrich, 2650,

HELENA SILVA
Tel.: +351 220164 800

General Manager

Fax.: +351 220164 802

ceiia@ceiia.com

(TECMAIA)
4470-605 Moreira da Maia
PORTUGAL

Web: www.ceiia.com

Products/Services/Competences

+351 220 164 801
Clients/projects

CEIIA is an Innovation and Engineering Center focused at enhancing the

EMBRAER: Development of EMBRAER KC-

competitiveness of mobility industries through international cooperation with main

390 sponson and elevator parts

OEMs and R&D centers towards market oriented solutions for automotive and

AGUSTAWESTLAND: development and

aeronautic sectors. CEIIA’s main aeronautical competences are: Structural design and

modification of 7 military and civil helicopters

stress analysis of composite and metallic parts; aerodynamic and aeroacustic

DAHER-SOCATA: development of Dassault

simulations; partial and full scale testing; prototyping and certification. CEIIA is

Aviation Falcon SMS central fuselage

currently certified under ISO 9001 and ISO 9100 standards.

Track record
•

Establishment of the CEIIA’s Aeronautical Engineering and Testing facility;

•

Planning, implementation and launching of the Portuguese participation in the EMBRAER KC390 aircraft program;

•

Participation in the development of EDAM (Engineering, Design and Advanced Manufacturing) under the MIT Portugal Program;

•

Development of a national program for aeronautical suppliers under the mobility technologic pole, coordinated by CEIIA;

•

Development of an international aeronautical RD&I Program to be implemented in cooperation with main Portuguese universities (IST,
Porto University, Minho University and UBI), and international R&D centers, such as the Von Karman Institute (Belgium), Crandfield
University (UK), ITA (Brazil) and MIT (USA);

•

Participation in the development and modification, performing studies on design, stress analysis, aerodynamic and aeroacustic and
avionics systems for seven AgustaWestland Helicopter Programs;

•

Partnership with Agustawestland,in European R&D projects, namely Clean Sky, Reach and Alicia;

•

Design, stress, testing and certification support of two modules (sponson and elevator) of the new KC-390 aircraft of Embraer;

•

Partnership with SOCATA for design, stress and certification support, of the central fuselage for the new Dassault FALCON SMS.

Looking for:
Business partners for EU projects and R&D activities in the fields of Aerospace and Defence markets, products and technologies;
Partnerships for aerostructures´s development, testing and certification;
Projects for new materials applications; new engineering development methodologies; composite technologies application; new interior
concepts; new UAV configurations and applications, among others;
Market opportunities to develop complete modules for aircraft and helicopters, from design to aerostructures certification;
Networking and benchmarking of best practices in aeronautical development processes.
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CENTUM Solutions S.L.

Javier Chamorro

Avda. Rita Levi-Montalcini, 3.

Tel.: +0034 91 184 03 96

CEO

28906

Fax: +0034 91 184 26 99

jjchamorro@centum.es

Getafe Madrid

Web: www.centum.es/en

Mobile: + 0034 686 88 17 15

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

CENTUM is an engineering company which develops best-of-breed avionics systems solutions and technological
products specialized in communication, control and signal intelligence technologies (SIGINT).
CENTUM operates since its inception in the aviation and defense sectors providing specialized Services such as:
Systems Engineering
Support to the Life Cycle of Electronic Systems (V&V and Certification)
Embedded Critical Software development & certification (D0-178B)
and Products (derived from its internal R&D or carried out based on the individual needs of our clients) in the field
of airborne electronic systems and of critical and/or real-time software engineering.
ISO 9001:EN9100

Main clients: Airbus Military, Cassidian, Indra,
Navantia, Tecnobit, Thales Alenia Space
Main Defense Programs: A330 MRTT, A400M,
Atlante, CN-235, C-295, Eurofighter, Neuron, P3 ORION, S-80 and Talarion

Track record
Founded in 2005, CENTUM has its headquarter in Spain and has offices in Sao Paolo (Brazil) and Munich (Germany).
CENTUM has been providing Systems Integration Support and Embedded Critical Software since its foundation, taking part in some of the most important European
aerospace programs mainly in the defense industry.
Align to our vision of being an international leading company in the communications field and supported by a sustainable growth (an annual average of 20%, EBIT: a doubledigit percentage every year ) CENTUM has define a 100% profit reinvestment in order to achieve three main goals:
Innovate in our engineering solutions (civil & defense systems)
Speed up our international expansion. In the next two years, is projected to start the activity in France and North America.
R&D: Develop our own technological products (SIGINT) with dual applications – civil & homeland security.
New Products:
LIFESEEKER is an innovative on-board Software Defined Radio based system aimed to search & rescue operations. The system is capable of locating mobile phones
accurately and without network coverage, which provides Base Transceiver Station (BTS) services 24 hours a day, even under adverse weather conditions.
Using a similar technology, SQUAD SENTINEL is an advanced system intended for brigade coordination using an aerial platform as command and control relay. It offers
reliable geo-localization and communications on sensitive locations, where forest fires, natural disasters or human conflicts have taken place.
AEROMARK is a watermarking solution for high-definition video (H.264), which allows inserting an authentication signature and additional information (metadata) at the time
of the capture, so that any manipulation of the original video can be detected.
CENTUM has a very good track record on working with primes in industrial projects

Looking for:
Identification of new opportunities in the European Market in our fields of expertise and also identify market needs for homeland security applications.
Potential customers for our SIGINT products (Geolocalization, Emergency Comms, Mobile Tracking & Video watermarking).
Expand and reinforce our network of business partners interested in both develop new communications systems and technological sensors with dual
applications.

Systems Engineering

Aeromark

Lifeseeker
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COMPASS – Consórcio Português de Aeronáutica – Sistemas e

Jacinto Bettencourt

Software
Lisbon Office

Tel.: +351 211 204 690

President

Fax: +351 211 204 691

jacinto.bettencourt@eea.pt

Av. Conselheiro Fernando de Sousa,
11 – 5.º
1070-072 Lisboa
PORTUGAL

+351 917 697 759

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Given the opportunity from EMBRAER to involve other Portuguese companies in the KC-390

Projects: KC-390 Programme

program in the area of systems and software, EEA formed a consortium with CEIIA, CRITICAL
SOFTWARE, EDISOFT, ETI, GMV, NOVABASE and TEKEVER to respond to tenders on
aeronautic systems and communication.

Track record
EEA is the Portuguese Aeronautical Engineering Company in charge of the development and consolidation of the Portuguese Aeronautical Cluster through institutional and operational
partnerships and consortia, both in aerostructures and software/avionics, towards integrated products and solutions offer from the stages of design to the certification of aeronautical
products. Within the scope of its mission and as a Portuguese State subsidiary, EEA has also been specifically mandated by the Portuguese Government to lead the Portuguese
participation in the EMBRAER's KC-390 Programme in collaboration with several entities, namely CEIIA and OGMA (for aerostructures solutions) and the Compass consortia (for
software related solutions), as well as to manage the partnership between the Portuguese industry and EMBRAER.
CRITICAL SOFTWARE: since 1998 provides solutions, engineering services and technologies for safety, mission and business critical information systems across several ASD markets.
We are specialised in: Integrated Operational Support (ILS, CfA, PBL, CBM); Maritime Solutions (SAR, C4I, Warship Environment Simulation); On-board Certified Software Development
(DO-178B); and Safety Validation Services (RAMS, DO-178B, DO254).
EDISOFT is the national leader in the domains of weapons and sensors’ command and control systems for military ships, of information integration systems in naval platforms, of military
logistic information systems, of collective security systems and space systems.
As a specialized Portuguese company that offers technologically advanced software solutions and highly qualified IT consulting services, it also holds a profound knowledge in the
development of integrated business solutions, in the banking, civil service, telecommunications and logistic areas, and in the definition of decisional solutions based on geographical
information systems.
ETI team has been accumulating experience since 1984 in the areas of testing software (A/C Avionics and Engines), synthetic training systems and research and development projects
that have exposed and prompted the team to the development processes, technologies, competences and tooling.
GMV has a long and proven track record in the development of high added-value aeronautics applications (simulation, avionics) and is also a specialist in engineering and the
development of aeronautics systems and software under the strictest quality standards. GMV is one of Portugal’s few firms with a specific knowledge of state-of-the-art avionics
architectures, testing systems and associated standards and legislation. It is also a European benchmark firm in satellite navigation, which is a key component of the future aeronautics
systems of air navigation, approach and landing.
NOVABASE is Portugal’s largest system integrator with more 2.200 specialists in 8 countries and a broad portfolio of solutions for the aerospace and defense market, including
Computer-based Training, Concurrent Engineering, Mission Planning and Debrifing, MRO, Air Traffic Management, real-time massive data processing, outsourcing. CMMI Level 3, NATO
SECRET & EU SECRET accreditation, ISO 9001, 14001,18001, 4457 (R&D).
TEKEVER is the national leading aerospace company in the areas of Unmanned Aerial Systems, SDR-based Datalinks and Communications Networks. TEKEVER's disruptive innovation
is making a few Portuguese success stories in the World, as our highly competitive and differentiating technological portfolio continues to deliver unprecedented leverage to partners and
clients worldwide.
CEIIA is an Innovation and Engineering Center focused at enhancing the competitiveness of mobility industries through international cooperation with main OEMs and R&D centers
towards market oriented solutions for automotive and aeronautic sectors. CEIIA’s main aeronautical competences are: Structural design and stress analysis of composite and metallic
parts; aerodynamic and aeroacustic simulations; partial and full scale testing; prototyping and certification. CEIIA is currently certified under ISO 9001 and ISO 9100 standards.

-

Looking for: Potential international business partners, distributors and representatives;
Potential partnerships for collaboration in International R&T projects;
New business opportunities that will reinforce the company’s position in the ASDS market.
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Cotesa GmbH
Bahnhofstraße 67
09648 Mittweida
Germany

Joerg Huesken
Tel.: +49 (0) 3727 9985-0
Fax: +49 (0) 3727 9985-129
Web: www.cotesa.de

Products/Services/Competences

General Manager
info@cotesa.de
+49 (0) 3727 9985-0

Clients/projects

Manufacturing and marketing of parts and modules made out of fibre-reinforced

•

Airbus Deutschland GmbH

materials, process development, tools and equipment, as well as quality assurance

•

Diehl Comfort Modules GmbH

for parts made out of fibre-reinforced materials, certified in accordance with DIN EN

•

Eurocopter Deutschland GmbH

9100:2009

•

Premium Aerotec GmbH

•

Liebherr-Aerospace Lindenberg
GmbH

Track record
Cotesa GmbH has developed to an important series supplier for aircraft manufacturers since the foundation in 2002. The company has
been certified according to DIN EN 9100:2009 since 2003. Last year Cotesa GmbH started entering the automotive industry: At the
beginning of 2013 the first series production will start.

Looking for:

Works Premises
Stiffeners for aircrafts

Drawing of a component
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Critical Software, SA

[Contact Person]

Parque Industrial de Taveiro, Lote 48

Tel.: +351 239 989 100

Mr. Filipe Freitas

3045-504, Coimbra

Fax: +351 239 989 119

fsdfreitas@criticalsoftware.com

Portugal

Web: www.criticalsoftware.com

Tel. : +351 239 989 100

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Safety-critical subsystems development, embedded and real-time systems (DO-178B,
EN-50128, GSWS, ECSS)
Safety-critical validation (ISVV, RAMS, Certification)
Integrated Operational Support;
Maritime Solutions
Ground Systems (MCS, C&C, Data Handling, Simulation)

NASA, European,Japanese,Chinese Space
Agencie,EADS,Thales Alenia Space,Eumesat,
Eurocontrol,Augusta Westland,United
Kingdom Armed Forces,BAE systems

Track record
Established in 1998, Critical Software is headquartered in Portugal and has offices in San Jose (USA), Southampton (UK),
Sao Paulo
(Brazil), Luanda (Angola), Maputo (Mozambique) and Singapore. Critical has been supplying best-of-breed solutions to high
profile industry
customers, being renowned for providing software certifiable services and products.
The experience acquired in international consortia with prime contractors around the globe has paved the way to provide
services ranging
from system planning and analysis, to system design, development, integration and maintenance. Critical Software has also
provided
engineering processes definition, solution design and support for the development, integration and certification of Safety
Critical systems
against the most demanding industry standards. Critical Software, ASD Business Unit (Critical ASD) works across a range
of markets, from
Space and Aeronautics to Defence & Security and Transportation.

Looking for:
Identification of new market needs and opportunities and how CSW’s expertise can respond to those needs. Develop partnership relations
to address opportunities and R&D activities.
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DANOTEC Association of defense industries, weaponry and new
technologies

Estrada Nacional 118
2890-168 ALCOCHETE
Portugal

Tel.: +351 21 2312709
Fax: +351 21 231 27 10

Fátima Pinheiro
93 601 34 66

Web: www.danotec.pt

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

DANOTEC represents 24 partners dealing with defense industries,
weaponry and new technologies. It is a national and international network of
competencies connecting these companies: AEROHÉLICE;CRITICAL

DANOTEC promotes new publishers,
workshops and meetings. Supports member
companies to develop and associate
themselves in common initiatives, by creating
entities or committees that implement
normative requirements represented by the
Association, as well as giving its members
technical support by keeping in contact with
other entities, in the pursuit of similar goals.

SOFTWARE;C3P;EDISOFT;EID;EMBRAER PORTUGAL;EMPORDEF;EMPORDEF
TI; ENVC; OPORTO UNIVERSITY FACULTY ENGINEERING; GMVIS
SKYSOFT;THOLOS;IDD; INEGI;INESC OPORTO;INOV –INESC
INOVAÇÃO;INTELI;INTERGRAPH PORTUGAL;ISQ ; NAVALROCHA; OGMA; SATA
AIR AÇORES;TAP PORTUGAL;TEKEVER.

Track record

DANOTEC is a member of ASD: its chairman belongs to this Association's Board of Directors. It is represented
in Working Groups and ASD Committees.
Furthermore, DANOTEC and the Italian AIAD established a Cooperation Protocol for the constitution of a
Consultative Committee for an ongoing dialogue between the industries of the two countries.
In addition, DANOTEC: accommodates the CANEND that is embodied by its member companies; keeps a
close relationship with the national representative on the NIAG, which has allowed a larger flow in the
dissemination of the information relative to studies within the scope of this organization to our associate
members, and accompanies the activities and politics proposed by the EDA which may have important
consequences in the European Defense market, in particular to the SME's, disclosing information to its
Associates.
Looking for:
The Technological Forum is an ideal place to DANOTEC´s mission, because it is a place that puts together national and
international protagonists in the fields of Aeronautics, Space and Defense European industries. Representing its partners,
DANOTEC will identify them as eventual business partners. In a word, DANOTEC will look for market and value chain
opportunities, in the multiple instances related to the defense industries, weaponry and technological innovations'
production, both at a national and international level. Furthermore, DANOTEC will identify new partnerships for R & D
activities.
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DEIMOS ENGENHARIA S.A.
Av. D. João II, Lote 1.17.01

[Contact Person]
Tel.: +351218933010

Edifício Torre Zen, 10º

Elsa Alexandrino
Business Developer

1998-023 Lisboa
PORTUGAL

Fax: +351218969099

elsa.alexandrino@deimos.com.pt

Web: www.deimos.pt

+351218933010

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

DEIMOS Engenharia is a Portuguese Aerospace Engineering company, delivering
advanced design solutions and turnkey space software systems since 2002. DEIMOS
bases its expertise in Mission Analysis, Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC)
systems, Global Navigation Satellite systems (GNSS) Technologies, Ground
Segment and Earth Observation systems and applications. The company is ISO
9001:2000, ISO 14001 and AQAP 2110 certified. DEIMOS Engenharia is one of the
companies comprising DEIMOS ELECNOR, the technology arm of ELECNOR.

The portfolio of customers and partners
includes the European Space Agency,
Eumetsat, Thales Alenia Space and EADS
Astrium.

Track record
The core business of DEIMOS ranges from engineering design activities (such as algorithms definition, mathematical modelling,
simulation and systems prototyping), to operational software systems development and validation. Deimos Engenharia also provides onsite support and operational services on Earth Observation and Satellite Operations. In Guidance, Navigation and Control Systems, the
company develops autonomous navigation algorithms and systems, including rendezvous and hazard avoidance functions using
innovative techniques and approaches, for application in interplanetary missions and other unmanned vehicles (ESA’S Lunar Lander, for
example). In GNSS, DEIMOS develops technologies for navigation receivers, applications and product prototypes, simulation and integrity
of GNSS systems and concept studies for the evolution of the Galileo System. In the area of Ground Segment Systems, the focus is given
in systems engineering and software for critical applications and data processing systems for novel mission concepts (ESA’s ENVISAT,
SMOS and SENTINEL-3).In Earth Observation systems and applications, DEIMOS Engenharia develops services and applications using
DEIMOS-1 and other data. The DEIMOS-1 satellite is the first Earth Observation satellite of the DEIMOS group, launched in 2009.

Looking for:
DEIMOS is looking for new business and market opportunities and partnerships for R&D activities.
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DELCAM – NORCAM-Engenharia e Design Industrial

Mário Rodrigues

Rua Salazares 842

Tel.: +351 225 322 000

Business Development

4149-002 Porto

Fax: +351 226 177 662

mjr@norcam.pt

Portugal

Web: www.delcam.com
www.norcam.pt

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Delcam supplies software and services that help aerospace companies to

Companies in the field of Advanced

maximise their profitability by increasing productivity, improving quality and

Engineering (multi-sector).

reducing lead times.

Track record
Delcam is the world’s largest specialist supplier of computer-aided machining software, with its PowerMILL CAM system
being rated as the leading system for high-speed and five-axis machining. Delcam also develops PowerINSPECT, the
world’s leading hardware-independent inspection software. Delcam software is used in over 80 countries worldwide by
over 40,000 organisations, ranging from large multi-nationals to small sub-contractors. This total includes many leading
aerospace component manufacturers as well as many companies undertaking the repair of aeroengines and
aerostructures.
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Distrim 2 – Industria, Investigação e desenvolvimento, Lda

Victor Oliveira

Edifício Vangest, Est. de Leiria, 210

Tel.: 00 351 244 57 57 10

CEO

2431-967 Marinha Grande

Fax: 00 351 244 57 57 10

v.oliveira@vangest.pt

Portugal

Web: www.distrim2.pt

00 351 244 57 57 10

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Product Development and Engineering, Rapid Production of Parts and

Components already produced to:

Prototypes, Conception and Production of Checking Fixtures;

Embraer, Airbus, Eurocopter and some

High Speed Machining of aerospace components.

other major aircraft manufacturers.

Certifications: EN 9100: 2009; ISO 9001:2008.

Track record
Since 1997, Distrim2 has grown to become a preferential business partner as a Product Development and Rapid Prototyping supplier.
With innovative solutions and high technological expertise Distrim2, emerged as an added-value player for the aerospace manufacturing
industry. Throughout last years, large investments in equipment of High Speed Machining have been made. A root projected unit was
created to answer all specific requirements of components production for the aeronautical market.
With design for manufacturability as its fundamental base, Distrim2 offers a wide array of product development services. From concept
research, styling and product design, through advanced modeling up to a complete set of simulation tools and processes of optimized high
speed machining to shrink the product development cycle of every new product.
Synergies within GRUPOVANGEST enable a permanent technological transfer and an ongoing increase of technological innovations.
Equipped with state-of-the-art technology and Round-the-clock Project Development, Distrim2 is able to achieve the highest accuracy with
high quality standards and aggressive delivery deadlines that differentiate it worldwide.

Looking for:
Distrim2 pretends to consolidate his position in the aeronautical market by identifying and promoting new business partnerships with both
possible suppliers and customers; Recognizing new opportunities of collaborating in supply chains active in R&I and looking for eventual
OEM´s in search for future collaborations.
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DrawTech Oy

Heikki Savikko

Jaakolantie 7

Tel.: +358 2 848 1400

Managing Director

23500 Uusikaupunki

Fax: +358 2 848 1420

heikki.savikko@drawtech.fi

FINLAND

Web: www.drawtech.fi

+358 2 848 1400

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Products : Deep-drawn, pressed and machined metal parts . Main line Brass Cases

Deliveries of brass cases worldwide.

for Naval Guns and steel shells for hand grenades.
Services : Design, coating, welding, cutting and assembling.
Competences : Large pressed / drawn parts, Process control systems. Own process
tool design.

Track record
•

Exports over 70 % of production.

•

Long experience in manufacturing within Nammo, Patria, Sako and Hackmann operations of metal components for Defence
Industries and customers.

•

Various successfully delivered projects in brass cases for Naval Gun applications worldwide.

Looking for:
•

Market opportunities and partnerships for example brass cases for 40 mm, 57 mm, 120 mm and hand grenade shells.

•

Business partners in pressing, deep-drawing components manufacturing.

•

Tool design network.
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[Firm – complete designation]

[Contact Person]

Beranovych 130

Tel.: +420 224235320

Jiri Hynek, President and Managing Director

199 00 Prague

Fax: +420 224235319

info@aobp.cz

Czech Republic

Web: www.dsia.cz

+420 224 235 320

Products/Services/Competences(250 caracteres)

Clients/projects(120 caracteres)

DSIA associates Czech companies engaged in research, development, production,

DSIA represents interests of the Czech

trade and marketing of the defence and security equipment, material and services. It

defense and security industry

was founded in 1997 as a non-governmental, independent, apolitical, non-profit
organization.

Track record
Key milestones in the company’s activity. Participation in training programmes or cooperation with research establishments. Growth
Strategy: new products/services being developed, partnerships, new markets, etc.
Comprises 81 companies in defense and security business. Is a unique partner to the Czech MOD in defense and security industry
agenda.

Looking for:
What the company envisages in the Tech Forum and Convention: identification of new business partners; market opportunities; value chain
opportunities; partnerships for R&D activies;
Partnership with similar organizations in the defense and security industry field, for potential cooperative programs.
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EADS – European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company N.V.

IDIART Arnaud

37, Bd de Montmorency

Director of sensitive country business

Tel.: 01 42 24 24 00

75 781

Fax: [+fax number]

PARIS

Web: [www.]

Arnaud.idiart@eads.net
+33 1 42 24 21 80

FRANCE
Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

AIRBUS : Aircraft (commercial and military)

All Major airlines worldwide.

EUROCOPTER : Helicopters (commercial and military)

Governmental and public services forces

ASTRIUM : Launchers and satellites (commercial and military)

worldwide.

CASSIDIAN : global security solutions, lead system integration and aerial, land, naval
and joint systems.

Track record
The European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company N.V. (EADS) is a global pan-European aerospace and defence corporation
and a leading defence and military contractor worldwide. The group includes Airbus as the leading manufacturer of commercial aircraft,
with Airbus Military covering tanker, transport and mission aircraft; Eurocopter as the world's largest helicopter supplier; Astrium, the
European leader in space programmes from Ariane to Galileo; and Cassidian as a provider of comprehensive and integral systems
solutions for aerial, land, naval and civilian security applications. Through Cassidian, EADS is a major partner in the Eurofighter consortium
as well as a key stakeholder in the missile systems provider MBDA. In 2009, the EADS generated revenues of €42.82 billion and employed
119,500 personnel. EADS was formed on 10 July 2000 by the merger of Aérospatiale-Matra, DaimlerChrysler Aerospace AG (DASA), and
Construcciones Aeronáuticas SA (CASA). Overall, the company develops and markets civil and military aircraft, as well as communications
systems, missiles, space rockets, satellites, and related systems.

Looking for:
What the company envisages in the Tech Forum and Convention: identification of new business partners; market opportunities; value chain
opportunities; partnerships for R&D activies;
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EDISOFT - Empresa de Serviços e Desenvolvimento de Software, S.A

António Rodrigues de Sousa

Rua Quinta dos Medronheiros –

Tel.: +351 212 945 900

Director

Fax: +351 212 945 999

antonio.sousa@edisoft.pt

Sobreda da Caparica
2815-884 Caparica
PORTUGAL

Web: www.edisoft.pt

Products/Services/Competences
EDISOFT is the national leader in the domains of weapons and sensors’
command and control systems for military ships, of information integration
systems in naval platforms, of military logistic information systems, of collective
security systems and space systems.
As a specialized Portuguese company that offers technologically advanced
software solutions and highly qualified IT consulting services, EDISOFT also
holds a profound knowledge in the development of integrated business
solutions, in the banking, civil service, telecommunications and logistic areas,
and in the definition of decisional solutions based on geographical information
systems.

+351 212 945 902
Clients/projects
- Combat Management Systems
- Critical Real Time Command and Control Systems
- Embedded Engine Control Systems
- Interoperability Systems
- Datalinks
- Integrated Logistic Systems
- Naval Platforms Integrator System
- Combat Systems Integration and Acceptance
- Defence GIS Solutions
- Earth Observation Infrastructure and Applications
- Satellite Navigation Infrastructure and Applications
- Santa Maria Azores Ground Station
- RTMES (Real Time Executive for Multiprocessor
Systems)
- TNC (RTEMS) – ESA – Tools For The Production
Of O/B SW Running On New Generation
Computers

Track record
EDISOFT – Empresa de Serviços e Desenvolvimento de Software, S.A. is a joint-venture of Portuguese state-owned entities and an
international corporation that are leaders in the information technology sector.
EDISOFT contributed to the Portuguese Navy’s continuous modernisation process, but also it made a stance in international value chains,
allowing the integral development in Portugal of combat systems sold in the world market. Then, the modernisation of the Portuguese Air
Traffic Control System marked EDISOFT’s entry in the civilian market and became a perfect dual use example. In 1994, EDISOFT entered
the Space dominium and in nowadays EDISOFT is present in the two largest programmes under the European Space Agency auspices:
EGNOS and GALILEO. EDISOFT also offers its professional expertise in the provision of consultancy services, in the elaboration of
specifications and requirements and in the development of engineering solutions for the Satellite Navigation and Earth Observation fields
and for GNSS-based Services.
In the Defence markets EDISOFT experience deals with all the national and international military defence and security programmes,
namely with the design, development and integration of critical real-time command, control, communications, computer and intelligence
(C4I) systems, being thus a reference in the national defence industry nucleus.
Edisoft success was built upon solid software engineering practices and standards (ISO 9001, CMMI, ISO 12207, ECSS, etc.) integrated in
Edisoft Quality Management System. Edisoft was the first Portuguese company to have its development processes recognized as Maturity
level 2 according to the CMM model in 2004.

Looking for:
On this convention, EDISOFT is looking for international partnerships in commercial and R&D products and services, connected with its
areas of expertise, namely Space, Defense and Security.
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EEA – Excellence in Engineering Aeronautics

Jacinto Bettencourt

Lisbon Office

Tel.: +351 211 204 690

President

Fax: +351 211 204 691

jacinto.bettencourt@eea.pt

Av. Conselheiro Fernando de Sousa, 11 – 5.º
1070-072 Lisboa
PORTUGAL

www.eea.pt

+351 917 697 759

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

•

Partners: CEIIA; Critical Materials;
Critical Software; Edisoft; ETI; GMV;
Novabase; PIEP; Tekever;
Projects: KC-390 Program

Institutional and operational management of contracts and partnerships for an
integrated offer, from the design to certification of aeronautical products;

•

Mobilize companies in consortia to pursue market opportunities;

•

Mapping of the aerospace cluster and aggregation of industry;

•

Organization of teams with specific expertise areas of knowledge to support the
development of skills for the industry;

Track record
•

Coordinator of the KC-390 Program in Portugal, appointed by the Portuguese Government, to implement and manage the
partnership with Embraer. EEA articulates the national industry and R&D partners and coordinates the program with Embraer, the
national government and other public authorities.

•

Support to the Program A + – initiative for advanced training and industrial research in aeronautics, dedicated to promote the training
of experts for companies.

•

BetterSky - EEA has built a platform of national companies for the area of aerostrutures. This platform, composed by EEA, CEIIA and
PIEP is dedicated to the design, engineering, stress, tests and support to the certification of aerostructures, building a base of R&D and
national engineering to tackle the challenges of the aeronautical industry.

•

Compass - Given the opportunity from Embraer to involve other Portuguese companies in the KC-390 program in the area of systems
and software, EEA formed a consortium with Edisoft, ETI, Tekever, Critical, Novabase and GMV to respond to tenders on aeronautic
systems and communication.

Looking for:
•

Promote the Portuguese aeronautical industry;

•

Identify and explore opportunities to the Portuguese aeronautical industry;

•

Networking and benchmarking
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Mr. João Costa Pinto

EFACEC – ENGENHARIA E SISTEMAS, S.A.
Rua Eng. Frederico Ulrich – Ap. 3078

Tel.: +351 22 940 2000

Aerospace Manager

4471-907 Moreira da Maia

Fax: +351 22 948 5428

cpinto@efacec.com

Portugal

Web: www.efacec.com

+351 22 9403450

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

EFACEC is a Portuguese company present in over 65 countries in all 5
continents.
With more than 4.500 employees and over 1 billion euros of turnover.
Present in sectors that represent world future development, from energy
to transportation and engineering, from the environment to services and
renewable energy.
Developing the state of the art technologies through competence, quality
and entrepreneurship.
The EFACEC engineering team has full access to several well-equipped
laboratories for the development of electronic boards, including simulation
of electronic circuits, PCB design, and component assembling as well.
Moreover, the Electronic Production Unit has built a Clean-room class
100000 dedicated to assemble and test the electronics equipment referred.
EFACEC space division have a highly-qualified engineers with relevant
experience on space technologies, including:
- Aerospace Engineer with strong skills on structural and thermal and
space weather issues and involvement in several ESA missions;
- Electro-technical Engineers with solid experience on electronic systems manufacturing, integration and test;
- Electronics Engineers with strong competencies and accumulated
experience on micro-electronics and circuit design, simulation and
analysis using Spice, ModelSim and MentorGrafics (CAD).
- Mechanical Engineer with strong skills in 3D design and structural
analysis using Solid Works and Nastran.
- Full time PA engineer collaborating in the Space Activities.
Accumulated expertise and experience of other EFACEC collaborators
within specific consulting or participation both in design, manufacturing
and verification.

EFACEC has among many other activities in the Energy,
Engineering and Transportation industrial activity, a dozen of
engineers working to ESA space projects since the end of
2002.
In this context EFACEC has been awarded the following
contracts:
- EuTEMP – Autonomous Temperature Recording Unit
- CTTB – Components Technology Test Bed – phase B
- CTTB – Components Technology Test Bed – phase B1
- PIPS – Portuguese Interplanetary Particles Surveyor –
Phase A
- MFS – Multi-Function Spectrometer – phase B0 (breadboarding)
- AEEF – Alphasat Environment Effects Facility – phase
B0
- MFS – Multi-Function Spectrometer – phase B1 (engineer model)
- AEEF – Alphasat Environment Effects Facility – phase
interim
- AEEF – Alphasat Environment Effects Facility – phase
B/C/D
- BERM– BepiColombo Radiation Monitor
- CTTB – In-flight preparation
- ABPA– Altimeter breadboarding

Track record
In the field of space applications, EFACEC focuses is mainly towards designing, developing, manufacturing and testing electronic Space
Hardware with special emphasis on the problem of space radiation environment and of its effects. Taking advantage of its background and
expertise, EFACEC has a particular interest in the study and development of future radiation monitors – tailored and targeted for a light, lowpower, easily integrated, general purpose monitor.
EFACEC has established partnerships throughout all projects that was/is involved, such as: LIP (technical and scientific non-profit association), EVOLEO, HPS, LusoSpace, Harp, etc.

Looking for:
Identification of new business partners; market opportunities; value chain opportunities; partnerships for R&D activities.

EUTEMP

MFS&CTTB installed on the AlphaSat satellite

BERM
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EMPORDEF- Empresa Portuguesa de Defesa, SGPS, S.A.

Dr. Vicente Ferreira

Rua Braamcamp, nº 90, 7º Piso

Tel.: 213805100

President and CEO

1250 – 052 LISBOA

Fax: 213805109

Vicente.ferreira@empordef.pt

PORTUGAL

Web: www.empordef.pt

Tel: 213805196

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

EMPORDEF SGPS SA is the Portuguese defense holding company responsible for

Empordef SGPS SA, being an holding

managing State participations in defense industry. Owned 100% by the Portuguese

company, has a diversified list of clients,

State, this company has four main business areas of expertise and activities:

namely the Portuguese MoD and Armed

AERONAUTICAL, NAVAL, TECHNOLOGICAL and OPERATIONAL LOCATION OF

Forces, Foreign Armed Forces and other

DEFENSE ASSETS. Empordef is also an active partner of the Defence Ministry for

entities and companies like ESA, EADS,

what concerns of new defence capabilities’ programs and military upgrade programs.

Airbus Military, Lockheed Martin, etc.

Track record
Owned 100% by the Portuguese State, its strategic vision points as baselines the sustained development of defence industry as well as to
foster its modernization, promoting and participating in partnerships and strategic alliances, playing an important role in the defence
internationalization and innovation, in cooperation with DGAIED and DGPDN (MoD) initiatives, regarding the strengthening of the National
Defence & Technological Industrial Base. EMPORDEF has diversified businesses with more than fifty countries.
In the Aeronautical sector the EMPORDEF Group is strongly committed to participate in the consolidation of a national aeronautical
“cluster”, for which the program of development and construction of the KC-390 airplane by Embraer constitutes an excellent opportunity.
EMPORDEF Group’s Naval sector in centered in ENVC shipyard, with activities in shipbuilding, ship repair and ship conversions, either
commercial or military. Arsenal do Alfeite, another shipyard integrating the cluster, is responsible for the repair and maintenance of all the
surface ships and submarines of the Portuguese Navy. The Technological sector is represented by EID, EDISOFT and ETI companies.

Looking for:
Empordef and the following participated firms are looking for business partners and market opportunities in the next industrial sectors:
Aeronautical – where OGMA – Indústria Aeronáutica de Portugal, S.A., managed by Embraer is the leading company in Portugal;
Naval - where ENVC – Estaleiros Navais de Viana do Castelo, S.A and Arsenal do Alfeite, S.A, are the prime companies;
Communications – where EID is a worldwide recognized company, with firm credits in tactical radios and naval communication;
Software Development and Space – where EDISOFT undertakes the role of specialized centre for developing software;
Simulation and Training – with ETI as the national leading company in this field;
Demilitarization – With IDD as the unique Portuguese company in this sector.
Note: Most of these companies have profiles in the AICEP – ASD web site and will be present in the event with stands.
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Empordef- Tecnologias de Informação SA

Mr. Carlos Félix

Rua Quinta dos Medronheiros

Tel.: +351212945913

[Member of the Board]

Parque Empresarial.Geral Lazarim

Fax: +351212945999

[carlos.felix@empordef-ti.pt]

2815-884 Sobreda Caparical - Portugal

www.empordef-ti.pt

[+351212945913]

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

EMPORDEF-TI team has been accumulating experience since 1984 in the
areas of testing software (A/C Avionics and Engines), synthetic training systems
and research and development projects that have exposed and prompted the
team to the development processes, technologies, competences and tooling.

Test & Support Solutions
Aircraft Engine Test Bench
Aircraft Engine Vibration Monitoring
Aircraft Engine Automatic Diagnostics
Avionics Test Program Set (TPS)
AECMA Standard Technical Publications

The following are the key competences that EMPORDEF-TI offers to ASD
market.
•
Project Management (PMBOK )
•
Modelling & Simulation: Systems, Vehicles and Sensors
•
Systems & Software Engineering
•
Distributed Simulation
•
Visual Displays and Systems
•
3D Modelling and Terrain applications development
•
Complex Scenario Generation
•
Contents Development for training purposes
•
Technical Authoring (Technical Manuals)
•
Graphic Design (Graphic Illustrations, Graphic & Flow Animations)
•
Human Systems Interface
•
Data Acquisition & Control Systems for Engine Testing
•
Avionics Automatic Testing

Training Systems
Aircraft and Helicopter Flight Simulators
Aircraft and Ground Vehicle Tactical and
Procedures Trainers
Out-of- Window Visual and Instructor
Operations Station (IOS) Systems
Tactical Communications Trainers
ASD Equipment Computer Aid Instruction
Contents

Track record
The experience gained over more than two decades of developing, engineering and manufacturing simulation and training
systems allows EMPORDEF-TI to respond to any request either from military or civilian costumers for every type of training
demand. EMPORDEF-TI’s specialized know-how has enabled the company’s presence in the ASD international market, the
ultimate expression of a commitment towards excellence. EMPORDEF-TI is working for the edification of a solid prestige,
bolstering more and more the capabilities deemed relevant to the engineering and development of innovative and
technologically advanced systems, which uphold the accumulated skills and expertise. EMPORDEF-TI is the market leader of
Portuguese engineering companies concerning the development and integration of solutions and services on synthetic training
and simulation fields.
Looking for:
EMPORDEF-TI wants to become the National Market Leader and a recognized international partner for ASD (Aeronautical,
Security and Defense) complex systems training and support solutions. Its highest merit is to be attentively pragmatic towards
its clients’ needs and expectations and to continuously accompany the innovation in simulation technologies always offering
proven and robust solutions aspects that have enabled the company’s leadership in the supply of training systems for the ASD
market in Portugal. EMPORDEF-TI develops a sustainable international development policy. In a period of clear international
expansion activity, has and wants to continue establishing strategic partnerships with recognised ASD market players.
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ERT Textil Portugal, SA
Avª 1º Maio – Zona Ind. Travessas
3701-911 S. João da Madeira

Portugal

Joao Brandao

Tel.: +351256200500

CEO

Fax: +351256200525

jbrandao@ertgrupo.com

Web: www.ertgrupo.com

00351917570502

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Textiles Laminations

Automotive Companies:

Cut and Sew (Seat Covers, Armrest)
Hi Frequency Welding
Acoustic Parts

Faurecia
Lear
Magna
Industrial Companies:
Amorim Industrial Solutions

Track record
Key milestones in the company’s activity. Participation in training programmes or cooperation with research establishments. Growth
Strategy: new products/services being developed, partnerships, new markets, etc.

Looking for:
What the company envisages in the Tech Forum and Convention: identification of new business partners; market opportunities; value chain
opportunities; partnerships for R&D activies;
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European Aerospace Cluster Partnership (EACP)

Nadine Sablotny

c/o Hamburg Aviation

Tel.: +49 (0)40 22 70 19 478

EACP network manager

Fax: +49 (0)40 22 70 19 784

nadine.sablotny@hamburg-aviation.com

Habichtstr.41
22305
Germany

Web: www.eacp-aero.eu

Products/Services/Competences

+49 (0)151 62 82 18 23

Clients/projects

The European Aerospace Cluster Partnership (EACP) is a network of European

CANNAPE – Canadian Networking

aerospace clusters established in the frame of CLUNET, a PRO INNO EUROPE

Aeronautics Project for Europe

project that encourages the sharing of experiences and that supports the
implementation of concrete projects regarding cluster innovation and development

CARE – Clean Aerospace Regions

policies.
EACP networking hub

Track record
The EACP aims at initiating an active exchange of information and knowledge between all partners and at developing and realizing
concrete steps for long-term trans-national cooperation between clusters and companies for a stronger and more competitive European
position in the global aerospace markets.
The EACP provides the opportunity for each member to participate in working groups that aim at solving common challenges and
contribute to the development of each member cluster to achieve high-level performance by developing and realizing various joint projects.

Looking for:
European aerospace clusters with the interest to participate actively
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Exel Composites Plc

Mr. Tarmo Karhapää

P.O. Box 29

Tel.:+358 20 7541 200

General Manager

FI-52701 MÄNTYHARJU

Fax. +358 20 7541 301

tarmo.karhapaa@exelcomposites.com

Finland

Web: www.exelcomposites.com

+358 40 579 5255

Products/Services/Competences
Exel Composites is a technology company which designs, manufactures and markets composite,
e.g. carbon- and glass reinforced profiles and tubes for various industrial applications. Exel
concentrates on demanding, customer-tailored composite solutions that are always designed in
close co-operation with the customer, according to customer needs. Increasing number of
applications are benefiting from lightweight, strong, stiff and high-precision composites. Exel
utilizes continuous manufacturing processes: pultrusion, pullwinding and continuous lamination.
Exel Composites has ISO 9001 quality certificate and ISO 14001 environmental certificate. Exel
Composites has 9 production units in 7 countries. Exel Composites’ share is listed
in the Small Cap segment of the NASDAQ OMX Helsinki Ltd

Composite solutions for demanding environments
Exel Composites is a customer-driven, leading provider of advanced composite solutions .
We are constantly looking for new applications and development in close co-operation with our customers.
The unrivalled lightweight and mechanical qualities of composite materials make them unbeatable in terms of durability and functionality. It
is Exel Composites’ main objective to create superior competitive edge for its customers.
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Fisipe - Fibras Sintéticas de Portugal ,SA

José Miguel Contreiras

Apartado 5

Tel.: +351 212066000

Management Committee

2836-908 Lavradio

Fax: +351 212075188

jmcontreiras@fisipe.pt

Portugal

Web: www.fisipe.pt

Products/Services/Competences

+351212066137

Clients/projects

“Fisipe your creative partner in acrylic fibers” defines extremely well our company

Fisipe is currently participating in 6 R&D

competences and culture. Acrylic Fiber is mainly used for textile application , but as a

projects , national and European.

result of more than 15 years of in-house research, Fisipe was able to enlarge the field

One of the most important projects is a 7th

for acrylic fiber usage, developing new fibers for non textile applications.

Framework Program named EUCARBON -

The most important achievement of this R&D effort was the development of new

European Space Qualified Carbon Fibres and

acrylic fibers, modified to be Oxidized Fiber and Carbon Fiber precursors. For this

Pre-Impregnated Based Materials .

reason Fisipe is now a member of SGL group.

Track record
Fisipe has a remarkable history of development work in cooperation ,with national and foreign research institutes, laboratories and
universities.
For the management and personal skills development, Fisipe uses prestigious schools such as Universidade Catolica de Lisboa.
For the last 20 years Fisipe kept a constant interchange for specific development programs and internships for students of Instituto
Superior Técnico, and Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia da Universidade Nova de Lisboa, creating an “incubation environment” where
many engineers and other technical professionals could develop and enlarge their knowledge and skills.
More specific applied development programs were designed and produced with Universidade do Minho, INEGI and Faculdade de
Engenharia da Universidade do Porto.
The most important development work with a foreign entity , was established between Fisipe and Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
Knoxville – Tennessee. This development work started in 2007 and the project targets where successfully achieved in 2.5 years
approximately one year ahead of schedule. As a tool and for the support of the R&D work, Fisipe has two Pilot Line facilities , one for
precursors since 1998 and one for Carbon Fiber , since 2010.
Since April 2012, SGL the Carbon Company is the major shareholder of Fisipe.

Looking for:
Fisipe has development and production capacity in Fibers for structural and technical applications. The CF and Composites industry
provides many solutions for the Aeronautical and Defense sectors.
In this forum Fisipe expects to contact national and foreign entities in this important sector. Furthermore Fisipe wishes to demonstrate to
the Aerospace and Defense industries , the potential of joint development programs in any structural problem that this industries may have.
Fisipe and SGL can provide integrated solutions in the production of CFRP composite parts.
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Frezite – Ferramentas de Corte, SA
Rua do Vau, 173 – Apartado 134

Tel.: +351 252 400 360

Helder Fernandes

4786-909 Trofa

Fax: +351 252 417 254

Helder.fernandes@fmttooling.com

PORTUGAL

932524184

Web: www.fmttooling.com

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Frezite Group through FMT – Tooling Systems produces state of the art tools
that assure the best performance and rentability.
FMT offers several solutions for machining aluminium, titanium, fibre carbone
(CFRP), fibre glass (GFRP) and plus GLARE. For this highly innovative sector
with a variety of materials, we can supply high accuracy tools for the most
demanding aerospace applications.

TAP; Embraer; Aero Engine Controls
Aerotec; Aeromec; Alestis; Spirit Aero
Systems; SABCA - Société Anonyme Belge
de Constructions Aéronautiques

Track record
FREZITE that has the FMT brand is an Engineering company specialized in Precision Tool Systems. Conceived in Portugal in
1978, Frezite’s early years were focused on the manufacture of high precision tooling solutions to the woodworking, plastics and
composite industries. With an ongoing philosophy of products to the highest quality, that are designed, manufactured and
supported by experts, the group had achieved it’s goal of a global presence by the early nineties, with representation in all major
markets and an infrastructure designed to provide local support and expertise to its customer partnerships. With its 33 years of
experience in the development and production of precision cutting tools, FREZITE has achieved a place among the most
qualified companies. The head office is located in Trofa, 25 kms north of Oporto (Portugal), with other branches located in Spain,
Brazil, United Kingdom, Czech Republic, Germany, Romania and Poland.
Frezite is a Portuguese Manufacturer of high quality standard metalworking tools for drilling, milling, thread milling, precision
milling, turning and countersinking operations.

Looking for:
FMT is looking for identification of new business partners and market opportunities.
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GALVATEC

Francisco de la Vega

c/ Juan Olivert 22, P.E. Aeronáutico

Tel.: +34 954115026

Director

41300

Fax: +34 954115027

Francisco.delavega@galvatec.es

SPAIN

Web: www.galvatec.es

+34 666593451

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

GALVATEC is a company specialized in Manufacturing of aeronautic parts and sub-

Surface treatments and sub-assemblies for

assemblies. We offer full management of work-packages build-to-print, from raw

Airbus Military plant of Tablada (programs:

material commissioning to assembly. Our technologies include 5 axis CNC

A330, A380, A400M, c295, Dassaul F7X,

machining, CNC turning, NDT (hardness check, liquid penetrant, magnetic particle),

Eurofighter, B737, B777, MRTT, BOOM)

surface treatments (CAA, SAA, TSA, Alodine, Cad plating, hard chromium + grinding,

Machining and Full Management of Rudder

passivation, phosphatising, painting) and sub-assemblies (riveting, bushings and

B737 Fittings for Aciturri

bearings installation, sealant, cold bonding). We are PRI-NADCAP certified, and all

Turning and Surface Treatments of A380 HTP

our processes are certified for Airbus Military, Airbus Operations, Boeing and

Bolts & Nuts for Aernnova

Embraer.

Track record
GALVATEC was born in 2006. As a new company, our first aeronautic contract was the painting of carbon fibre B777 flaperons for Airbus
Military. Since those beginnings, Galvatec has continuously been increasing technologies, human workforce and management capacities,
and is today a company with two manufacturing sites, with over 5.000 m2 of production areas, 130 employees, engineering department,
internal analysis and testing lab approved by Nadcap, and is willing to find new challenges to continue growing as a Tier 2 company.
Our investments efforts of the past two years have been focused on management and machining capacities, in order to be able to offer a
build-to-print full management service, maintaining our business unit of NDT and Surface Treatments open to all the rest of machining
companies all over Spain and south of France basically.
Galvatec is a private owned company, with healthy financial structure and with a solid reinvestment and future-orientated policy, which are
the main reasons for our rapid and sustained growth over the last six years.

Looking for:
Prime contractors or Tier 1 companies who wish to subcontract full management of work-packages that include machining and turning.
All companies that need capacities in surface treatments and/or small assemblies.
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GENERAL DYNAMICS EUROPEAN LAND SYSTEMS (GDELS]

Miguel Ardaiz

P:E. Cristalia (Edif. 7/8

Tel.: [+34915850455]

Institutional & Industrial Relation Director

Fax: [+34915850218]

[miguel.ardaiz@gdels.com

Vía de los Poblados, 3
28033 Madrid
Spain

Web: [www.gdels.com]

Products/Services/Competences

+34 91 585 0152

Clients/projects

GDELS companies design, manufacture and deliver land combat systems to
global customers, including wheeled, tracked and amphibious vehicles.
GDELS represent brands like the Piranha or Pandur 8x8 & 6x6 vehicles, the
ASCOD tracked vehicles, the Leopardo 2E MBT, the 4x4 Duro, or the 4x4
Eagle, that SIAC towed howitzer, or the DONAR self-propelled 155/52
artillery,…

Defense: Army, Marines, …
Interior: Police, …
Worldwide,

Track record
-

Headquartered in Madrid, Spain, GDELS is a business unit of General Dynamics and conducts its business through
four European operating units located in Spain, Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
With more than 3,250 highly skilled technical employees, GDELS companies design, manufacture and deliver land
combat systems to global customers, including wheeled, tracked and amphibious vehicles.
The Group is the combination of four entities: GDELS - Germany, GDELS - Mowag, GDELS-Santa Bárbara Sistemas
and GDELS-Steyr that were unified as a single business unit under one European parent company in 2003.
As one of the European leaders in the land combat systems sector, GDELS has focused itself on four specific divisions
with the aim of producing greater synergies and coordination between its 12 European plants.
The four divisions are Tracked Vehicles, Wheeled Vehicles, Bridges, and Artillery & Ammunition, plus a network of
R&D centers, and logistic and customer relations activities.

Looking for:
-

Meet and develop relations with customers and the defense industry

-

Identification of partners for the design, production or maintenance of related products at a worldwide basis.

-

Business opportunities.
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Hamburg Aviation

Walter Birkhan

Habichstraße 41

Tel.: +49 40 22 70 19 474

22305 Hamburg

Fax: +49 40 22 70 19 29

Deutschland

Web: www.hamburg-aviation.com

Managing Director
walter.birkhan@hamburg-aviation.com
+49 40 22 70 19 53

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Regional players have joined forces in the Hamburg Aviation Network to exchange
contacts, forge partnerships and launch joint projects. The Government recognized
Hamburg Aviation as a Leading-Edge Cluster for its strategy, "A new kind of aviation".

Network: Airbus, Lufthansa Technik, Hamburg
Airport, 300 suppliers, scientific and
technological institutions.

Track record
Together the partners from Hamburg Aviation pursue a common goal: to network research and development, thereby bringing to market
high-quality products and services for the aviation of the future - products that are good for passengers and set the standards in terms of
resource protection. Hamburg Aviation concentrates on four product areas: development and construction of aircraft and aircraft systems,
development and construction of cabins and cabin systems, optimization of aviation services and improving the efficiency of the air
transportation system. The driving force and platform for joint research is the Center of Applied Aeronautical Research (ZAL). Another
innovative infrastructure project is the Hamburg Centre of Aviation Training (HCAT), an inter-campus cooperative project in which the
industry, universities and trade schools network to secure needs-based training of specialist personnel.

Looking for
Contacts to other aviation clusters and partnerships for R&D activities
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Hanse-Aerospace e.V.

Uwe Gröning

Holzmühlenstraße 84

Tel.: +49 40 600 88 57 30

PREDSIDENT

D – 22041 Hamburg

Fax: +49 40 600 88 57 50

info@hanse-aerospace.net

GERMANY

Web: www.hanse-aerospace.net

Tel.: + 49 40 600 88 57 30

Products/Services/Competences
WHO WE ARE
Hanse-Aerospace e.V. is the largest GERMAN Association of small and mediumsized enterprises (SME) in the aerospace industry founded 1996.
Suppliers from all fields of the aviation industry and many fields of the aerospace
industry.
FAKTS
•
160 member companies, 67 000 employee, total turnover : 11 billion Euro,
14 000 of them in aircraft industry turnover in aerospace 1,5 billion,
Founded in 1996
FUNCTION & SERVICE
•
consulting of members, support the communication and cooperation,
consulting of federal state governments, active encouragement of
transcontinental relationships, organization of: Joint stands at fairs,
Congress, Events, Delegation,B2B,Sales Support, R&D Support.
MEMBER SKILLS
Manufacturers; Maintenance companies; Development companies; Engineering
service providers; Personal service providers; Documentation service providers;
Consulting companies; Advanced training institutes; Colleges and Universities
WORKING GROUPS
•
Production – Engineering - Human Resources - Qualification
SPECIALIZED
cabin mock-up; CNC-milling; turning; sheet metal working; tooling; textile and nontextile materials; simulation technology; plastic processing; rubber/elastomeric
products; industrial design; engineering; technical documentation; trade; distribution;
logistics; education

Clients/projects
EXPO - JOINT STAND PROJECTS
Full organization of joint stands at the most
important aviation trade fairs not only for
members
•
•
•
•
•

Aircraft Interiors Expo
Farnborough
ILA Berlin
Paris Air Show
& more

AVIATION PROJECTS
•
Aircraft Systems
•
Cabin Systems
•
Aviation Services
•
Air Transportation Systems
INTERNATIONALIZATION PROJECTS
www.scan.coop
The innovative internet portal SCAN –
Superior Cooperation in order to create a
platform where companies in the aviation
industry can find potential partner
companies for national and international
collaboration projects and identify suppliers
for products and services.

Track record
KEY MILESTONES
•
1996 – today - grown to 160 members and bundling all aviation activities mainly in North Germany
•
MoU with: BDLI-Regionalforum – DE, Northwest Aerospace Alliance – UK, Farnborough Aerospace Consortium (FAC) – UK,
Hungarian Aerospace Cluster (HAC) – HU, Netherlands Aerospace Group (NAG) – NL, Flemish Aerospace Group (FLAG) –
BE, ESBAS Industrial Park – TR, European Aerospace Cluster Partnership (EACP) – DE.
•
Founding Member of Hamburg Aviation
•
creating SCAN – www.scan.coop
•
& much more
HANSE-AEROSPACE INVOLVED IN
•
Hamburg Aviation as executive committee - Hamburg Aviaiton as member of the management board - Hamburg Center of
Aviation Training (HCAT) as advisory council - Zentrum Angewandter Luftfahrt (ZAL) Hamburg as member of the board &
more.
MEMBER BENEFITS
•
bundling of interests and resources, external cooperation projects, joint product developments, intensive exchange of
information and experience, larger economic power due to joint and coordinated appearance of the SMEs, cooperation in the
workgroups.
Looking for:
We are LOOKING FOR a constant grow of our membership and network and also:
•
new partners & interest groups from the aviation industry, new SCAN www.scan.coop member, user and cooperation partner,
new R&D partnerships with the with the focus on cabin interiors, new business partners for our members, new exhibitors for our
joint stand.
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HPS HIGH PERFORMANCE STRUCTURES Gestão e Engenharia Lda.

Pedro Portela

Edifício INEGI

Tel.: 229 578 718

Chief Operations Officer

Fax: 229 537 352

portela@hps-lda.pt

Rua Dr. Roberto Frias 400
4200-465 Porto
Portugal

Web: www.hps-lda.pt

229 537 352

Clients/projects

Products/Services/Competences
HPS has specialized not only in the provision of engineering services such as project
management, design and analysis, assembly and integration and testing but also
producing flight hardware such as multi-layer insulations (MLI), mechanical ground
support equipment (MGSE) and feeds for telecommunication satellites.
HPS has established an MLI manufacturing facility that can manufacture blankets up
to 4 meters long but also small blankets for scientific experiments and payloads.

ESA – TRP, Artes studies
European Aerospace companies (KayserThrede, Astrium, Thales Alenia)

Track record
HPS was established in 2007 as a daughter company of a German SME operating from Munich. Initially, the aim of HPs Portugal was to
target the ESA TRP and Artes studies.
Over the years, HPS Portugal has evolved to a hardware manufacturing company with the manufacturing of MLI as their flagship product.
HPS was recently won a contract to provide the thermal insulation for the European Lander Mission to Mars, EXOMARS and is a regular
supplier of MLI for other small European missions: eRosita, Enmap, Alphasat.
In parallel, HPS has developed key competences in the design and manufacture of mechanical parts and structures as well as design and
manufacture of composite structures. Currently, HPS is leading an ESA initiative to re-design ESA’s design standards dealing with fracture
control of highly loaded composite structures.

Looking for:
HPS is looking for business opportunities in area of structures, thermal protections systems and mechanical equipment for aerospace
applications.
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IDD – Indústria de Desmilitarização e Defesa, S.A.

Mr. Jaime Quesado

Estrada Nacional 118, Fábrica

Member of the Board

Tel.: +351 21 230 80 65/68

EXTRA, Rego da Amoreira
2890-168 Alcochete

Fax: +351 21 230 80 70

PORTUGAL

Web: www.idd-sa.pt

Mr. Rogério Prina
General Director
Clients/projects

Products/Services/Competences
The demilitarization of Armed Forces and Security Corps obsolete ammunition and to

Ministry of Defence

disable vehicle components (airbags, seat-belt pre-tensioners), and maritime

Security Forces

signalling (very-lights).

Civilian National Market

IDD has its Quality System certified according to AQAP 2110.

Track record
Key Milestones
- 1997 - Foundation of IDD
- 1998 - Manufacturing of Defense Material
- 1999 - Loading of Artillery Ammunition
- 2000/2001 - Unloading of Artillery and Mortar Ammunition
- 2001 - Start-up of the “Ammunition and Explosives Destruction Plant” (UDME)
- 2002/2003 - Destruction of Anti-Personnel Land Mines from the Portuguese Armed Forces (OTTAWA CONVENTION)
- 2009 - Destruction of Cluster Bombs from the Portuguese Air Force (OSLO CONVENTION)
Cooperation with research centers
UNIVERSITY OF COIMBRA through the following units of the National Scientific and Technological System
- Laboratory of Energetics and Detonics (LEDAP)
- General cooperation
- Association for the Development of Industrial Aerodynamics (ADAI)
- European Project “ERM – Environmentally Responsible Munitions”
Cooperation with other Organizations
- EXPAL (FAEX) - Similar Company in Spain
- DYNASAFE - Demilitarization Equipment

Looking for:
- Opportunities of Strategic and Technical Cooperation with Firms and other Entities from relevant countries
- Projects of R&D and Innovation Cooperation involving Universities and Centers of Knowledge
- International Projects involving new areas of business with impacts in terms of the value chain of the company
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INCOMPOL, INDUSTRIA DE COMPONENTES S.A.

Nuno Duarte

Av. Nossa Senhora da Guadalupe, nº

Tel.: 351263650160

Aerospace Manager

Fax: 351263655425

nuno.duarte@incompol.pt

106, Apartado 41 Porto Alto
2135-015 Samora Correia
Portugal

Web: www.incompol.pt

351969105680

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Manufacturing of metallic components and tooling for Aerospace industry:
Built to print with development of engineering routes;
4 and 5 axis CNC Machining;
Sheet metal parts;
Assembling parts with rivets, bushings, bearings and nuts.
Assembly jig’s, fixtures and working platforms;
Vacuum molds, pressforming and hydroforming tools.
ISO9100
ISO14001
OGMA ONS-000106
Internal laboratory full equipped
Training Center

EMBRAER
PILATUS
OGMA
AERNNOVA
COASA
LAUAK
TAP
PORTUGÁLIA

Track record
ISO9100 since 2009 with a score of 99,5%;
Approval as Embraer’s qualified supplier for CNC Machined parts and sheet metal parts in 2010;
Supplier of 4 and 5 axis CNC machined parts for following programs: AGUSTAWESTLAND NH90, EMBRAER Legacy 450/500, AIRBUS A350;
Supplier of assembly JIGs for following programs: PILATUS PC12 assembly line, S-Duct assembly JIGs to DASSAULT Falcon F7X and
Welding JIGs for AIRBUS A350.
Supplier of pressforming and hydroforming tools for following programs: AGUSTAWESTLAND EH101 and LOCHEED MARTIN C130;
Supplier of vacuum molds, oven tools, trimming tools and C-Scan tools for composite parts for following programs: AIRBUS A320 & A340 and
AGUSTAWESTLAND EH101 & NH90.

Looking for:
Meet new potential clients in Aeronautical and Defense market in order to develop a long-term competitive partnership.
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INESC TEC – INESC Tecnologia e Ciência
Campus da FEUP

Dr. Augustin Olivier
Tel.: + 351 222094000

Board of Directors Advisor

Fax: + 351 222094050

augustin.olivier@inescporto.pt

Rua Dr. Roberto Frias, 378
4200-465 Porto
Portugal

Web: www.inescporto.pt

+ 351 222094299
Clients/projects

Products/Services/Competences
R&D: Optoelectronics and Sensors, Power, Robotics, Telecommunications and
Multimedia, Industrial Management, Computing, Information Systems and Computer
Graphics.

BBC, ESA, ONS, ARGONNE NL, Red
Eléctrica España, REN, Portugal Telecom,

Innovation and Technology Transfer Consulting.

EFACEC

Incubation of start-ups.

ICARUS,UMS planning,MERGE,INOVGRID,
RECOMP

Advanced training.

Track record
1980 – Creation of INESC in Lisbon
1985 – Creation of INESC Norte as the northern branch of INESC, making it into a national organization.
1998 – INESC Porto created as an independent organization, based on INESC Norte team and facilities.
2002 – Associate Laboratory statute granted to INESC Porto by the Ministry of Science.
2007 – INESC Porto adopts a network model, integrating other R&D Units in its Associate Laboratory.
2001 – Recognition of INESC TEC as Associate Laboratory, coordinated by INESC Porto, with 700 collaborators and 200 PhDs.
2012 – INESC P&D Brasil created in São Paulo, Brazil, linking INESC Porto to several major Brazilian universities.
Large experience in national, European and international R&D programmes, since 1985. Coordination of many international projects.
Significant involvement with industry in multidisciplinary projects. Strong international activity in projects and consulting.

Looking for:
Partnerships for R&D activities, joint exploitation of R&D results, R&D market opportunities.
Opportunities to promote strategic projects with added advanced technology.
Partnerships to push new solutions and products into the market, including in the creation of new spin-off companies.
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INNOVNANO – Advanced Materials S.A.
Lagoas Parque Edificio 6-2

Tel.: +351 210 058 600

Paul Newbatt Sales & Marketing Director

2740-244 Porto Salvo

Fax: +351 210 058 699

Paul.newbatt@innovnano.pt

Portugal

Web: www.innovnano.pt

+351 961 559 305

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

From its state-of-the-art Manufacturing Technology Centre, in Coimbra, Portugal,

Our stabilised zirconia powders find

INNOVNANO produces industrial quantities of high performance nanostructured

applications in diverse industry sectors,

ceramic materials.

including:
-thermal barrier coatings
-engineering ceramics
-fuel cells, catalysts & sensors

Track record
INNOVNANO’s production capacity increased significantly with the opening of a new manufacturing and technology facility (Coimbra,
Portugal) in early 2012. A European based production centre, it is built on a modular design, facilitating future expansion to meet the rapidly
growing demands of the industries taking advantage of high performance ceramic materials. An internationally patented process utilises
feedstock precursors from sustainable sources, ensuring both a reliable and economical continuity of supply. INNOVNANO operates from
within the stable infrastructure of one of the largest chemical companies in Europe, CUF, and has adopted their corporate ethos of
Innovation, Competence and Personal Development as central to the success of the business - a philosophy reflected in their relationships
with partners, personnel and, most importantly, their clients.

Looking for:
As a european manufacturer of high quality zirconia-based ceramic powders, INNOVNANO recognizes the importance of the aerospace
and defence sectors and hopes to extend its network of business contacts and commercial opportunities within these rapidly developing
key markets. INNOVNANO has an extensive network of technology partners in Europe and the USA and are seeking collaborative
partnerships for the development of novel, high performance ceramic materials for industrial applications.
Current applications include: thermal barrier coatings for high temperature protection in both aero and land-based turbine power plants,
structural components that utilize the advantages of pressed ceramic powders, and the emerging developments in composite-based aerostructures.
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INTELI – Intelligence and Innovation Center
Avenida Conselheiro Fernando de

José Rui Felizardo
+351 21 711 22 10

President

+351 21 711 22 20

info@inteli.pt

Sousa, nº11 - 4º
1070-072 Lisboa

PORTUGAL

www.inteli.pt

+351 21 711 22 10

Products/Services/Competences (250 caracteres)

Clients/projects (120 caracteres)

•

Intelligence Services for Aerospace and Defence markets, technologies and

Portuguese MoD and MoEconomy,

products;

EMBRAER, AgustaWestland, PEMAs – SME

•

Strategic consultancy services to set up R&D, engineering and industrial projects,

association, CEIIA – Engineering Center

•

Support to the definition and evaluation of public policies, offset’s national

related investments and industrial consortiums;
framework and projects.

Track record (900 caracteres)
•

Intelligence Services for industry and government, since INTELI’s foundation in 2000;

•

Consultancy to Portuguese Government to set up the Portuguese participation in the EMBRAER KC390 aircraft project;

•

Planning, implementation and launching of the CEIIA’s Aeronautic Engineering Business Unit;

•

Preparation of a national Aerospace R&D Program for the Ministry of Science, Academia and Portuguese industry;

•

Support to international aerospace companies on the planning and implementation of new business in Portugal;

•

Strategy for the development of the national Defence Technological and Industrial Base (DTIB), for MoD;

•

National DTIB Intelligence database, for the Portuguese Offset Commission;

•

Consultancy related to offsets;

•

Creation of a knowledge base on UAV and related systems, developing a network composed by national stakeholders;

•

INTELI has been continuously working with the national industry and scientific and technological system for the development of
capabilities in Aerospace, Security and Defence sectors.

Looking for: (500 caracteres)
Business partners for EU projects and R&D activities in the fields of Aerospace and Defence markets, products and technologies;
Partnerships for intelligence and prospective studies;
Projects for strategic consultancy services;
Market opportunities to increase Portuguese industrial participation in the international aerospace supply chain;
Networking and benchmarking
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Introsys – Integration for Robotic Systems - Integração

Contact Person –Nuno Flores

de Sistemas Robóticos, S.A.
Parkim – Parque Industrial da
Moita
Rua dos Girassóis, nº1 – Arm.A3

Tel.: +351 212 951 499

General Director

2860-274 Moita

Fax: +351 212 848 302

Nuno.flores@introsys.eu

Portugal

Web: www.introsys.eu

+351 969 524 917

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

INTROSYS core business is control system engineering for automotive industry. Its

INTROSYS main clients are: Volkswagen AG,

services are turn-key solutions including project management, electrical design and

Audi AG, Emil Bucher Engineering, Transport

installation, PLC and Robot programming. From 2010, INTROSYS management

und Montage System GmbH and VW

system is a certified as ISO 9001:2008 compliant.

Autoeuropa for BMW, Ford and VW group.

Track record
Ten years ago (2002) company main goal was to develop consumer service robots. Their focus and efforts on the first couple of year was
entirely dedicated to build a demining robot. 2004 marks a new era when Introsys broadens its area by creating a specialized department,
responsible for creating advanced control solutions for automotive industry. Introsys contributed on 16 vehicle launch programs, which
include the control system development for more than1000 robots.
Following company profile, INTROBOT was presented this year. UNINOVA, LABMAG and KTH are the main partners of this project
intended for surveillance and monitoring of outer perimeters. The main strategic goal of our company is to strengthen the supplier profile on
BMW; enlarge our service to other OEM automotive parts suppliers (Daimler Chrisler and General Motors); reinforce our presence on
emerging markets (India, China); break into the south American Market (Brazil); Earn new clients on aeronautic industry.

Looking for:
Introsys main purpose on the Tech Forum and Convention is to increase the visibility of our most recent product INTROBOT, search for
business partners, regarding service robots, and generate new I&D partnerships regarding customization of the product for military
purposes. In addition INTROSYS would like also to show their most recent I&D project – PROFLEX – aiming to achieve an universal
applicable philosophy for automated robotic system. The system is composed of two cells which will received the universal control
philosophy, valid for automotive industry, independently of the standard required by the final customer. INTROSYS envisages also
customers on aerospace industry.

INTROBOT

INTROBOT

PROFLEX
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ISQ-Instituto de Soldadura e Qualidade

Margarida Pinto
Paulo Chaves

TAGUSPARK-OEIRAS
Av. Prof. Dr. Cavaco Silva, 33
2740-120 PORTO SALVO

Tel.: 214228100

Project Manager

Fax: 214229018

mmpinto@isq.pt
pachaves@isq.pt

PORTUGAL

www.isq.pt

214229044

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

ISQ is a private Portuguese entity, established in 1965, with a Group
turnover, in 2011 of 85M€ (50% overseas) and a staff in the order of 1300,
with a permanent presence in 13 countries and operations in around 20
countries. Some of ISQ areas of expertise are Testing and Analysis,
Technical Inspections, Electrical Engineering, Metrology and Research and
Development. Certified labs accordingly with ISO 9001:2000 and 17025

Embraer, EADS-Airbus, Rolls-Royce,
NASA, Agusta Westland, OGMA, TAP,
Airbus Military, Thales Alenia Space,
Snecma Propulsion Solide, ASTRIUM,
ESA/ESTEC, Lusospace, Optimal.
R&D Projects: FP6, FP7, Cleansky

Track record:
The main current activities and services provided by ISQ are:
- Testing for space and aeronautics:
•
Materials characterisation;
•
Vibration and shock;
•
Electrical and EMC;
•
Thermo-mechanical;
•
Static structural and fatigue;
•
Non-Destructive;
•
Metrology;
•
Climatic testing;
•
Development of tools for thermo-mechanical testing;
•
Design, manufacturing and operation of special test benches;
•
Management of multi-technological test programs.
- Support of launch campaigns at the Europe’s Spaceport
•
Coordination of safety operations and safety support;
•
Quality and Safety Inspections during payloads or spaceport Preparation Campaigns;
•
Risk assessment and Systems Dependability:
- Research & Development
•
Aerostructures and materials testing
•
Maintenance, SHM and NDT inspection systems
•
Instrumentation and electronics
•
Health and Safety
•
Training

Looking for:
Therefore ISQ expects to consolidate business and research relations and to promote long term partnership at a national
and international level.
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JOSEPH RHODES LIMITED

David Beasley

Belle Vue, Wakefield

Tel.: +44 (0) 1924 371161

WF1 5EQ, England

Fax: +44 (0) 1924 370928

United Kingdom

Export Sales Manager

Email: information@grouprhodes.co.uk
Web: www.josephrhodes.com

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Founded in 1824, Joseph Rhodes Limited is one of Europe's leading

Large manufacturing companies in the

manufacturers of Computer Numerically Controlled Metalforming Machinery

field of Advanced

and a specialist in the bespoke design of mechanical and hydraulic presses.

Engineering/Aerospace.

Track record
Group Rhodes is one of the largest OEM's in its field supplying a range of machines for metalforming, material handling,
waste management, clay preparation, concrete working & special purpose applications. The main divisions of the Group
consist of Joseph Rhodes, Beauford Engineers, Rhodes Interform, Rhodes Environmental & Craven Fawcett. Joesph
Rhodes Ltd is involved in superplastic forming/diffusion bonding, stretch forming, elastomer forming, hot forming presses &
autoclaves which have been supplied to major tier 1 aerospace companies worldwide.
The company is renowned for supplying high quality, state of the art machinery. Standard models of Mechanical and
Hydraulic presses, offered in both Open Front and Double Sided designs sit alongside highly specialised machinery in the
Rhodes portfolio.
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KRISTALTEK – LASER E MECÂNICA DE PRECISÃO, Lda.

GONÇALO COSTA

RUA DOS QUEIJEIROS, 255
ABADE DE NEIVA
4750-001 BARCELOS
PORTUGAL

GENERAL MANAGER

Tel.: +351 253 860 053
Fax: +351 253 816 056
Web: www.kristaltek.com

goncalo.costa@kristaltek.com
+351 253 860 055

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

KRISTALTEK provides a coherent composition of services in order to increase the
capacity of the customers to create their own economic value, by allowing them to
concentrate on their core business.
Thanks to our experiment and our competences, we offer a wide range of different
solutions for the Aeronautical, Defense, Aerospace and medical industries.
As every company has specific needs, from milling and turning up to the complete
service (including surface treatment), we offer:
•
Engineering / CAD-CAM (SolidWorks – CATIA )
•
Manufacturing:
•
Milling (3, 4 and 5 axes),
•
Turning,
•
Water jet cutting,
•
EDM
•
Subcontracting (surface and heat treatment, painting, …)
•
Quality Control
Our strategy puts the customer at the heart of the company. Our human resources,
our culture, our competences and our skills are the key elements which enable us to
support our strategy of symbiosis with the customer and to create our competition
advantage.
KRISTALTEK controls its processes by using the best practices of the market, in
particular on the level of quality (ISO 9001, EN9100) and environment (ISO 14001).
With modern installations endowed with up-to-date technology and competences we
are certain we can offer the best service.
We desire to become your partner in discovering better solutions.

EMBRAER
Small SAFRAN engine parts
Mechanical parts for avionics components

Track record
Kristaltek was established in 2009 with the aim of making difference trough quality and innovation in precision mechanics industry. We
started with 9 workers. Our permanent investment in systems and processes, together with the training and development of our
collaborators competences, assures solid bases for the future of our company and to - the one that is our main objective - meet or surpass
our customer expectations.
In 2009 we take part of EMBRAER’s workshop in Brazil.
Pursuing our aim we had our first aeronautical command order in 2009 and now ADS parts represents 80% of our Turnover.
In 2010 arrived our first 5 axes machine and our new CMM. We boost our capacity and competences in machining and 3D Quality Control.
In 2011 we triple our 2009 turnover and arrived at 37 persons.
2012 is the Quality year – we are AS9100-2009 certified.
In the next years our strategy is to develop our ADS market with new clients and markets. We aim to enter in central Europe (Germany,
Italy, Netherlands,..) market and get new clients in the French market.

Looking for:
We look for opportunities in new markets and increase our value chain.
Opportunities to have new type of products.
We want to meet new potential clients and partners.
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KUEHNE + NAGEL AEROSPACE & INDUSTRY

[Contact Person]

InSitu B6 « Le Syrius »

David Machado

EuroParc – St.Martin du Touch

Business Development Manager

5, rue du Professeur Pierre Vellas

Aerospace & Defense

CS93076

david.machado@kuehne-nagel.com

31025 Toulouse Cédex 03

Tel.: +33 6 09 43 28 05

France
Tel.: +33 5 67 69 05 33
Fax: +33 5 67 69 05 14
Web: www.kuehne-nagel.com

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

KUEHNE + NAGEL AEROSPACE & INDUSTRY as part of KUEHNE + NAGEL group
(one of the leading logistics companies), is since 2008 responsible for all production
logistics of the aircraft manufacturer within the Lead Logistics Provider AIRBUS
contract. This contract has been further extended to AIRBUS Military.

Lead Logistics Provider AIRBUS across all
sites in Europe & China
Lead Logistics Provider AIRBUS Military
STRATA activity in Nantes

Track record
Key milestones in the company’s activity. Participation in training programmes or cooperation with research establishments. Growth
Strategy: new products/services being developed, partnerships, new markets, etc.
KUEHNE + NAGEL AEROSPACE & INDUSTRY
•

2008: KUEHNE + NAGEL becomes Lead Logistics Provider AIRBUS. Scope of the contract: Takeover, management and
transformation of the entire production logistics for the aircraft manufacturer at the locations in France, Spain, Germany and the
UK

•

2010: Integration of the AIRBUS Military business

•

2011: Geographical extension of successful partnership to China with the opening of a new regional logistics hub

KUEHNE + NAGEL is the strategic partner of its customer – a profound knowledge of the customer’s flows and products as well as
KUEHNE + NAGEL’s outstanding position as service provider and strategic partner within the aerospace business are the key elements to
driving successfully projects.

Looking for:
KUEHNE + NAGEL AEROSPACE & INDUSTRY is focused on expanding its services for Prime and Tier 1 Suppliers within the Aerospace
and Defense Industry
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Lauak Portuguesa, Lda

Márcia Carvalho

Bluebiz Global Parques, Estrada

Tel.: (+351)265739470

Engenheira

Fax: (+351)265739488

marcia.carvalho@lauakportuguesa.com

Vale da Rosa
2910-845 Setúbal
Portugal

Web: www.groupe-lauak.com
Clients/projects

Products/Services/Competences
Lauak Portuguesa, founded in 2003, is core activity is the production and assembly of

Dassault Aviation – F7X Tank Fuel

aeronautical

SkyAircraft – S1 and Wings Skylander

components,

including

program

management,

industrialization,

production, qualification and logistic. After 8 years, Lauak has earned several

Aernnova – 145/170/190

competences that are widely recognized for Airbus, Dassault Aviation, Embraer,

Airbus – Cockpit A320 / A380

Latécoère, OGMA, Daher Socata, Aernnova, Sikorsky, Ratier Figeac, among others.

Embraer – Legacy 550
Aerólia – A350

Track record
Our aim strategy is to offer to our customers technically and financially optimized global proposals across by consolidate our tier 1
partnership with our key customers; reduce our cost thanks huge investments and improve our competitiveness in light alloys and hard
metal with an investment policy (acquisition of new high performance equipment as a robot 6 axis laser welding, laser cutting 5 axis, 3
titanium machining centers 5-axis machining center 4 axis automated and titanium and processing surface TSA); improve our productivity
through lean manufacturing process; participation in financial risks on new programs (Risk Sharing) supporting our customers on advanced
technologies.
We want to consolidate our position on ranking by partnership with consultants in order to acquire a skill management Work Package in
global outsourcing / cooperation including full control of configuration management. Technical support in plateau phase (Concurrent
Engineering).

Looking for:
The Portuguese Lauak want to make themselves known and show its expertise, products and services. Access to potential partners,
customers or suppliers as other universities and research centers for possible involvement in projects and cooperations. Develop
partnerships with new customers on the national and international market, acquire and share knowledge.
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Ute Braam

Liebherr-Aerospace & Transportation SAS
408, Av. des Etats-Unis – BP 52010

Tel.: +33 5 61 35 26 73

Corporate Communications

31016 Toulouse Cedex 2

Fax: +33 5 61 35 26 76

ute.braam@liebherr.com

France

Web: www.liebherr.com

+49 (8381) 46 4403

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Supplier of air management, flight control and actuation, hydraulic, and landing gear
systems for commercial, business and military aircraft.

E.g. AgustaWestland, Airbus, Boeing,

Provider of related repair and overhaul services, engineering support, documentation
and spare parts as well as AOG service.

Sukhoi; airlines and MOD

Bombardier, COMAC, Embraer, Eurocopter,

Track record
DLR (Germany)
TUHH (University of Hamburg, Germany)
CEST (Austria)

Looking for:
What the company envisages in the Tech Forum and Convention: identification of new business partners; market opportunities; value chain
opportunities; partnerships for R&D activities;

th
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LPA- Large Precision Aeronautical, Lda.

Vasco Fernandes da Silva

Rua Charneca de Baixo, Armaz. F

Tel.: +351 219152415

Area Sales Manager

Fax: +351 219152417

vsilva@maquino.pt

2710-453 SINTRA

PORTUGAL

Web: www.hejamara.com

Telem: +351 910 507 783

Participants :
Mr. Vasco Fernandes da Silva.
Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Selling equipments for aeronautical industry

EMBRAER

We represent in Portugal important companies such as :

OGMA

Flow : Waterjet technology

Manuel da Conceição Graça

TRUMPF : Laser cutting, Laser Welding, Laser Marking, Punching equipments.
BRÖTJE: Automatic Riveting Systems
Etc.

Track record :
Strength relationship with the actual clients.
Opportunity to find new clients.
Opportunity to find some partnerships with universities and institutional organizations.
Opportunity to find partnerships for production opportunities.

Looking for:
Strength of relations with the actual clients
Identification of new business opportunities
Partnership for production opportunities
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LusoSpace – Projectos de Engenharia Lda
Rua de São Caetano nº16
1200-829
Portugal

Ivo Yves Vieira
Tel.: +351 21 397 43 63

CEO

Fax: +351 21 307 15 39

ivieira@lusospace.com

Web: www.lusospace.com

+351 21 397 43 63

Products/Services/Competences (250 caracteres)

Clients/projects (120 caracteres)

LusoSpace provides custom space qualified systems for Earth Observation and

LusoSpace already provided a magnetometer

Telecommunications markets. Our main competences are focused on

to 7 satellites (one in space since 2009) for

instrumentation, MEMS and Head Mound Displays. Beside following ESA standards,

ESA, Astrium, Thales Alenia Space and

our main certifications is ISO 9001:2002 and SMT certification for space soldering.

Sener.

Track record (900 caracteres)
Key milestones:
2002 - Creation of the company
2006 - Qualification of the first product: magnetometer for attitude control
2007 - Conclusion of the first project on Head Mount Displays
2008 - Delivery of a complex Optical System for testing the GAIA satellite
2009 - First flight of the magnetometer (currently the only portuguese product operating in space)
2010 - Conclusion of the first project in the MEMS area
2012 - First delivery of a laser terminal for communications systems
Strategy for next years:
- To consolidate the growth on delivering complex space systems from design, development, production to qualitication.
- To be a specialized company on MEMS design for space and non space applications
- To commercialize Head Mount Display for professional sectors

Looking for: (500 caracteres)
LusoSpace is seeking strong long term alliances for the development of satellite subsystems in scientific ESA programmes. Our main
competences are system design, optoelectronics systems (optical systems and lasers), electronics design (both analogue and
digital/FPGA), thermal and mechanical engineering and qualification of components/systems. Beside our strong competences, high quality
and flexible attitude toward complex projects, LusoSpace has a very good track record on working with primes in industrial projects from
development to flight model implementation.

GAIA OGSE

Laser Terminal

Magnetometers
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FLAMEIN JEAN Michel

MAKINO Europe

Bu aerospace MANAGER
j.flamein@makino.eu
+33664453549

www.makino.com
Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Makino Europe is the European Sales and service company from MAKINO Japan;

Supply of High Tech machining solution for

one of the world leader in machining solution (4000 people 1 Billion € sales) ; and

Aerospace part to major Aircraft

specifically for Aerospace parts for : Aero structures, landing gears, engines,…

Manufacturers

dealing with light alloys ,Titanium and all specific Alloys from Nickel.

Unique solutions for titanium machining

We get all large names of aerospace industry within our customers and are proud to
say that we are selling added value and productivity.

Track record
1985 First 5-axis to Airplane manufacturer
1997 Viper process grinding machine A55-Viper for jet engine market
1999 Viper machine A99E-5XR with continuous dressing capability
2001 5-axis HMC MAG4, MAG7 for large Aluminum structural parts up to 7 meters
2003 5-axis HMC MAG3 series for mid to large Aluminum structural parts up to 4 meters
2005 a81M with high torque spindle for Titanium structural parts
2006 New Viper machine G5
2008 MAG1 for small to mid Aluminum parts up to 2 meters
2009 5-axis HMC A7 for large Aluminum parts till 7meters
2009 5-axis HMC T4 for large Titanium parts till 4 meters
2011 Viper machine G7
2011 5-axis HMC T2 for midsize Titanium parts up to 2 meters
2012 MAG “A” series for structural parts up to 20 meters

Looking for:
What the company envisages in the Tech Forum and Convention: identification of new business partners; market opportunities; value chain
opportunities; partnerships for R&D activies;

th
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Militärtechnologie, Dienst und Überwachung, S.A.U

Rosa Velasco Torres

[MDU, S.A.U]
P.E Aerópolis, C/ Juan Olivert
24
La Rinconada (41309)
Sevilla
Spain

Tel.: 0034 954 18 90 10

Business Development Director – Engineering
Services
rmvelasco@mdu-sa.com

Web: http://www.mdu-sa.com/

Tel.: 0034 665 825 635

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT:
High technological solutions by means of turnkey products such as:
Tests Benches and tooling, On board equipment, Communications
systems, Sensors/actuators, Electrical manufacturing (harnesses, control
units, consoles)
ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES:
DESIGN (Aerostructures, Systems, Tooling)
MANUFACTURING (Assembly and Installation Processes, Systems,
Electrical Development, Composites Development )

PROGRAMS: A320, A330, A340, A330MRTT, A400M,
CN235, C295, A380, A350, EFA, Talarion
CLIENTS: Airbus Military, Airbus Operations, Cassidian,
CESA

Track record
MDU aims to develop integral solutions, covering the whole product lifecycle related services, within a continuous competitiveness
improvement policy and contributing to the technological progress of the customers.
Since 2003, year after year, MDU has been growing up steadily incorporating new competences and technologies in the aerospace sector.
From concept design and product development to the establishment and support of all manufacturing activities, MDU is nowadays offering
a complete portfolio of services.
MDU has a permanent invest policy in R&D. As a result, many cases of success are now in the MDU catalogue:
A330 MRTT Flight Control Stick
A400M WOW Electronic Card
X Band Module for Satellite Communications: Tracking System
A400M Pedal Position Angle Measurement

Looking for:
Identification of new business partners; market opportunities; value chain opportunities; partnerships for R&D activies; ....
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meethub Ltd.
25 St. Johns Road

Pedro Coutinho
Tel.: +44 116 350 0206

Leicester LE2 2BL
UK

Business Development
coutinho@meethub.mobi

Web: www.meethub.mobi

+351 914 514 153

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

meethub provides events with a platform for the organisation of

meethub’s first events span Europe, and

meetingsbetween professionals.Organisers can set up and configure their

include the very small (50 participants)

event within meethub and offer a great networking experience to their

and the very large (over 2000).

participants. Automatic, user-friendly, secure, optimised.

Track record
meethub is a startup that recently launched its product in the market. For the near future, the team is focused upon:
•

Continuously improving the system

•

Marketing the product and looking for new clients

•

Beyond Europe, meethub has already started exploring other markets, like Asia and South America

•

Searching for investors

Looking for:
meethub envisages to present its product to the participants, observe how people use the applications (mobile and web),
and receive some testimonies and feedback from the users. We are always open to establish partnerships for finding more
clients and exploring market opportunities.
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[Firm – complete designation]
Av. Do Forte, nº3 – Parque Suécia,
Edifício 3, 1º Piso
2794-036 Carnaxide / Portugal

[Contact Person]
Tel.: +351 214 255 150

Jose Pedro Rodrigues

Fax: +351 214 255 151

Jose.rodrigues@mobbit.com

Web: www.mobbit.com

+351 214 255 150

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Products : Interactive Digital Signage and Communication Solutions; Content design
and development, and Professional Technical Services
The strong component in technological research is clearly evident in our recruiting
internationally for our team and establishing partnership protocols with prestigious
and accredited national higher education institutions and universities, such as the
Instituto Superior Técnico and the Universidade Nova de Lisboa, facilitating the
reciprocal sharing of knowledge between various Research Laboratories of Computer
Science and Technology Engineering.

Examples of clients or specific projects that
illustrate the company’s experience.

Track record)
Mobbit Systems is a technological Portuguese company, founded in 2003, specialized in Digital Signage solutions aimed at optimizing
Customer & Citizen Experiences.
Mobbit works with multidiscipline teams, highly qualified in digital communication. This means not only can we provide our customers and
partners with new forms of communicating, but also, and above all, with personalized methodologies and tools enabling them to enhance
the profitability of their business. With a whole raft of skills in our value chain, ranging from advisory support in technology, marketing, and
design, right through to the development, implementation, and maintenance of specific solutions for our customers business, Mobbit
develops customized and innovative interactive digital communication solutions for multiplatform formats, through its R&D, Design and
Content Management departments.
Mobbit is positioned on the front line, thereby deepening its knowledge of the market and its needs.
Always endeavoring to surprise and innovate – we turn our customer and citizen experiences into
something unique and unforgettable.
Expanding rapidly on the international market, Mobbit already is present in Brazil.
Mobbit is part of Ongoing Technologies, a subholding of the Ongoing Group addressing technology.

Looking for:
Mobbit develops customized and innovative interactive digital communication solutions for multiplatform formats, through its R&D, Design
and Content Management departments.
Mobbits competences are anchored both on the technological as on the consulting and operational levels, through the various activities :
Functional Analysis; Project Planning; Conceptualization; Content & Product Design; Product Engineering; Software Development; Quality
Control; Customer Support and Maintenance.
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Motofi Aeronáutica
Rua Tomé Barros Queirós, nº135
Zona Industrial das Ervosas
3830-252 Ílhavo Portugal

Tel.: 351234320900
Fax: 351234320916
Web: www.grupomotofil.pt

João Carlos Novo
CEO
jnovo@motofil.pt
351916999702

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Assembly jig’s, fixtures and working platforms;

Automotive Industry:

Vacuum molds, pressforming and hydroforming tools.

Volkswagen

High Speed Machining of aerospace components.

Seat

2.5 3 3+2 and 5 Axes Milling Machine Centers with capacity to 26 meters

Renault

Robots Manufacturing

Gestamp

ISO9001:2008 ISO 14001:2004 OHSAS 18001:2007.

Track record
Founded in1981, Motofil Robotics began its activity specializing in manufacturing electric motors and enameled wire welding equipment.
The continuous search for competitive advantages Motofil led to investment in new technologies for optimization of manufacturing
processes, particularly in robotics. With a policy of customer satisfaction and product quality, Motofil expanded its self, creating engineering
and sales offices in Spain, thus enabling a greater response to market demands. Currently, Motofil Robotics SA is the headquarters of
Group Motofil and its constituted with the following companies: Motofil II - Comm Laundry. Ind. Ltd., Motomig - Welding Ltd.; ACN Industrial Machinery Ltd.; Motofil Ibérica SL, Motofil Angola; Level Two - Society Emp. Imob. Ltd., Gebox SA, Terrar - Furniture Ind. SA;
WPT - Wind Power Transmission S.A. Motofil, Robotics presents a very wide range of solutions for robotic arc welding and resistance.
Develops and integrates also handling applications, cutting and bending flexible, among others. The product is designed and
manufactured to a philosophy of building machine tool type, and structures and other machined components, stabilized and rectified using
commercial components also first class, globally recognized.

Looking for:
On this convention, Motofil Aeronáutica is marking its actual position, looking for recognition and awareness to its competencies and
capabilities near potential partners in the world-wide market targeting new business opportunities. Also, looking for international and
nacional Aerospace and Defense costumers in order to establish a long-term and competitive partnership, providing turn-key solutions.
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António Barny

NANIUM S.A.
Avenida 1º de Maio, 801

Tel.: + 351 252246301

Business Development Manager

4485-629 Vila do Conde

Fax: + 351 252246003

antonio.barny@nanium.com

Portugal

Web: www.nanium.com

+ 351 252247820

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

NANIUM is dedicated to providing development, manufacturing, testing and

Example of customers / partners :

engineering services in the semiconductor business, operating namely in Wafer Level

-

Package and in traditional substrate based packages.

FP7 projects running with Thales, Bosch
and Philips

-

Intel and Infineon for semiconductor
packaging

Track record
Thanks to 16 years of experience in the semiconductor business (started as Siemens Semicondutores, back in 1996), NANIUM has a
highly qualified and competent team and state-of-the-art facilities and equipment.
Being the biggest European Semiconductor Assembly & Test company, NANIUM supplies reference electronic OEM’s, and offers highly
robust processes within a safe and secure environment suitable to Aerospace and Defense customers.

Looking for:
-

NANIUM owns a technology park with a unique infrastructure and Clean Room facilities suitable for high tech companies looking for
manufacturing and offices to expand their own business.

-

Identification of business opportunities and partnerships in advanced packaging solutions for Aerospace and Defense industries.
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National Aerospace Laboratory NLR
Anthony Fokkerweg 2

Paul Eijssen /
Tel.: +31 (0)88 5113113

1059 CM Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Michel van Ierland

Marketing Manager EU / Civil Industry
paul.eijssen@nlr.nl/michel.van.ierland@nlr.nl

Web: www.nlr.nl

+31 (0)88 5113055 / +31 (0)88 5113519

Products/Services/Competences (250 caracteres)

Clients/projects (120 caracteres)

NLR is the aerospace knowledge enterprise in the Netherlands. NLR is targeting the

Government, aircraft manufacturers and

entire lifecycle of aircraft: from research, via design, servicing and maintenance to

civilian and military clients and small and

modernisation in both civil and military aviation. We use state-of-the-art facilities such

medium-sized businesses (national and

as wind tunnels and interconnected aircraft and air-traffic control radar and tower

international). NLR participates very actively in

simulators.

Clean Sky, SESAR and FP7-projects.

Track record (900 caracteres)
NLR’s strength is in providing integral solutions. Owing to our vast knowledge and know-how, NLR is involved in all stages of the
aerospace development process. Our activities range from CFD calculations and the design and construction of models that are tested in
our wind tunnels, to the validation of the models in our air traffic simulator, GRACE. This broad, chain-like approach makes NLR one of the
unique organizations in the world, where research consists of all elements of aircraft development: aerodynamic and structural design,
avionics design, man-machine interface, new materials (composites, Glare (R)) validation (wind tunnel tests, flight testing, structural tests,
electronics tests), up to including Training, Simulation and Operations.
By focusing on operational, practically applicable products and services, and through consultancy activities pertaining to aircraft
development and operational supplementation (for example MRO (maintenance, repair and overhaul), NLR strives to fully meet the airline
industry’s need for sustainable, safe and competitive aviation.
NLR is increasingly involved in activities in emerging economies. For example NLR has developed an aerodynamic wing design for
Embraer’s ERJ-190, a regional jet.

Looking for: (500 caracteres)
NLR wishes to strengthen its (inter)national collaboration with aerospace enterprises, airlines, airports, universities and miscellaneous
small and medium-sized companies. We support our stakeholders with innovations for example by bilateral research projects and
collaborations in the EU. Furthermore, NLR is ready to also support industries and SMEs on higher TRL-level owing to our facilities like the
Fibre Placement Machine and expertise in areas such as maintenance planning.
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Novabase

David Faustino

Av. D. João II, Lote 1.03.2.3,

Tel.: +351 213 836 300

Senior Manager

Fax: +351 213 836 301

david.faustino@novabase.pt

Parque das Nações
1998-031 Lisboa
Portugal

Web: www.novabase.pt/en

Mobile: +351 913 496 567

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Computer-based Training, Concurrent Engineering (Systems Visualization

EADS Group, Boeing, Embraer, Thales

Tool), GIS products, Passenger Experience (airports), Big Data products, IT

Alenia Space, Inmarsat, Eurocontrol,

Contracting (Aeronautics & Space), Design Thinking & Business Innovation

European Space Agency, EUMETSAT,

CMMI Level 3, NATO SECRET & EU SECRET accreditation, ISO 9001, 14001,

Portuguese Armed Forces, Police Force

18001, 4457 (R&D)

and Defense Ministry, OGMA, TAP Airlines,
SATA Airlines, NAV Air Traffic Control,
ANA Airports

Over its 23-year history, Novabase has become the Portuguese leader in IT, and has been listed on the
Euronext Lisbon stock exchange since 2000.
Its turnover in 2011 was €230 million, 20% from outside of Portugal, with business in 37 countries and 9
different time zones. Novabase has offices in Germany, Spain, France, the Middle East, Angola and Portugal. It
currently boasts more than 2,000 talented and dedicated employees.
Novabase’s vision is to make life simpler and happier for people and businesses, through technology.
Engineering and management combine with human sciences and design to create solutions focused on
people.
In the past 3 years, it has invested more than €26 million in research & development for specialized products
and services in the Telecoms & Media, Financial Services, Government & Healthcare, Energy & Utilities,
Aerospace & Transportation and Manufacturing & Services sectors. Its current business lines are Business
Solutions, Infrastructures & Managed Services and Venture Capital.

Looking for:
Develop new business partnerships to address R&D (Novabase spent 10M€ in R&D in last 3 years) and business opportunities.
Identification of new opportunities for Novabase expertise to respond to them. Make life simpler for aerospace businesses.
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OGMA – INDÚSTRIA AERONÁUTICA DE PORTUGAL, SA

[Contact Person]

Parque Aeronáutico de Alverca

Tel.: +351-219581000

João santos

2615-173 Alverca

Fax: +351-219580401

jsantos@ogma.pt

PORTUGAL

Web: www.ogma.pt

+351-219581000

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Aircraft MRO provider and Aerostructures supplier, providing high quality and value

Portuguese Air Force, French Air Force,

added services and solutions. Within the MRO market, OGMA offers a complete

Netherlands Air Force, Spanish Air Force,

portfolio of services for Commercial, Executive and Defense Aviation. On the

Belgium Defense, Lockheed Martin, Boeing,

Aerostructures market, OGMA is nowadays a major supplier of integrated solutions,

Embraer, Airbus Military, Agusta Westland,

either in metal or in composite, to OEMs and first tier suppliers.

Dassault, Pilatus, GKN, Latècoére and many
others no less important costumers.

Track record
Established since 1918 in the business of aircraft and components manufacturing and maintenance at our facilities in Alverca
A new era in the company’s history started in 2005, when the government of Portugal took a decision to privatize the company almost in its
entirely.
At that time, a major drive was initiated to make the company efficient on a world scale, to expand into even more markets than those
already explored. In three years the turnover was doubled and this led, in 2005, to the present position with the government of Portugal
retaining one third of the shares and private ownership from EMBRAER, owning the remaining two thirds of the company share capital.
OGMA is a fully qualified company in both civil and military aviation, with certification as a FAR 145 and EASA 145 repair station, AQAP
2110 and ISO 9001-2000 Quality Management. The company is an established and authorized maintenance center for several Original
Equipment Manufacturers, including Lockheed Martin, Embraer, Rolls-Royce among others.
With solid roots in the past, OGMA drives to project itself into the future, through its specialized products and services and the satisfaction
of its customers.
Please visit our site www.ogma.pt

Looking for:
Marketing opportunities.
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Omnidea Lda.

Tiago Pardal

Tv. António Gedeão, 9

Tel.: +351 211 913 169

Chief Executive Officer

3510-017 Viseu

Fax: +351 21 294 8531

ceo@omnidea.net

Portugal

Web: www.omnidea.net

Tel.: +351 211 913 169

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects
ESA - European Space Agency

• Innovative Long Endurance High Altitude Platforms

• Seamless high performance aluminum pressure vessels

EADS Astrium

• Electrochemistry, Energy Storage Systems and Fuel Cells

Magna Aerospace

• Space Chemical Propulsion Systems

Swedish Space Corp.

• Magnetic Pulse Forming Technology and High Power Electronics

European Commission - FP7

• Bi metal alloy and metal to composite transitions
• Remote sensing and real time embedded systems
• Consultancy on vibrational testing

Track record
Omnidea, in its 10th year of operation, continues to perform leading edge R&D, generating IPR for use in aerospace and terrestrial products
- activities which rank Omnidea as a top provider of proprietary technology in Portugal, contributing in the first half of 2012, 15% of
Portugal’s international patents. ESA-funded projects gave Omnidea experience in electrochemistry for the reduction of CO2 to
hydrocarbons in cooperation with National laboratories and universities. Omnidea´s R&D in cold-forming technology resulted in weldless
aluminium gas storage vessels, now being developed jointly with EADS/Astrium as liners for composite overwrapped pressure vessels for
space propulsion. An EC FP7-funded Consortium led by Omnidea is developing a high altitude platform for wind power conversion, with
spin-offs for Earth observation and telecommunications. A new branch of Omnidea established in Germany and planned expansion into
Norway will facilitate promotion and marketing of current products and new technology in magnetic pulse welding.

Looking for:
Omnidea is looking for partnerships with Prime Contractors to jointly develop subsystems and technologies.in the areas of pressure
vessels, metal to composite transitions, secondary electric power systems and propulsion.
Furthermore, Omnidea would like to exchange information with an Aeronautics Prime Company with a view to developing a large-scale
aircraft capable of a heavy take-off payload of several tonnes employing non-conventional-sized components based on an innovative
proprietary concept of a hybrid airborne platform with an aerostat/aircraft ratio of 1/10.
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PEMAs – Portuguese association for the aerospace industry

Sérgio da Cunha Oliveira

Parque Industrial do Taveiro,

General Executive Manager

Tel.: +351 214 218 781

Lote 48
3045-504 Coimbra
Portugal

Fax: [+fax number]
Web: www.pema.pt

Sergio.oliveira@pemas.pt
+351 214 218 781
Clients/projects

Products/Services/Competences
PEMAS is the Portuguese Aerospace Industry Association.
Aiming at bringing together Industry, R&D Centres and Final Users to the putting together of a
common and collaborative vision for the development of the Portuguese aerospace industry as a
strategy for national development.
PEMAS has as primary objectives :
1. Integrate national and international aerospace industry supply chains.
2. Promote, manage and develop aerospace programmes as a non-commercial entity.
3. Actively contribute to the definition of public policies for the aerospace industry and its involved
markets.
PEMAS is a private held non-profit organization formalized in February 2006 that acts as an open
network aiming at integrating challenging and cutting edge technology projects.
The member companies’ combined turnover exceed 1.400 M€ and employ more than 12000
highly qualified specialists working on different areas of expertise from the academic research to
purely industrial areas.

The success of collaborative projects - born from the
participation and commitment of PEMAS companies
and others - shows that the joint cooperation in
integrated projects, upstream in the value chain, has
been an effective formula with higher value for the
integration of Portuguese Aerospace industry in
complex supply chains, such as aeronautics:
Aeroportal; PAIC Imperio UAS;
CSEG – Security Consortium and Vulcan.

Track record
Operating as company driven workgroup since 2000, PEMAS was formalized as an association in 2006. The aim was the promotion of the Portuguese
aerospace sector as an active part of the national economic development.
From the initial group of 9 companies, PEMAs grew to accommodate more than 40 companies, R&D institutes and OEM’s amongst its members, Presently;
PEMAS is an active and recognized representative of the Portuguese Aerospace industry both nationally as abroad.
PEMAS promoted or participated in more than 15 projects in the past 5 years, including R&D projects, Offset projects, EU funded development projects,
national and European support actions as well as commercial promotion mission for companies or conventions of various subjects.
The growth of the aerospace sector in Portugal is unquestionable, from a representation of about 200M€ and 2000 workers involved, the Portuguese
aerospace sector moves now in excess of 1,400M€ and more than 12000 direct jobs.
PEMAS also expanded internationally, forming alliances and cooperation protocols with homonymous entities across Europe. From the AEROPORTAL
consortium, that aimed to identify and map the European aerospace industry as to promote and support the participation of SME’s on R&D international
projects to be a Co-Founder of the European Aerospace Cluster Partnership, a collaborative organization that already represents more than 5000 aerospace
related entities from 39 clusters from 13 European countries developing synergies and sharing valuable information amongst their members.
PEMAS serves as the frontline for the Portuguese aerospace industry working with close proximity to its members and adapting their needs.

Looking for:
New business and R&D project partners, exchange of experiences and knowledge related with cluster management, R&D projects, aerospace trends, etc
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PLUX - WIRELESS BIOSIGNALS, S.A.

Hugo Gamboa

Av. 5 de Outubro, n.70 – 8

Tel.: +351 211 956 542

CEO

1050-059 Lisboa

Fax: +351 263 240 902

hgamboa@plux.info

Portugal

Web: www.plux.info

+351 211 956 542

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

To innovative solutions for Sports, Health and Research by integrating biosignals

Clients: Phsysiotherapy clinicals and

processing and miniaturized wireless sensor devices. We are pioneered on

Universities

research and development of wireless electronic devices used to acquire and

Projects: ICT4Depression, ABC, AAL4ALL,

measure biosignals..

TICE.Healthy

Track record
Cooperation with research establishments to design new FP7 projects concerning biosignals processing, sensor nertwork, remote
monitoring, cloud computing and ambient assisted living.
Growth Strategy: new partnerships to distribute the PLUX products and new markets in order to commercialize the PLUX prodcuts
on the international market.

Looking for:
- identification of new business partners to physiotherapy
- physiotherapy market opportunities;
- partnerships for R&D activities.
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PLY, Engenharia Lda.

António Valente

Rua Largo dos Fornos, 1

Tel.: +351 917 441 716

Founder and CTO

2770-067 Paço d’Arcos

Fax: +351 214 406 811

antonio.valente@ply.pt

Portugal

Web: www.ply.pt

+351 917 441 716

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Opencell and Stakcell are (r)evolutionary concepts for lightweight metallic and

Airbus (Germany)

composite sandwich panels, flat and curved, produced using conventional plate and

Outokumpu, Ruukki (Finland)

high volume sheet manufacturing technology.

Concurrent Tech Corporation (USA)

Business areas include aerospace/aeronautics and defense/security.

DuPont (USA)
Amorim Cork Composites
NOVACORTIÇA

Track record
PLY is focused in the development of industrial solutions and products, based on an innovative, proprietary technology platform - Opencell
and Stakcell - developed in close collaboration with worldwide material producers and global OEM’s (integrators).
PLY historical dates

2006, Innovative sandwich panel technology invented by António Valente;
2006, PLY Engenharia, Lda (DUNS 585532468) - created to research, develop and commercialize lightweight structural products based on
proprietary sandwich panel technology;
2010, PLY Engineering USA Inc, (DUNS 965883163) - company dedicated to US market commercialization;
2011, STAKLITE IP, LLC - created to manage PLY Intellectual Property worldwide;
2011, BES Innovation award in the industrial product category;
2012, PLY Technologies, GmbH - PLY accepted to HannoverImpuls Program to allocate production development at PZH, the Hannover
Centre for Production Technology, in order to accelerate development and commercialization at European and Asian markets, starting with
German business opportunities.

Looking for:
PLY will present Opencell structural panel technology and is looking for:
•

new customers and partners for Opencell structural panel products;

•

partnership and joint ventures to European and Asian markets;

•

partners for collaborative R&D projects to reach product development phases and integrate OEM supply chain;

•

for the following areas:

•

Aerospace/Aeronautics: primary metallic airframe and generic structure – metallic structures for space applications;

•

Defense and Homeland Security: blast and ballistic protection - shelters for out of area missions –safe rooms.
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Rita Sousa Machado

PROESPAÇO, Associação Portuguesa das Industrias do Espaço
Pólo Tecnológico de Lisboa, CID
Estrada do Paço do Lumiar

Tel.: +351 226197940

proespaco@mail.telepac.pt

Lisboa
Portugal

Web: www.proespaco.pt

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Brief description of company’s offer and main competences. Certifications.

Examples of clients or specific projects that
illustrate the company’s experience.

Proespaço (the Portuguese Association of Space Industries) is a nonprofit
organization whose primary purpose is to promote space–related activities
in Portugal and overseas.

ESA, EUMETSAT, the European

Commission’s Framework Programmes

Track record
Key milestones in the company’s activity. Participation in training programmes or cooperation with research establishments.
Growth Strategy: new products/services being developed, partnerships, new markets, etc.
PROESPAÇO was created in 2003 after Portugal joined the European Space Agency (ESA). The Association unites the
Portuguese space industry, defending its interests through intensive dealings with the public administration, the government
and international organisations. It plays a key role in defining Portugal’s national strategy for the space industry and prepares
the sector’s industrial development strategy.
Given the highly institutional nature of the space industry market and the relatively small size of companies operating in the
sector, PROESPAÇO promotes a wide range of space-related activities, bringing together the efforts of its individual
members. It also represents its members in negotiations with public bodies and, when requested, in talks with major
companies, when members’ interests can be better defended by a common position.
PROESPAÇO currently represents more than 90% of the business contracted to the Portuguese space industry and is the
only organisation that represents their interests.

Looking for:
What the company envisages in the Tech Forum and Convention: identification of new business partners; market
opportunities; value chain opportunities; partnerships for R&D activies;
To promote Portugal’s space industry.
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ProxiVision GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Str. 34
64625 Bensheim
Germany

Prof. Dr. Rolf-Jürgen Ahlers
Tel.: +49 6251 1703 0

Managing Director

Fax: +49 6251 1703 80

info@proxivision.de

Web: www.proxivision.de

+49 6251 1703 0

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Manufacturer of image intensifiers, detector heads and intensified cameras in the

OEM customers for missile warning

visible and UV spectral range, up to 40mm active area.

applications,

Specialised for UV Solar-Blind detection for Missile Warning.

customers in science, industry, defense.

Development, design, engineering, production, quality and configuration management
of innovative and customised optoelectronic solutions.
ISO 9001:2008

Track record
Approved supplier for large OEM customers in the defense sector. Many national and international SME and university customers in the
civil and research sector.
Innovations in UV sensitivity and setup, making ProxiVision to the probably leading manufacturer of UV Solar-Blind image intensifiers.
Customised solutions for OEM and end-users from one piece onwards.

Looking for:
Prospective customers and cooperation partners in the field of optoelectronic detectors. Open-minded for new innovative projects and
applications.
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Ribermold, High Precision Molds
Rua da Marinha Pequena, nº22 –

Mr. Paulo Mónica
Tel.: +351 244573080

Project Leader

Fax: +351 244573089

paulo.monica@ribermold.pt

Apartado 288
2431-904 Marinha Grande
Portugal

Web: www.ribermold.pt

Products/Services/Competences

+351 244573080

Clients/projects

Concept, development and manufacture of thermoplastic injection moulds,
Injection (small series) of plastic parts
CNC machining od aluminum, titanium and steel parts

Track record
Ribermold is implementing the Quality Standard AS9100.
We are taking part into Embraer Program for certification of Portuguese suppliers.
We have also participated into training in Embraer’s facilities in the scope of their Program for the certification of Portuguese suppliers.

Looking for:
We are looking for partnerships and cooperation in machining of aluminum, titanium and steel parts.
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Defense and Aerospace Industry Manufacturer Association

Hüseyin BAYSAK

(SASAD)
Turan Güne Bulvarı

+90 (312) 426 22 55

Secretary General

+90 (312) 426 22 56

Baysak@sasad.org.tr

No100/7Çankaya ANKARA
06550
TURKEY

Web: [www.] sasad.org.tr

+90 (312) 426 22 55
Mobile +90 533 275 47 12

Products/Services/Competences (250 caracteres)

Clients/projects (120 caracteres)

SASAD is an association which was established by Turkish Defense& Aerospace

SASAD is the interface between member

Industry Manufacturers located ın ANKARA-TURKEY. In 1990 SASAD was founded

companies an official authorities.

by 12 companies, with the support of Ministry of National Defense. It has 134
members all manufacturer ın the area of defense or aerospace. SASAD works for
creating best atmosphere in which members can perform business, including
networking and business to business events. I helps members to promote and
enlarged their business, widen their network ın country and the worldwide.

Track record (900 caracteres)
Key milestones in the company’s activity. Participation in training programmes or cooperation with research establishments. Growth
Strategy: new products/services being developed, partnerships, new markets, etc.

Looking for: (500 caracteres)
What the company envisages in the Tech Forum and Convention: identification of new business partners; market opportunities; value
chain opportunities; partnerships for R&D activies;
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SECO TOOLS PORTUGAL - FERRAMENTAS DE CORTE, LDA

Carlos Azevedo

Av. Dr. Francisco Sá Carneiro, 17 A

Tel.: 256371650

Sales Engineering

4520-164 Feira

Fax: 256371659

carlos.azevedo@secotools.com

Portugal

Web: www.secotools.com

919939234

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Seco Tools is a leading manufacturer and supplier of carbide cutting tools and
associated equipment like Turning; Milling; Holemaking; Tooling and advanced cutting
materials. We provide powerful machining solutions to leading companies around the
world, Aerospace, Oil & Gas, Energy and Medical industry solutions are, among many
others, where we deploy highly specialized machining competence

Embraer; Autoeuropa; OGMA; Lauak;
Incompol; Amandio José Lobo; Distrim2;
Kristaltek, Renault Cacia; Motofil; Azemoldes;
MPtools.

Track record
The operations of Seco are truly world-wide. With 40 wholly-owned subsidiaries and a large number of agents and distributors provide us
with coverage in more than 50 countries around the world. Our production is also international. We have manufacturing units in Sweden,
Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, France, Brazil, China, Japan, Australia and USA, as well as local workshops for special tools in most
markets. So we are one of the few truly global companies in our line of business. Secotools is a Swedish company manufacturer of high
quality metalworking tools in all areas of machining.

Looking for:
Seco actively contributes to improving the productivity and competitiveness in metal cutting machining. Customer closeness and a solutionoriented approach are our strategic cornerstones, together with verifiable and documented improvements in the total cost of production.
A comprehensive range of cutting tools is another central component of our strategy and the quality and innovation built into our tools is the
key to the profitable production. In order to offer the best total solutions we also provide technical support, demonstrations, technical advice,
new ideas and practical experience.
Secotools Portugal is looking for new business partnership and market opportunities on this sector.
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SETsa – Sociedade de Engenharia e Transformação

Pedro Pereira

Rua Augusto Costa - Picassinos

Tel.: +351 244573180

Innovation Manager

Fax: +351 244 573189

pedro.pereira@set.pt

2431-956 Marinha Grande
Portugal

Web: www.set.pt

+351 244573180

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

As innovation, quality and time-to-market are determining factors for every company´s
success,
SETsa has adopted since its creation a methodology based in
Simultaneous Engineering Technology - SET®, i.e., complete and integrated
service, ranging from concept and design, engineering, developing and
prototyping, to industrialization through production of pilot production or large
series.
Available Products & Services for Aerospace Sector
Project Management
Concept & Design
•
Aero structures Concept (Metallic, Thermoplastic, Composite);
•
Aircraft Interiors Concept
Development & Engineering
•
Upgrades & retrofits –FEM Simulations; Static and Dynamic Analysis;
•
Rapid Prototyping – HSM; SLS; SLA; SLM; LOM; LaserCusing; DMLS.
•
Mock-Up prototyping
Tools & Industrialization
•
Moulds for thermoplastic injection;
•
Vacuum casting;
•
Thermoforming Moulds;
•
Mould for composite;
•
Jigs;
•
Robotic systems .
Turn Key Projects
•
Production of metallic parts (machining) – steel, aluminium, other lighalloys;
•
Production of parts in cork by High Speed Machining
•
Production thermoplastic parts.
Certifications: ISO 9001; AS 9100 (in progress)

Our customer profile includes many of the
largest international players acting in very
demanding industries:
•
automotive,
•
aerospace,
•
motorbike,
•
medical device,
•
electronic and electric,
•
telecommunications,
•
house ware and packaging
who rely on the integrity of SETsa products
and services to meet their own exacting
standards.
With worldwide presence, the SETsa has an
export rate above 90% of its total turnover.
Over 100 customers in more than 20
countries worldwide.

Track record
The constant customer focus, innovation and continuous improvement philosophy has prompted the IBEROMOLDES Group to establish in
1989 the SETsa company, whose motto is "from art to part". Equipped with state-of-the-art technology, skilled and specialized employees,
SETsa assists customers in the product development stage, working with them under a concurrent engineering environment, reducing the
time required to launch their products to market.
In terms of expertise and capabilities, SETsa has as goal to offer a complete and integrated service, ranging from concept and
design, engineering, developing and prototyping, to industrialization through production of pilot production or large series.
Simulation of engineering solutions in a virtual environment are, as well, available services.
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SGS Portugal

Cristina Ribeiro

Pólo Tecnológico de Lisboa lote 6,

Tel.: +351 707 200 747

Client Account Manager

1600-546 Lisboa

Fax: +351 217 157 520

cristina.ribeiro@sgs.com

Portugal

Web: www.sgs.pt

+351 707 200 747

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Audit & Certification: Certification by internationally recognized AS 9100 and other standards;
CO2 emissions - EU ETS verifier; Social Audits in Supply Chain
Training: in-depth training courses on AS 9100 and other management systems
Industrial Inspection: offer asset integrity from design to decommissioning across industries all
over the world
Environment & Safety: technical support in complying with environmental, occupational health
and safety regulations
Logistics: import/export of components, equipment, etc.
Product quality control: testing & inspection plans and certification
Fuel monitoring: quality testing and quantity inspection

Issued nearly 350 AS 9100 certificates worldwide.
Long term projects with major European contractors
for Supply Chain Management, NDT Services and
Technical Assistance, Visual Control of Composite
Parts, Chemical Analysis of operating fluids,
Inspection of manufacturing lines of composite parts
& Assembling (air intake, jet engine), Quality
Management (scorecards, Drive Surveillance,
surveillance of specimen archiving process, manage
personnel skills, continuous improvement plan)

Track record
SGS is certified according to EN 4179 and accredited according to AS/EN 9100.
We have a history of undertaking and successfully executing large-scale, complex international projects. With a presence in every single
region around the globe, our people speak the language and understand the culture of the local market and operate globally in a
consistent, reliable and effective manner.
SGS is one of the most recognized certification bodies to deliver AS/EN/JISQ 9100 audits and holds accreditations from UKAS (United
Kingdom), ANAB (USA) and COFRAC (France).
From airframe to jet engine, we test every single part of an aircraft intensively and non-destructively.
You can also rely on our support when it comes to Organization Approvals for Design (DOA), Production (POA) and Maintenance (MOA).
We coordinate national and international projects, check your suppliers‘ production methods, ensure that you meet your schedules and
provide you with technical personnel.
News services related to AS/EN/JISQ 9100, AS 9110, AS 9120 & AS 9300: Gap assessment against the requirements of AS 9100 and the
associated standards; Integrated Management Systems; Customized audit solutions against bespoke quality performance criteria, over
and above those included in AS 9100 and the associated standards.

Looking for:
In line with the international corporate strategy, SGS in Portugal is making a name for itself in the aerospace industry, providing specific
local capabilities: Audit & Certification, Training, Industrial Inspection, Environment & Safety, Logistics, Product quality control, Fuel
monitoring.
Coordinating with its worldwide network of experts, SGS aims to support the supply chain guarantying the highest standards of quality,
durability and reliability, as at the same time reducing costs, minimizing risks and preventing production downtime.
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SIMSEG
Headquarters: Parque Industrial da
Sobreposta, Alagoa, Este S.Mamede - Braga
4711-909
Portugal

José Manuel Rodrigues]
Tel.: + 351 253 603440

General Manager

Fax: + 351 253 603450

josemanuel@pachancho.pt

Web: www.simseg.pt

+351 93 7510000

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

SIMSEG explores 3 autonomous divisions specialized in aluminium and iron casting,
machining and finishing:
- Aluminium technical casted parts
- High-grade ductile iron centrifugal performance cylinder liners
- Stack molding casted and machined piston rings

The company has been working with more
than 150 clients from over 25 countries, with
an export rate of 90%.

With a multi-activity experience of more than 90 years, our know-how allows us to
present the market with new and innovative solutions, within the iron and aluminium
industries, helping our clients to move their businesses forward.
SIMSEG operates in three different facilities: two located in the city of Braga, in
Northern Portugal, and one in the city of Carslbad, California.

Simseg supplies a growing number of
industries: Defense; Mining and Drilling;
Railway Maintenance and Trains; Automotive;
Snow Industry; Electric and Electronics;
HVAC; Motorsports; Hydraulics; Textile;
Industrial Cleaning; Medical; Tooling;
Construction.

Track record
Throughout the years we have been involved in a number of projects. This allowed us to acquire comprehensive knowledge and challenge
ourselves with new endeavors, driving innovation and resulting in better efficiency. From these we point out the following projects:
Defense
- Components for a modular missile launcher, for use in military vehicles and warships. The project involved the development of patterns,
final samples and first pre-series production.
- Production of replacement wheels in a special ductile iron alloy for armored tanks.
- Production of sample cylinder liners in a special alloy for U.S. military drones.
Aeronautical
- Production of cylinder liners for new liquid cooled aircraft engines.
Automotive
- Development of an aluminium cylinder liner with silicone carbide particles in suspension which gave the aluminium superior
characteristics than regular iron, thus reducing the overall weight. This project was developed with Duralcan corporation and presented to
Ford.
- Presently involved in the production of aluminium parts for MobiCar, the Portuguese electric powered vehicle.
Racing
- Supply of specific iron and aluminium parts for the motorsport industry.
- The Dragster/performance industry recognizes our company as a leading supplier for 25 years of cylinder liners to the fastest racecars in
the world. To hold the lead we had to constantly improve the alloy. The result of this project allowed us to reach a new horizon in the
mechanic characteristics of the material, surpassing between 30 to 40% the competing products and redefining the international standards.
Present development focus:
SIMSEG is currently committed to reinforce its offer with new alloys and technologies.

Looking for:
The company is looking for potential clients and partners in the Defense industry, with a special interest in highly technical aluminium parts.
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Slimstock
Zutphenseweg 29 G1
7418 AH - Deventer
Netherlands

Martijn Wiecherink
Tel.: +31 570 63 84 00

Country Manager Portugal

Fax: +31 570 63 84 10

m.wiecherink@slimstock.com

Web: www.slimstock.com

+351 914711172

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

For over 15 years, Slimstock has been synonymous with results of more accurate

Dutch Defence – Slim4 is the key tool that is

demand forecasting, higher service levels, reduction of inventory and increased

rolled out across airforce, army and marines

productivity. Market leader in Europe, within many different industries, in large,

for planning and procurement

medium and small enterprises, often as an additional tool working on top of existing

KLM / Airfrance – optimization of

ERP systems, to further improve forecasting and inventory management.

maintenance / spare parts inventory, reducing
stock levels by 25%

Track record
-

Slimstock has over 450 clients

-

Slimstock operates in all main countries in Europe and North America.

-

New markets for 2012: Brazil and Turkey

-

High experience in Aerospace and defence industry

-

Guaranteed benefits: stock reduction between 20-40%, improved service level and working 50% more efficient.

-

Quick implementation (average 3 months) and quick results – ROI in less then 12 months

-

Easy to learn solutions that improve conformity between individuals and department

-

Due to the high experience and confidence in the product Slimstock has a No-Like-No-Pay policy

Looking for:
Slimstock is looking for companies that want to optimize their forecasting, planning and procurement processes and reduce costs.

Used the right tool for the right
operation
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Spin.Works Lda

Vasco Pimenta

Rua Rodrigues Sampaio 97, 4º

Tel.: +351 21 012 8452

CEO

1150-279 Lisboa

Fax: +351 21 012 8452

vasco.pimenta@spinworks.pt

Portugal

Web: www.spinworks.pt

+351 93 426 3497

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Spin.Works is an aerospace company dedicated to the integration of Ground

European Space Agency

Segment Systems, Unmanned Systems and Engineering for the global market in the

GALILEO

ASD sectors, taking advantage of its unique combination of technical expertise in the

Indra

areas of structures, mechanisms, simulation, guidance navigation & control (GNC)

OHB System

systems and image processing, to develop, integrate and deploy innovative, and costeffective multi-disciplinary products and services.

Track record
Spin.Works has been strongly involved since its inception in R&D activities at national and European levels, within the European Space
Agency and the Clean Sky JTI, including the development of a Non-Explosive Actuator (ESA), the participation in the NEXT Lunar Lander
(ESA, OHB System) as responsible for the Hazard Detection and Avoidance system and the development of a Guidance & Control system
for the TAEM return flight phase of entry vehicles (ESA), among others.
Spin.Works has supplied several key elements for the Galileo Up-Link Stations (ULS) Ground Segment namely the composite/metallic
antenna optics, the positioner mechanisms that support the optic and enable satellite tracking, and all-weather shelters that house the
electronic and telecommunications equipment.
Spin.Works is now launching its UAS product line consisting on a Micro-UAV system (2kg, up to 2h endurance, 0.5kg payload), a Small
Tactical UAV system (25Kg, up to 10h endurance, 7kg payload) and proprietary software for detection, surveillance and cartography.

Looking for:
Spin.Works is looking for new business and market opportunities and partnerships for R&D activities, with special focus on unmanned
systems and associated technologies.
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TAP Maintenance & Engineering

Nuno Soares

P.O. Box 50194, Lisbon Airport

Tel.: [+351]218416892

Head of Organizational Transformation

1704-801 Lisbon

Fax: [+351] 218415913

nsoares@tap.pt

Portugal

Web: www.tapme.pt

[+351] 218416894

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

TAP Maintenance & Engineering is a MRO solution provider for Airbus, Boeing and

Among others:

Embraer fleets.

Armée de L’Air Française

Main Certifications: EASA Part 21J, Part 145, Part 147, Part M (Sub-Parts G and I),

IAMCO (NATO)

IOSA, FAA 145, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Egypt, Suriname, Ukraine, EN 9110:2005,

Air France

ISO 9001:2008, ISO 17025.

Finnair

Track record
Having been the all-time responsible for the maintenance of TAP fleet, since 1974 the Maintenance and Engineering department (TAP
M&E) has developed a significant activity for third parties customers which presently accounts for half of the total income of this business
unit.
The maintenance of the high standards of safety inherent to aeronautical industry, the protection of the environment and the safety of
persons and property are part of this organization major concern.
In its facilities at Lisbon Airport, TAP M&E employs about 1950 persons, highly trained and qualified to provide maintenance and
engineering services for aircraft, engines and components, with a quality that is internationally recognized, in a very demanding market
where safety is the prime value.

Looking for:
TAP M&E is focused on expanding its services for third party customers, namely in the areas of Non Destructive Testing, Plating Shop and
Equipments Calibration.
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Technical Engineering Group
Forest Park, Mullingar,

Tommy Kelly
Tel.: +353 4493 33 680

Sales Director

Fax: +353 4493 33 681

tkelly@techengtool.com

Westmeath
Zone C
IRELAND

Web:

+353 87 2949 714

WWW.TECHENGTOOL.COM

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Technical Engineering Group produce machined components for aircraft structure.

Raytheon complete manufacture of assembly

We are EASA Part 21G qualified.

construction for modification to aircraft.

AS9100

On-going Part 21G Form 1 issue projects.

ISO 9001-2000

Bombardier C-Series component supply.

Raytheon and Bombardier approved.
In our extensively equipped workshop we have 19 machine centers producing precise
components within very tight schedules. We operate two separate schedules.
Standard day to day production of on-going parts and emergency response team for
AOG situations. We have successfully helped many customers get their aircraft back
to flying by our flexible attitude and approach to solving problems.
We are currently working on the C-Series Wings for Bombardier in Belfast. Again we
have reacted and delivered. Our commitment to our customers is very important to us
and we strive for excellence in this area.

Track record
At the Technical Engineering Group we have successfully expanded our facility to meet the strong demand for our service. We have
reacted to situation where the needs of our customers were very demanding and in every situation we delivered results.
Our reputation for delivering on our commitments and our ability to adapt through flexibility has helped build relationships with our
customers.

Looking for:
We are seeking further business in the area of component manufacture. Milling of aluminum parts in particular is our strong point and we
are seeking to go 24/7 to utilize our full capacity.
We are interesting in offering quotations for projects of small, medium and large volume.
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TEKEVER

Pedro Sinogas

Rua das Musas 3.30

Tel.: +351 213304300

CEO

1190-113 Lisboa

Fax: +351 213304300

pedro.sinogas@tekever.com

Portugal

Web: www.tekever.com

+351 213304300

Products/Services/Competences(250 caracteres)

Clients/projects(120 caracteres)

TEKEVER develops disruptive technologies for the Aerospace, Defense and Security
markets, providing innovative products and solutions in the areas of Unmanned Aerial
Systems, Advanced Battlefield Communications, C4I, SDR-Based Aerial Datalinks,
and SpaceCommunications Networks.

TEKEVER is the Portuguese leading R&T
company for Aeronautics, Space and Security,
coordinating 15+ Medium and Large scale
European projects.
In 2012, TEKEVER won the coordination of 8
European R&D projects in the Aeronautics,
Security and Space domains, in recognition of
its leadership in these specialised sectors.

Track record(900 caracteres)
The TEKEVER Group has a well-established position in the global ASDS market, built upon its constant drive for innovation, quality and
reliability. TEKEVER is widely recognizedamongst its international peers for its excellence in developing disruptive technology, products
and solutions, and has highly renowned competence centers in key expertise fields: Autonomous Systems, Software Defined Radio and
Cognitive Radio Technologies, Disruption Tolerant Networks, Net-enabled Infrastructures and Services, Space Communications and
Space Vehicles.
TEKEVER’s product lines includes ground-breaking products like the AR4 Light Ray UAS, that made its debut at the Farnborough Air
Show 2012, as the first ever Autonomous Vehicle to be presented at the Show’s aerial display, effectively marking the beginning of a new
era for the UAS Industry.
To guarantee a sustainable competitive advantage for its products and solutions, TEKEVER invests heavily in technology research and
innovation, participating in leading international collaborative research programmes, and partnering with the best research organizations to
continuously push the boundaries of technology.

Looking for:(500 caracteres)
In the ASD Tech Forum and Convention, the TEKEVER Group aims to identify and promote:
-

Potential international business partners, distributors and representatives, with special interest in the Unmanned Aerial Systems, C4I
and Tactical Communications product lines;

-

Potential partnerships for collaboration in International R&T projects;

-

New business opportunitiesthat will reinforce the company’s position in the ASDS market.
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TEMAI Ingenieros

Luis Bussion

C/ Rivas, 10-12

+34 916722731

lbussion@temai-ingenieros.com

28820 Coslada - Madrid
Spain

Director

www.temai-ingenieros.com

+34 916722731

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects (120 caracteres)

Design, certification and manufacturing of flight electronics, high reliable software and

Airbus Military / A330 MRTT, C295, A400M

test systems with quality certifications UNE-EN 9100, UNE-ISO 9001, DO-160, DO254 and DO-178B

Track record
TEMAI Ingenieros is headquartered in Madrid and was founded in 1999 with the premise of establishing long-term solutions and
relationships with customers, employees and partners in order to provide innovative technology solutions based on quality standards with
high level of research, development and innovations needs.
TEMAI Ingenieros expertise is in the design and development area of robust flight electronics based on FPGAs and Microprocessors to
comply with the most critical levels of environmental DO-160 certification requirements for temperature, vibration, acceleration, altitude,
pressure, EMI-EMC, lightning operation and meet with critical safety requirements, supporting all the project cycle from specification to
manufacturing.
TEMAI Ingenieros expertise is in the design and development area of critical software on Microprocessors under DO-178 and VHDL
programming on FPGAs under DO-254 to comply with Design Assurance Level A and B, supporting all the project cycle from specification
to manufacturing.
TEMAI Ingenieros has been participating of an Integration Project FP7 security research project (SGL for USaR, www.sgl-eu.org), in which
on-site chemical analysis is vital for accelerating early location of entrapped victims and for differentiating between live and dead bodies.
The project develops an extensive research on human scent and human signatures. TEMAI has been participating of an Aeronautic
Research Project PROSAVE2 (Program for Research on Advanced Systems for more Ecological Efficient Aircrafts), focused on research
and development of new technologies for future appliance on actuation systems, landing gears systems, air refuelling systems, cleaning
gas generation, energy optimization for aircraft platforms.

Looking for:

Tractor companies looking for flight equipments
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Thales Portugal, S.A.

Sérgio Barbedo

R. Calvet Magalhães nº 245

Tel.: +351 212484848

Defence KAM

2770-153 Paço de Arcos

Fax: +351 212484849

sergio.barbedo@thalesgroup.com

Portugal

Web:http://www.thalesgroup.com/portugal/

+351 911 819 980

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects (120 caracteres)

Thales Portugal is a Competence Centre of the Thales Group, whose mission is to develop
products for Thales portfolio and integrate turn-key solutions for Thales projects worldwide.

Portugal: Marinha Portuguesa; Estado-Maior do
Exército Português; ANAM; ANA Porto de Sines;
REFER, E.P.E.; Refer Telecom, SA; Metro do Porto;
Metro de Lisboa; CP - Comboios de Portugal; OTLIS;
FERTAGUS; SIBS

Having around 270 specialized human resources Thales Portugal has a strong capability to
efficiently design, develop, and deploy systems and services in the Defence, Security (Critical
Information Systems, Critical Infrastructure and Banking) and Transportation markets.
Thales Portugal activities cover the following technology domains:
•
Integrated Communication Systems
•
Signaling, Command and Control
•
Public Information Systems and Passenger Comfort
•
C4I for Defence & Security Systems

India: DMRC; BMRC; Mumbai Metro One Private
United Kingdom: BAA Limited; LUL
Saudi Arabia: SAR MOMRA/CRCC-Ministry of
Municipalities and Rural Affairs
Dubai: DLRT

In order to fulfill the objective of supplying a complete quality service, assuring a presence along
the entire project life cycle, Thales Portugal operates 15 Maintenance Centres at the Portuguese
domestic market.
The company operates two laboratories. The major lab is, dedicated to the development,
production and testing, is equipped with a wide range of support tools and test equipment. The
secondary lab is set mainly for acceptance, production and integration tests where hardware and
software platforms simulate the project environment for functional and performance evaluation.
Thales Portugal has a Bureau Veritas Certification in Occupation, Health and Safety Quality ( ISO
9001) and Environment (ISO 14001)
and a Nato Secret, National Secret and Secret U.E. certifications by the Portuguese National
Security Authority.

Australia: Sidney Ferries
Istambul: CDD
Algeria: ANESRIF
Switzerland: SBB
Japan: MHI
China: CRCC
Angola: Sonangol Group - Angola

Track record
Thales Portugal offer proposition is based on the design, integration and selection of efficient and top quality solutions, intelligently organized in a multi-services
environment, matching costumers requirements and needs.
The performance and presence in the dynamic market of communications, security and signaling systems requires continuous learning, research and innovation
to assure the competitiveness demanded by the market. Therefore, the vast investment in R&D provides Thales Portugal with the capability to develop products
“Made in Portugal” as well as developing, adapting and customizing Thales products.
Thales Portugal has also been acting as Thales Group’s local customer interface for Aeronautics and Defence activities. Besides providing commercial support
through updated access to Thales vast product portfolio, Thales Portugal also assures after sales support to the Group’s local ASD customers.
In parallel to its domestic activity and with the ex-libris, the “Operational Control Centre in Lisbon”, Thales Portugal is now recognized as a TSL in many export
contracts and has registered a significant increase in export activities related with railway communications in India, the United Kingdom, China and Saudi
Arabia. In 2011, Thales Portugal won an innovative project in Malaysia, and is now delivering a new signaling solution to Kuala Lumpur Monorail.

Looking for:
On this convention, Thales Portugal is marking its actual position, looking for recognition and awareness to its competencies and capabilities near potential
partners in the world-wide market targeting new business opportunities. Also, Thales Portugal is looking for international partnerships in COTS (commercial offthe-sehlf) and Customised/R&D products and services, connected with its areas of expertise, namely Transportation, Security; Aerospace and Defense to be
integrated in its turn-key solutions.
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ThyssenKrupp Portugal – Aços e Serviços, S.A.

Anibal Couto

Quinta do Peixoto – Apartado 32

Tel.: +351 263 850 100

Managing Director

2584-908 Carregado

Fax: +351 263 850 102

Anibal.Couto@thyssenkrupp.com

Portugal

Web: www.thyssenkrupp-portugal.pt

+351 263 850 114

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Steel, stainless steel, nonferrous metals. Focal points on product range are
hot-worked and cold-worked tool steel and plastic structural steel. Services:
heat- and surface treatment of steel. NP EN ISO 9001:2008 - Quality
Management System & NP EN ISO 14001:2009 - Environment
Management System.

Medium-size processing plant
enterprises, tool mould manufacturing
companies and other enterprises of the
machine tool manufacture business.

Track record
ThyssenKrupp Portugal was founded in 1977 under the name Thyssen Aços Finos, Lda. The company is a subsidiary of
ThyssenKrupp Materials International GmbH and belonging to the ThyssenKrupp AG. The German based ThyssenKrupp
AG present on all five continents, belongs to the world's biggest tech companies.
Our head quarter and main steel warehouse are situated in Carregado about 35 km north of Lisbon. Our north Portugal site
is situated in Rio Meão, about 30 km south of Porto. The third site, the hardening shop for heat and surface treatments, is in
Marinha Grande. The fourth, and as yet, last site was opened in October 2008 in Alenquer near the head quarter. An
adjoined warehouse for non-ferrous metals completes this last side.
We offer our complete range of materials from these four sites. The offering is permanently adjusted and perfected to meet
the high technical and quality demands of the customers. The modules of our range can be selected individually and are
exclusively oriented on the specific needs.

Looking for:
Identification of new business partners and market opportunities in a very important market segment for the future.
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TNT Express Worldwide (Portugal), Transitários, Transporte e

[João Bento]

Serviços Complementares, S.A.
Av. D. João II, Lote 1.17.01 9ºA

Tel: +351 21 854 50 00

Country Sales & Marketing Manager

1990-084

Fax: +351 21 896 68 01

Joao.bento@tnt.com

Portugal

Web: www.tnt.com

Products/Services/Competences

+351 218 545 000
Clients/projects
Examples of clients or specific projects that

Express delivery services
Same day delivery - collection within 60 minutes

illustrate the company’s experience.

Next day delivery - you say what time
2-5 days delivery - you say what day
Industry solutions
For our business customers, we offer an industry-specific services and also offers a range of
specialized services for Aerospace and Defense

Track record
Aerospace Sector
TNT Express has a dedicated and experienced team to serve and partner the Aerospace & Defense market. We pride ourselves on our industry
knowledge and expertise, exceptional quality of service, comprehensive global networks and the flexibility we provide to all our customers to deliver
innovative express and logistics solutions that work.
Aerospace Control Centres
A team of customer service representatives at our Aerospace Control Centres provides a single point of contact and dedicated after sales support to
meet your specific needs.
Available in 18 European countries, the USA, India and South Africa, our Aerospace Control Centres provide a seamless order management service
with full visibility of information to:
•

Aviation production plants requiring time-critical production parts (inbound flows)

•

Suppliers who send time-critical production parts to aviation production plants (outbound flows)

The benefits of our Aerospace Control Centres include:
•

Single point of contact (a one-stop solution for all types of shipments)

•

24/7 coverage

•

Dedicated customer service, administrative and operational support

•

Standard TNT service offerings, upgraded with late collections, early deliveries and scheduled deliveries

•

Dedicated transportation

•

Door-to-door control of shipments

•

The ability to resolve a service issue using aerospace service recovery
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UK Trade & Investment

John Goldsbrough

British Embassy in Lisbon

Tel.: +351 213 924 000

Trade & Investment Officer

Rua de São Bernardo 33

Fax: +351 213 924 186

John.Goldsbrough@fco.gov.uk

1249-082 Lisbon
Portugal

Web: www.ukti.gov.uk

Tel: +351 213 924 062

http://ukinportugal.fco.gov.uk/en

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) is the British Government department that
helps UK-based companies succeed in the global economy. We also help
overseas companies bring their high quality investment into the UK’s
economy – acknowledged as Europe’s best place from which to succeed in
global business.

UKTI in Portugal has supported hundreds
of companies, both in trade and
investment development, across all
sectors and from start-up SMEs to large,
established multinationals.

The UKTI Portugal team is based at the British Embassy in Lisbon.

Track record
UK Trade & Investment offers expertise and contacts through its extensive network of specialists in the UK, and in British
embassies and other diplomatic offices around the world. We provide companies with the tools they require to be
competitive on the world stage.
For further information on Trade development in Portugal please contact John Goldsbrough at
john.goldsbrough@fco.gov.uk .
We have a dedicated team to support overseas companies looking to do business in the UK and help them to realise their
growth potential. All our investment services are free and confidential and are tailored to enable you to make robust location
decisions based on our commercial expertise and detailed local knowledge.
For further information on Investment please contact Ana Cristina Abreu, Investment Officer at ana.abreu@fco.gov.uk.

Looking for:
Promoting British expertise in the Aerospace sector and explore partnership opportunities between Portugal and the UK.
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UNIVERSIDADE DA BEIRA INTERIOR

PEDRO GAMBOA

Calçada Fonte do Lameiro

Tel.: +351 275 329 732

Head of Aerospace Sciences Department

6200-358 COVILHA

Fax: +351 275 329 768

pgamboa@ubi.pt

Portugal

Web: www.ubi.pt

+351 275 329 732

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

University of Beira Interior (UBI) is a public higher education institution which offers
the Integrated Masters Degree in Aeronautical Engineering within its Faculty of
Engineering.
The Aerospace Sciences Department (DCA) has competences in education and
research in the areas of Aerodynamics & Propulsion; Aircraft Structures & Materials;
Dynamics & Control of Aircraft Systems; Air Transport Management; and Satellites.

Undergraduate students and graduate
students of engineering;
Design, maintenance and manufacturing
companies such as Lockheed Martin;

Track record
Presently, DCA offers two courses: a 5-year integrated MSc degree in Aeronautical Engineering (with 220 students) and a PhD degree in
Aeronautical Engineering (with 10 students). The teaching domains within DCA focus on five main areas: Aerodynamics & Propulsion,
Aircraft Structures & Materials, Dynamics and Control of Aircraft Systems, Air Transport Management, and Satellites. These areas involve
a staff of 9 Professors. The research laboratories of DCA are organized in the following areas: Aerodynamics and Propulsion, Structures
and Vibrations, Avionics and Control, Anemometry, Materials, and Computational Fluid Dynamics.
UBI has in the past few years gained expertise in aircraft design in general, particularly in UAV design and new aircraft concepts
development, in morphing wing design and development and in composite materials. Some of its achievements include a new wing-tail
arrangement for reduced induced drag, a four-hour endurance MAV and a telescopic wing UAV and some new cork based composites for
aerospace structural applications. Research has also produced new control and navigation algorithms and knowledge advancements in
various turbulent flows, for example. Several I&DT projects with many national and international partners from academia and industry have
been developed and others are under way.
DCA has participated in the bi-annual Air Cargo Challenge European competition, winning three of the five editions of the contest and
organizing it once.

Looking for:
The main objectives of the presence of UBI at this forum are:
to make the courses it offers known to the European industry and institutions and to show the high quality education of its students;
to show the research activities, results and competences it has developed over the years;
to identify new partners for future R&DT activities and projects;
to unveil the Air Cargo Challenge 2013 contest that will be organized once again by UBI.
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Mark Russell, Commercial Counselor

U.S. Commercial Service
U.S. Embassy in Lisbon

Tel.: +351217273300

Pedro Ferreira, Commercial Specialist

Av. das Forças Armadas

Fax: +351217268914

pedro.ferreira@trade.gov

1600-081 Lisboa

Web: http://www.export.gov/portugal

Portugal

+351217702572
Sérgio Neves, Commercial Specialist
Sergio.neves@trade.gov
+351217702529

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

The United States Commercial Service (CS) is the trade promotion arm of the U.S.

The U.S. Commercial Service in Portugal has

Department of Commerce's International Trade Administration, which helps U.S.

been supporting hundreds of companies, from

companies succeed in markets around the world.

SME to major multinational corporations, over

We also help international

companies connect with the best U.S. suppliers and encourage, facilitate and

the years, both in trade and investment

promote foreign direct investment into the United States.

relations.

The CS Portugal team is located at the U.S. Embassy in Lisbon.

Track record
The Aerospace and Defense industry has been a cornerstone of the U.S. economy for decades and has provided well-paying jobs for a
variety of skill levels. The industry’s position is now challenged by global competition, changes in technology, national and worldwide
economic conditions, and global policies affecting defense, civilian and commercial aviation. To maintain this important sector of the U.S.
economy, the U.S. Commercial Service strives to provide assistance to increase the industry’s competitiveness.

The U.S. Commercial Service with over 105 offices located across the United States and offices in U.S. Embassies and Consulates in
nearly 80 countries, our global network of trade professionals connects U.S. companies with international buyers, providing them with
market intelligence, trade counseling, business matchmaking, advocacy/commercial diplomacy support.

Whether you are a U.S. company looking to make your first export sale or expand to additional markets, or an international company
looking to purchase products/services from the United States, find additional U.S. suppliers or interested in investing in the United States,
we offer the expertise you need to connect with lucrative opportunities.

For further information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Looking for:
Promoting U.S. technology and suppliers in the Aerospace and Defense industry and identify business partnership opportunities between
the United States and Portugal.
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WITTENSTEIN aerospace & simulation GmbH

Christoph Heine

Walter-Wittenstein-Strasse 1

Tel.: +49 7931 493 10375

General Manager

97999 Igersheim

Fax: +49 7931 493 10909

christoph.heine@wittenstein.de

Germany

Web: www.wittenstein.aero

+49 7931 493 10375

Products/Services/Competences

Clients/projects

Mechatronic actuators and actuation systems for aerospace and space programs.

A380 Power Drive Units

Expertise in flight and safety critical applications.

A380 PAX Door Actuators

EASA 21G, 145

T-50 Golden Eagle Active Side Stick
A350 XWB High Lift back-up motors

Track record
Founded in 2003, WITTENSTEIN aerospace & simulation GmbH is one of the younger subsidiaries within WITTENSTEIN AG, a leading
industrial company in precision mechatronic drive systems.
While activities have started with the design of flightworthy servo motors and kinematics, WITTENSTEIN today offers entire mechatronic
systems including electronic controls, sensor technology and all necessary support services. The strengths of the products are related to
high performance, esp. in low-weight and high-efficiency design.
With subsidiaries in the UK and the US, and service partners in Singapore, WITTENSTEIN offers world-wide services to their customers
and end-users of products and systems.
WITTENSTEIN aerospace & simulation GmbH holds EASA approvals 21G and 145.

Looking for:
Beyond offering and searching for business opportunities, WITTENSTEIN is particularly interested in collaboration with innovative
universities, research institutes, and SMEs willing to drive technology forward in the area of mechatronic systems, especially electronic
controls and sensors.
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LISBON REVISITED: ASD AGENDA FOR COMPETITIVENESS
Centro de Congressos de Lisboa - Praça das Indústrias, 1300-307 Lisboa
www.portugalglobal.pt/asd

THURSDAY, 11 OCTOBER

TECHNOLOGY FORUM - IDEAS, TALENTS, BUSINESS
PAVILION 4

09.00 - 09.30

OPENING CEREMONY
Gen. José Cordeiro, DANOTEC
Jaime Silva, Advisor to Deputy Director General For Space Policy, Security, GMES and
Galileo, DG ENTR, European Commission
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Rolf-Jürgen Ahlers, Chairman of ASD SME & Supply Chain Commission, CEO
ASG Luftfahrttechnik und Sensorik GmbH
Pedro Reis, President of AICEP

09.30 – 17.30 EXHIBITION, SEMINARS (detail in following pages) and NETWORKING
18.30 - 20.00

WELCOME RECEPTION, Torreão Nascente (Praça do Comércio)

19.30 - 22.00

ASD Council Working Dinner (Members only)

THURSDAY, 11 OCTOBER

Technology Forum for Business

Time

AUDITORIUM III

09.30-10.30

Open SMEG meeting: Prof. Dr.-Ing. Rolf-Jürgen Ahlers et al.

10.30-11.00

ASD at the heart of European Defence R&T cooperation: Jean-Bernard Paul (Thales), et al.,
ASD DRT

11.00-11.30

AIRBUS Technology Roadmap: Gareth Williams, Head of R&T Business Development, Airbus

11.30-12.30

ASD-STAN Workshop: How to build interoperability into your Technology Roadmap: Steve
Shepherd et al.

12.30-13.30

LUNCH BREAK (Buffet lunch for all)

13.30-14.00

The TAPAS Project: Arnt Offringa, Head of R&D, Fokker Aerostructures

14.00-14.30

Working with SM-ES: Eric Bachelet, Deputy Director General Research & Technology, SAFRAN

14.30-15.30

Business environment and opportunities in Portugal:
AICEP/DANOTEC/PEMAS/POOL.NET/PROESPAÇO Seminar

15.30-17.00

UAS industry – Is Europe still in the race? ASD ASG Seminar, with Aimo Bülte (Cassidian) et al.

17.00-17.30

European Technology non-Dependence: Christian Bréant, Director R&T, EDA

THURSDAY, 11 OCTOBER

Technology Forum for Ideas and Talents

Time

AUDITORIUM IV

09.30-10.00

Engaging children in Space and Astronomy: Prof. Ana Noronha, Executive Director, Ciência
Viva Agency. (paralell session with direct testimonies from 11:30-12:30 – room 1.06)

10.00-10.30

The Flying Classroom initiative: Klaus-Peter Ludwig, Director Institutional Relations, EADS
Public Affairs PA/G

10.30-11.00

“Think Industry” Project: Gonçalo Lobo Xavier, Portuguese Technological Centres Network RECET

11.00-11.30

Research synergies: Politecnico di Torino and industries: Prof. Ing. Fulvia Quagliotti,
Politecnico di Torino

11.30-12.30

ACARE Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda: Dr. Uwe Möller (DLR) et al.

12.30-13.30

LUNCH BREAK (Buffet lunch for all)

13.30-14.00

The EASN Network: Its objectives and activities: Prof. Ing. Fulvia Quagliotti, Member of the
Board of Directors, EASN

14.00-14.30

Success stories within the frame of the EASN activities: Prof. Krzysztof Kurzydłowsky
(Warsaw University of Technology), Prof. Dr.-Ing Spiros Pantelakis, President EASN
(University of Patras)

14.30-15.00

Cooperation with Universities: Ric Parker, Director R&T, Rolls-Royce

15.00-15.30

How Research Establishments can help industry maintain European leadership in
Aeronautics and Air Transport: Paul Eijssen, Head of EREA Executive Secretariat

15.30-16.00

EACP Network: Nadine Sablotny (Hamburg Aviation) The CARE Project: François Aumonier
(Aerospace Valley)

16.00-16.30

Lifelong Learning, Policies & Programme: António Silva Mendes, Director, DG EAC,
European Commission

16.30-17.00

The Clean Space initiative: Tiago Soares, ESA-ESTEC, TEC-SYE

FRIDAY, 12 OCTOBER

TECHNOLOGY FORUM FOR BUSINESS
PAVILION 4

09.30 – 17.30 Exhibition and Networking

Time

ROOM 1.06

14.00-16.00

Progress of Clean Sky and preparation for H2020: João Romana et al, CLEANSKY JTI

CONVENTION
08.00 – 09.30 ASD Fringe meetings (Members only)
ASD Board meeting (Members only)
09.30 – 09.45 Coffee break
09.45 – 10.30 PLENARY SESSION (Auditorium I)
Welcome by Klaus Eberhardt, ASD President
Opening address by José Pedro Aguiar-Branco, Minister of National Defence
10.45 – 12.30: THREE SIMULTANEOUS WORKSHOPS (detail in following pages)
12.30 - 13.45

Lunch

FRIDAY, 12 OCTOBER
AUDITORIUM I
10.45 - 12.30

WORKSHOP 1: Sustainable research and innovation

Moderator:

Giovanni Bertolone, Formal Advisor on Aerospace to the Italian Minister of Education, University and
Research; Chairman of ASD R&T Commission

Thematic outline:
ACARE SRIA;


Upstream research;



Enhancing industry leadership: enabling technologies, manufacturing processes, space science;



Providing green and sustainable air transport;

Do we have the appropriate tools to take aerospace science further?
Cooperation between the Primes’ and the Supply Chain R&I as a way of optimising the H2020 funding;
Other forms of cooperation in R&I (tripartite R&I; internationalisation strategies).
Academia–Industry cooperation: Technology transfer or common ownership of knowledge?
Speakers:
Maria da Graça Carvalho, MEP, Member of the European Parliament’s Committee on Industry, Research and
Energy
Luisa Innocenti, ESA Clean Space Manager
Axel Krein, Senior Vice-President R&T, Airbus
Prof. Jacek Rokicki, Warsaw University of Technology
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Spiros Pantelakis, President of the EASN Network
Michel Peters, Vice-Chairman EREA
András Siegler, Director Transport, DG RTD, European Commission

FRIDAY, 12 OCTOBER
AUDITORIUM VII
10.45 - 12.30

WORKSHOP 2: Sustaining the competitiveness of European Supply Chain

Moderator:

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Rolf-Jürgen Ahlers, CEO ASG Luftfahrttechnik und Sensorik GmbH, Chairman of ASD
SME & Supply Chain Commission

Thematic outline:
Environmental policies and the price of fuel call for greener aircraft now. Global aviation is in the process of
renovating its fleet, thus shortening the traditional lifespan of aircraft. What consequences for the MRO sector?
How can it adapt?
Urgency appears to be shortening the innovation cycle as well. The OEMs may choose closer strategic alignment
with suppliers who have stronger capabilities for research and innovation. Do the existing European networks
provide sufficient help for strengthening such capabilities? Do Clusters help?
Risk sharing within the Supply Chain: Under what conditions? Does Europe offer the right financial instruments to
underwrite the risk?
Between competition and cooperation: companies may compete on some platforms and cooperate on others. Do
the IPR rules follow in such optimal use of industrial capabilities?
Maintaining a strong supply base with its ability to innovate: a guarantee for sustainable competition?
Speakers:
Manuel Cruz Ballesteros, Managing Director, Fundación Hélice (Spain)
Eng. Mário Lobato de Faria, Vice-President, Negócio de Serviços de MRO, OGMA
Peter Scaruppe, Director Industry & Markets, EDA
Eduardo Mozas, Senior Executive, Aerospace and Defence, ACCENTURE
Vittorio Prodi, MEP, Chairman of the European Parliament’s Sky & Space Intergroup
George Lemonidis, Deputy Head of Unit, Financing Innovation & SMEs, DG ENTR, European Commission

FRIDAY, 12 OCTOBER
AUDITORIUM VIII
10.45 - 12.30

WORKSHOP 3: The battle for talent

Moderator:

Paolo Rinaldini, Managing Director Enterprise Improvement Practice, AlixPartners

Thematic outline:
Articulating demand:
Present population picture
What tools are used in different countries?
What business strategies underpin them?
Supplying skills:
Getting young people interested in scientific studies: national examples
Tools provided by National Associations, Clusters
Cooperation between industry and educational establishments
Lifelong learning within the industry
The place of soft skills
Valorisation of aerospace jobs:
Careers and rewards
Benchmarking with other sectors: Can we win the battle?
Towards an agreement to develop an European toolkit to be used in education
Speakers:
Prof. Ana Noronha, Executive Director, Ciência Viva Agency
Ingrid Schilling-Kaletsch, Leader of the WG “Skills & Innovation”, European Aerospace Cluster Partnership
Prof. Dr. Thomas Biermann, CEO Wildau Institute of Technology
Prof. Enrico Macii, Vice-Rector of the Politecnico di Torino
Ric Parker, Director R&T, ROLLS-ROYCE

FRIDAY, 12 OCTOBER

PLENARY SESSION
AUDITORIUM I
14.00 - 14.15

Video message from EC President José Manuel Barroso

14.15 -14.45

ASD Presidency handover
Inaugural address by Jean-Paul Herteman, CEO SAFRAN, the new President

14.45 – 15.00 Keynote address by David P. Hess, Chairman AIA, President Pratt & Whitney
15.00 – 16.00 ROUND TABLE ONE: Engaging in global competitive dynamics: Europe’s relations with the
emerging actors (detail in following pages)
16.00 - 16.30

Coffee break

16.30 - 17.45

ROUND TABLE TWO: Rethinking Defence (detail in following pages)

17.45 - 18.15

Closing speech by Paulo Portas, Minister of State, Minister for Foreign Affairs

18.15 - 18.30

Announcement of the next Convention by Josef Kašpar, President of the Association of the Aviation
Manufacturers of the Czech Republic (ALV)

20.30 - 22.00

GALA DINNER, Jerónimos Monastery

FRIDAY, 12 OCTOBER

AUDITORIUM I

15.00 - 16.00

ROUND TABLE ONE: Engaging in global competitive dynamics: Europe’s
relations with the emerging actors

Moderator:

Ambassador e.r. Fritjof von Nordenskjöld

Thematic outline:
Do EU industrial policies adequately support the different sectors in their bid for global competitiveness? How, if
at all, is the risks planning assisted by these policies? How are the EU and its Member States envisaging to
respond to the Asian competition where strong government involvement is creating new models of interaction on
the markets?
Talent-driven innovation is considered to be the strongest driver of global manufacturing competitiveness. What
strategies do the companies follow to attract, manage and preserve their intellectual capital? What can we learn
from the fast-advancing Asian competitors?
Civil technology transfer between traditional and new players on the global markets, whether planned or not, is
steadily eroding the Western lead. The IPR protection in some of the emerging global actors is a growing problem
for Western companies. What are the boundaries between technological readiness of the former and IPRsensitive innovation of the latter? Is it possible to maintain technological lead if the core manufacturing strength
is taken out of the synergic equation of R&D-Manufacture-After-sales Services, and outsourced?
Europe prides itself with action that is often ahead of the practices of global business, in particular in areas
affecting the environment. The resulting legislation has a value of example but also global implications,
sometimes to the detriment of industry. Are the existing international (multilateral) bodies that should relay the
EU on such issues still adapted to do so? Should the question of global governance be reviewed altogether in a
joint effort by the public and private sectors?
Speakers:
Miguel Morais Leitão, Secretary of State Assistant to the Minister and of European Affairs
Prof. Dr. Markus Taube, Duisburg-Essen University, Mercator School of Management, East-Asian Economic
Studies /China
Mauro Kern, Executive V.-P. Engineering and Technology, Embraer
Giuseppe Viriglio, Vice-President ASD-EUROSPACE, Vice-President Telespazio

FRIDAY, 12 OCTOBER
16.30 - 17.45

ROUND TABLE TWO: Rethinking Defence

Moderator:

Ambassador e.r. Fritjof von Nordenskjöld

AUDITORIUM I

Thematic outline:
Defence market:
Preserving the European EDTIB in the present austerity climate: In pooling and sharing /smart defence there is an
important issue of trust.
Could a decisive move towards a level playing field on defence procurement markets act as a catalyst of trust?
Recognising Defence as an economic sector in its own right: What incidence on the issues of sovereignty?
While national Defence budgets in the West are being reduced, big increases in Asia and the Americas offer an
opportunity for arms exports, but also increase the competition on those markets. What price for sustaining
European Defence industry competitiveness on those growing markets?
Defence policy:
What are the EU’s external security challenges? What are the greatest risks for the larger NATO area?
Are the Alliance and EU equipped to face new threats? Is “specialisation by design” an answer to the need for the
Alliance’s capability readiness?
Cyber Defence: NATO, EU – A complementary effort?
Speakers:
Jamie Shea, Deputy Asst. Secretary General for Emerging Security Challenges, NATO
Antoine Bouvier, CEO MBDA
Claude-France Arnould, Chief Executive EDA
Domingo Ureña Raso, Chairman and CEO Airbus Military
Carlos Suarez, Executive Vice President, Defence, INDRA
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